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ABSTRACT

Author: La Cross, Christopher, A. PhD
Institution: Purdue University
Degree Received: May 2018
Title: The Effectiveness of Visual Input Enhancement Across Multiple Proficiency Levels on the
Noticing and L2 Development of German Vocabulary and Reading
Major Professor: John Sundquist
The present study investigates the effectiveness of visual input enhancement across
multiple proficiency levels on the noticing and L2 development of German vocabulary and
reading. The study addresses several methodological issues in the extant literature and uses a
complex organization to investigate possible differences in the effectiveness of visual input
enhancement, a frequently used technique in L2 reading, across multiple proficiency levels in a
typical L2 classroom setting at the university level. The study reveals that little to no differences
exist across proficiency level and text level and that visual input enhancement, as is so often
employed, has extremely limited potential for positive effects on L2 learners. In contrast, it is
revealed to cause more harmful effects as opposed to aiding learners. The study also makes use of
copious learner protocols to gain deeper insight into their thought processes while reading L2 texts
to gauge their overall understanding and ability to acquire vocabulary.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

Introduction
Linguists and language teachers have been interested in the effect of linguistic input on
second language learning for a long time in the field of second language acquisition (SLA). The
last two and a half decades have witnessed a proliferation of research studies on input enhancement
that have variously addressed implicit and explicit instruction of target L2 forms through a series
of theoretical and/or pedagogical models gravitating around, but not limited to, Gass’ (1988) model
of second language acquisition (SLA), Sharwood Smith’s (1991) ‘input enhancement’,
VanPatten’s (1991, 1994, 2004) ‘processing instruction’, Long’s (1991) ‘focus on from’, and
Schmidt’s noticing hypothesis (1993, 2001). Most of the existing research on input enhancement
has focused on acquisition of grammatical forms at the expense of neglecting vocabulary
acquisition through reading. Combined with these varied research approaches was a distinct
absence of any methodological consistency among these studies resulting in a largely quixotic task
of rendering results from the data that can lead to progress in determining the actual efficacy of
visual enhancement. The empirical findings of extant research have unsurprisingly proven largely
inconclusive. It is here where the present study seeks to build upon previous efforts while
simultaneously avoiding, as much as possible, the pitfalls of previous research discussed here and
in following chapters of the present work. Before we can proceed with more fully introducing the
present study, it worth further establishing a brief introductory contextual framework to situate
ourselves.
The focus of research in this area is a result of developments in both language teaching
theory and practice. Language learning has undergone a fundamental shift from explicit learning
of grammatical forms via rote learning and memorization to language learning for the purpose of
actively communicating with other target L2 users in authentic contexts. The earlier methods of
memorization were realized through targeted and repetitive drills in grammar-driven teaching
approaches such as the direct method, grammar translation, the audio-lingual method, and total
physical response. These methods can trace their origins to language learning efforts of previous
centuries in which learners focused on learning through reading and translating literature. These
approaches increasingly came under attack with the rise of communicative approaches in the 1980s
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creating a pendulum between focus on accuracy versus a focus on meaning. Proponents of
communicative approaches argued that learners under the previous grammar-driven approaches
lacked fluency when faced with real time and unrehearsed communication situations in the target
language. Consequently, classroom activities were designed in order to achieve communicative
competence (Canale & Swain, 1980), wherein grammar instruction was given tertiary importance
if not considered harmful to developing communicative competence.
The importance of the role of meaning received more attention as a result of Krashen’s Input
Hypothesis (1985) which claimed that language learning occurs via comprehensible input.
Consequently, meaning-focused pedagogical approaches proliferated through communicative
language teaching, the natural approach, immersion programs, and more recently content-based
instruction. Research on the efficacy of these approaches failed to match the initial ardor of
overturning the ubiquity of the previous grammar-based approaches. Numerous case studies
revealed disappointing results of learners who were exposed to natural learning environments.
Gascoigne (2006), citing Trevise (1993) argued that the removal of grammatical instruction from
the communicative classroom can result in linguistic deficiencies. Similarly, Simard & Wong
(2004) stated that “a pure focus on meaning in L2 learning does not lead to high levels of linguistic
accuracy” (P. 96). One can see a fundamental problem emerge for proponents of an exclusive
focus on either form or meaning in that such a focus quite unsurprisingly results in a lack of
proficiency on what is neglected. Moreover, one must question what value communicative
competence is without a certain degree of accuracy and whether effective communication can take
place if one or more participants in a communication situation fumble through a broken
interlanguage exchange. The pedagogical value of purely meaning-focused approaches is
furthermore made unstable when one considers that the resulting lack of vocabulary knowledge
can hardly be compensated by single or few encounters with such words or grammar, whether
through formal instruction or interactions with native speakers or in situations that aim to emulate
such interactions (Nagy, 1997). In other words, the pursuit or desire to either ‘be’ or communicate
“like a native speaker” is perhaps quixotic as exclusive meaning-focus is highly unlikely to result
in the type of conversational fluency replete with meaningful and varied vocabulary ranges one
might hope language instruction should aspire to provide learners with. Stated yet another way,
what value does focusing on meaning provide if their learners lack a full range of expressive
possibility due to negligent vocabulary acquisition along their interlanguage development.
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Moreover, without a high degree of L2 proficiency, it is doubtful that L2 learners can effectively
rely solely on context to navigate communicative situations (Nagy, 1997 citing Cziko, 1978).
Again, the importance of ‘knowing words’ in the L2 seems to raise some warning signs as to where
L2 learners will face significant hurdles if this part of their learning receives decreased attention.
As will be further explored in depth in later chapters, factors governing to what degree learners
can successfully establish context to aid their L2 purposes factors heavily the degree of this
success. On the other hand, an exclusive focus on accuracy would be a regression toward earlier
methods aimed at language learning for non-interactive purposes such as reading and translation.
One need not go into exhaustive detail here on the shortcomings of such language learning
methods. Briefly, the swinging of the pendulum back to an extreme focus on accuracy at the
expensive of communicative competence and being able to convey meaning across varied
communicative contexts certainly seems undesirable. The value of perfectly accurate language
lacking the unique idiosyncrasies of language for a given communicative situation is questionable
for today’s language learning purposes.
As a result of the inadequacy of these earlier one-directional approaches of focusing on form
or meaning while excluding one or the other, the late 1980s through the 1990s witnessed efforts at
combining both focus loci which include the aforementioned Long’s (1991) Focus on Form,
Schmidt’s (1993, 2001) Noticing Hypothesis, and Smith’s (1993) Input Enhancement among
others. Schmidt and Smith especially helped build a foundation for the focus of the present study.
One of the central questions of SLA research has been how L2 learners acquire their
vocabulary and whether reading is as beneficial for L2 vocabulary acquisition as it is for L1
vocabulary acquisition. Swanborn and De Glopper (1999), in an analysis of twenty experiments
which examined incidental L1 word learning during normal reading, found that students learn
approximately 15% of the unknown words they encounter. This low percentage appears rather
discouraging for language instructors. To increase the chances of successful ‘incidental’ learning,
research has focused on visually enhancing the written input with the hope of stimulating such
incidental learning. Visual input enhancement studies to date have mostly focused on teaching
grammatical elements implicitly, largely through reading activities (Alanen 1995; Cho 2010;
Doughty 1991; Izumi 2002; Leow 1998, 2001; Simard 2009, White 1998). A distinct lack of
attention has been devoted toward vocabulary acquisition. It is this deficiency which the current
study aims to address.
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Incidental vocabulary learning through reading, as one can surmise from the low
percentage in the Swanson & De Glopper study mentioned above, is an inefficient process with
generally slow and modest vocabulary gains as one might surmise from its very nature. Moreover,
it is an error-prone process where the written stimuli may erroneously lead learners in wrong
directions, if the learners are aware of the unfamiliar words at all (Hulstijn, Hollander & Greidanus,
1996; Horst, Cobb & Meara, 1998; Laufer, 2005; Nation, 2001; Read, 2004). Learners often
completely miss key unfamiliar words, or if they do notice, they do not always attempt to guess
the meanings of these words. If L2 learners do attempt to guess the meanings of unfamiliar words,
they do not always do so successfully. Indeed, a motivating question driving Sharwood Smith’s
(1991, 1993) proposal of input enhancement addresses the seeming obliviousness of learners to
successfully and completely engage with the information that is presented to them:
Why is it that L2 learners typically appear to ignore a vast mass of evidence and continue,
obstinately, to operate with a system that is in contradiction with the target norms as
manifest in the input? (Sharwood Smith 1993: 168).
A major issue in formal language learning contexts is that L2 learners simply do not receive
sufficient input and concomitantly do not have sufficient opportunities to encounter and use new
words to successfully acquire them. Anecdotal evidence is replete with examples of learners, who
after years of study, still have deficient L2 vocabulary or those learners who have given up on their
studies and may only remember a few words. For these reasons, it is imperative analyze how L2
vocabulary acquisition through reading can be enhanced in order to increase the likelihood of
successful vocabulary acquisition which will benefit L2 learners’ other language skills as well. If
this can subsequently be combined with successful practical implementation in formal language
instruction it should be possible for L2 learners to reach higher levels of proficiency. Although,
one might rightfully ponder as to whether pursuing a definite or substantial increase in something
incidental is a bit of a fool’s errand when we consider the aforementioned difficulties inherent in
a type of learning which truly varies from learner to learner and context to context, and all for the
possibility that this learning may not even occur at all.
It is with these varied issues in mind that the present study will explore aspects of the
complex interplay between this incidental learning, noticing, context, and vocabulary’s place in an
L2 reading context. In a departure from most textual enhancement studies, the focus of this study
is on vocabulary as opposed to grammar acquisition. Briefly, the existing literature has
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demonstrated small but mixed positive effects for visual input enhancement. A wide variety of
methodological differences across these studies have made cross-comparison and definitive
conclusions extremely difficult. Moreover, a host of other factors may further affect measuring the
efficacy of visual input enhancement gravitating around learned related variables. These include
but are not limited to prior knowledge of the target L2, general proficiency level, learner attentional
resources, and learner motivation. Nevertheless, this diverse body of research has yielded some
critical insights as to the direction future research can take to create progress in this area.
As a German teacher, especially regarding L2 reading and vocabulary acquisition created a
strong desire to investigate this particular area of the research, especially given all the
methodological and informational gaps and issues in the research. After teaching students
throughout the different stages of the L2 curriculum, it became apparent that a common thread
running through all these learners was the struggle to successfully build a large repertoire of
vocabulary and to be able to employ it currently and further, to make significant progress in L2
reading development. The more time spent noticing these issues with students the greater the
motivation there was to investigate potential ways to ameliorate and help students overcome them.
This really was a prime motivating factor for the current study.
Issues with L2 reading and vocabulary acquisition could comprise any number of factors
including lack of curricular focus on these areas, learner motivation, pedagogy and curriculum
methodology, pacing, textbook and learning materials to name a few. While investigating all these
factors is well beyond the scope of any one study, it is worth noting that a holistic consideration
of the complex interplay between all such factors generally does not receive enough serious
consideration in the literature or in practical application. Having completed relevant coursework
on L2 reading and vocabulary acquisition, the research surrounding incidental learning, enhanced
input in particular, stood out as a possible avenue of mitigating the issues mentioned above.
The present study was also motivated by a desire to allow L2 students of German to more
easily access texts in the target language by making encountered vocabulary more salient. As
Grabe (2009) argues, although reading takes place in everyday life without much conscious effort,
it is such a complicated process which involves various components and they work together to
enable us to read and comprehend written texts. This is of course equally if not more complicated
when trying to read in a second language as well as rapidly expand a functional vocabulary range.
As discussed in the preceding chapter, studies of visual enhancement of texts generally focus on
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comparing a single type of enhancement with a non-enhanced version of a text. For the present
study, our interest lies in determining which types of visual textual enhancement, if any, are most
effective for L2 learners at different stages in the development of their proficiency.
This is especially relevant as many beginner and intermediate language courses frequently
employ enhanced texts in some way when reading activities do occur. The communicative
classroom has traditionally deemphasized a focus on reading and implicit vocabulary acquisition
preferring incidental learning. Discovering the most effective approach to that will allow students
to successfully navigate L2 texts and thereby progressively increase their L2 lexicon appears to be
a worthwhile pursuit. This will have benefits in all areas of instruction and will allow faster
transition to higher proficiency levels in order to arrive at higher competencies within the scope of
a traditional four-year language curriculum. The results of this study will hopefully allow for
renewed discussion on the importance of reading and vocabulary acquisition in the L2 curriculum
as well as determining the possible efficacy of visual input enhancement. Moreover, it is hoped
that the study will also stimulate further discussion on learners’ thought processes during L2
reading to determine positive and negative factors influencing successful comprehension.
Rather than simply replicate existing avenues of research, the present study has set the lofty
goal to investigate and analyze additional concerns within the research which have not currently
been given the proper amount of attention they deserve. When discussing incidental learning and
ways to increase the chances of successful instances of such learning, various ways of visual input
enhancement have been attempted, typically with a single treatment type compared to a nonenhanced language item. The present study will to compare not just one but several enhancement
types to ideally create meaningful comparisons across these types of enhancement and to
investigate if perhaps one more types of enhancement are more or less successful than others.
Similarly, previous studies have suffered from small sample sizes which again was a concern in
setting up this study’s experiment. The study featured a rather large pool of participants to
eliminate that issue. Additionally, a number of studies have ignored investigating potential longterm effects of such enhancement which the present study has taken into account via a follow up
treatment. Moreover, the majority of studies have tended to focus exclusively on quantitative data.
Any extant studies with a qualitative focus represent a minority body of the total research. The
present study has purposely incorporated both quantitative and qualitative data components in
order to reveal any matching trends among both data sets. Lastly, one particular aspect of research
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which seems to get little to no attention is investigating how such input enhancement might affect
learners at different levels and what potential pedagogical and curricular issues might be revealed
through such a comparison. Is visual input necessary or even useful at all stages of the curriculum?
Is it more or less useful for beginners? Can visual input enhancement have a negative impact on
learners at different stages of their L2 development? What lessons can be learned if drastic
differences are revealed between learners of different levels, and lastly what consequences might
be realized if there are little to no differences? The present study compares population of beginner
and intermediate learners to investigate such questions. We now turn an analysis of existing
research in order to show how the current study aims to advance the discussion in this field.
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW

Overview of Current Issues
Over the past twenty years there has been a considerable proliferation of studies and
discussion in the field of second language (L2) input enhancement and L2 reading as a major
source of input. Discussion has gravitated around theoretical and/or pedagogical positions
including, but not limited to Gass’ (1988) model of second language acquisition (SLA), Sharwood
Smith’s (1991) ‘input enhancement’, Long’s (1991) ‘focus on form’, and Van Patten’s (1991)
‘processing instruction’. Moreover, considerable discussion has focused on which type of text
results in the best improvement to overall language competency with the emphasis on lower levels
of language proficiency (Barnett, 1991; Bernahrdt 1991b, 1995; Crossley et al., 2007; Kramsch,
1985; Shanahan, 1997). The discussions broadly define two types of text available for language
instruction: authentic texts and texts especially created or modified to suit specific proficiency
levels. Research into textual enhancement of input has thus far been largely inconclusive due to a
host of factors discussed below. The discussion on which type of text to employ has strong
arguments for both sides without a clearly superior choice, thus the task of choosing a more
advantageous type of text for L2 learners proves difficult. The issues accompanying natural versus
modified texts will be looked at in turn. After an analysis of the current issues in the field the
attention will turn toward resolving these issues and what the current study aims to accomplish.
The following provides an analysis of prior research conducted on textual input enhancement
and underlines the various theoretical and methodological issues which have arisen as this field
within second language acquisition has developed. The difficulty in ascertaining the usefulness
and positive impact of textual enhancement thus far has been marred preciously due to the
aforementioned methodological and theoretical issues, as well as general lack of consensus on the
exact terminology to employ to define the research conducted and how to accomplish it. The
current study operates on several levels by using both beginner and intermediate proficiency level
participants as well as comparing simple versus complex enhancement. In a departure from most
TE research, the focus of the current study is on vocabulary as opposed to grammar acquisition
which has largely been neglected in this type of research.
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What Is Input Enhancement?
This question served as the impetus driving Sharwood Smith’s (1991, 1993) proposal of
input enhancement and can be summarized by the following:
Why is it that L2 learners typically appear to ignore a vast mass of evidence and
continue, obstinately, to operate with a system that is in contradiction with the target norms
as manifest in the input? (Sharwood Smith 1993: 168).
For Sharwood Smith, the answer is complex. Second language (L2) learners, in general, lack
sensitivity to grammatical features found in the target language input. Thus, there may be large
amounts of input available, yet it may not be of much benefit to the learner. In addition, certain
grammatical features in the target language input lack salience, which thus fails to draw the
learner’s attention. A learner’s first language (L1) may also cause interference with their ability to
notice linguistic features in the L2 input. This is what Schmidt (1990) labels as a lack of
‘noticeability’. Learners, contrary to what may appear as obvious information in the input, will
only notice certain features while others may be wholly ignored or only peripherally noticed. One
can postulate that learners appear to have their own agenda when negotiating input. Sharwood
Smith additionally suggests that input salience can be achieved by an outsider (e.g. a teacher) or
by an insider (e.g. the learners themselves). Learners each possess their own unique natural
learning and processing mechanisms which are capable of generating input enhancement on their
own. This “internally generated input enhancement” may or may not coincide with “externally
generated input enhancement”. For Sharwood Smith, the learner’s mind is a modular construct. A
learner does not simply have one mind which approaches input as a unitary construct but rather as
one comprising many different linguistic domains and subsystems. Thus, when a learner is exposed
to externally enhanced input, the learner may or may not notice the enhancement or may only
notice it partially depending on the congruence between the externally and internally generated
salience of the input. Consequently, Sharwood Smith (1991) posits that a mismatch may arise
“between the intentions lying behind teacher or textbook generated enhancement of the input and
the actual effect it comes to have on the learner system” (p. 130). Thus, ‘whether the enhanced
input will ultimately trigger the relevant mental representation is … an empirical question’ (p.
120). In other words, the learners themselves play a major role as to the efficacy of textual
enhancement. If the input fails to trigger the relevant mental representation, acquisition will not
occur. As reported in Leeman et al. (1995: 248), ‘not all of the enhancements were noticed by all
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the participants’ while ‘at least some learners prioritize meaning over form despite the emphatic
instruction they received to consider both’. Learners are not a homogenous group, instead they
each represent a unique step along an interlanguage path with multiple characteristics such as prior
knowledge that may either overlap or diverge along gradients. The intersection, or lack thereof, of
learners’ agendas and instructional guidance can account for the diverse results in the research thus
far.
Consequently, Sharwood Smith hypothesizes that in order to stimulate input processing for
both form and meaning, the quality of the input must be improved. To improve the quality of the
input, Sharwood Smith proposes input enhancement, a method by which the salience of linguistic
features is increased. For externally created salience, Sharwood Smith (1991) proposes two
categories, elaboration (i.e. duration) and explicitness (i.e. metalinguistic depth), each of which
offers extensive permutations for input enhancement strategies. As a result, there are numerous
simple and complex types of enhancement. A one-time use of bolding would be considered nonelaborate, non-explicit while a one-time rule presentation would be non-elaborate but explicit
enhancement strategy. It should be clear from this simple example that with such a wide variety
of available enhancement strategies, definitive results in the research have been difficult to
achieve. Sharwood Smith (1993) provides some sample strategies one might take including
metalinguistic description, explicit or implicit error correction, explicit form discussion, and
textual enhancement (TE), the focus of the present research.
Textual enhancement of input would be a rather simple matter if all one needed to do was
increase salience among target forms or vocabulary and with learners subsequently comprehending
all the input and successfully acquiring it as part of their L2 proficiency development. In other
words, improved input quality should lead to greater comprehension, and hopefully acquisition.
However, several factors at the theoretical, experimental design, and practical levels have thus far
made the generalization of results in this field impossible. These issues will be addressed in the
following sections.
Research On Textual Enhancement
Before moving onto a discussion of the current study, it is necessary to review key extant
studies on textual enhancement in order to present an accurate overview of this area of second
language acquisition research. This review will provide a bridge to the current study. Since
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Sharwood Smith’s (1991, 1993) proposal of the input enhancement hypothesis, research on the
subject has proliferated, expanding the scope of the field to include Long’s (1991) ‘focus on form’
among other avenues. The broadening of textual input enhancement research has also created an
issue where findings from the different research areas lack generalizability. Han et al. (2008) deftly
outlines seven issues: “noticing and/or acquisition; textual enhancement and comprehension;
simultaneous or sequential processing; textual enhancement and the nature of the enhanced form;
textual enhancement and prior knowledge; textual enhancement and input flood; and textual
enhancement and overuse.” (597) Both Lee (2007) and Han et al. (2008) reviewed existing studies
on enhancement, thirteen and twenty-one respectively, and both reach essentially the same
conclusion, namely that the research has thus far produced inconclusive results, due largely to the
sheer diversity of methodological idiosyncrasies. In short, both state that the methodological issues
preclude any direct comparison among the literature. An example of the wildly differing results
shall illustrate the murkiness with which one must engage the textual enhancement research to
date. Among the numerous studies reviewed by Lee (2007) and Han et al. (2008), the findings
could be grouped into studies that showed textual enhancement to be highly effective, moderately
effective, and yet in others it showed no significant benefits whatsoever. One might be rightly
confused and skeptical at such seemingly contradictory results.
A further dimension of the issue to consider is that of several enhancement studies, a
majority have focused on grammar learning while relatively few have focused on vocabulary
learning. This could serve as an important demarcation to organize attempts at comparing the
results in the literature which has hitherto been regarded as a collective body of research on
enhancement.
Textual enhancement studies have typically included a pretest-posttest design with varying
treatment periods from a few minutes to several days, wherein participants navigated some form
of meaning-oriented task. Most studies have sought to analyze at least one morphosyntactic
element, while a few, such as Barcroft (2003) focused on discrete-item vocabulary learning.
Participant populations consisted mostly of adult second language learners in the United States,
although sample sizes varied widely with as few as fourteen (Jourdenais et al. 1995) to as many as
259 (Lee 2007). The participants further varied from beginners (Alanen 1995) to more advanced
learners (Doughty 1991). Commonly, studies combined textual enhancement with additional
variables such as explicit instructions to the learner to focus on enhanced forms (Izumi 2002: 543)
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or activating prior knowledge (Shook 1994) to name a few. One line of congruence among studies
has been the gravitation toward form-oriented post-instructional measurements (Han et al. 2008).
These include, but are not limited to sentence production or combination (Doughty 1991),
grammaticality judgment (Alanen 1995), fill-in-the-blanks (Leow 2001), sentence completion or
interpretation (Izumi 2002), and multiple-choice (Bowles 2003). In addition, most studies used
statistical significance as the major, sometimes the only, indicator of the effectiveness of textual
enhancement.
From the twenty-one studies reviewed by Han et al. (2008: 600), the following three
divergent results illustrated the improbability of extrapolating generalizable results:
1. ‘TE promotes noticing of target L2 form and has an effect on learners’ subsequent
output’ (Jourdenais et al., 1995: 208).
2. ‘Input enhancement failed to show measurable gains in learning despite the documented
positive impact of enhancement on the noticing of the target form items in the input’
(Izumi 2002: 542).
3. ‘The results indicated no significant benefit of TE over unenhanced input for (1) the
amount of reported noticing of Spanish present perfect or present subjunctive forms, (2)
learners’ intake of the forms, or (3) learners’ comprehension of the reading passage’
(Leow et al. 2003: 12).
The sample of the incongruence in the research results is a natural consequence of the
methodological idiosyncrasies discussed above. In short, Han et al. (2008: 600) outlines the
following differences among studies: ‘ employing simple versus compound enhancement;
employing isolated words versus sentences versus discourse as stimuli; enhancing a meaningbearing versus a non-meaningful form; employing learners with or without prior knowledge of the
target form; enhancing the target form many versus one or a few times; using a longer versus a
shorter text; employing a single versus multiple short sessions over an extended period of time;
enhancing one form versus multiple forms; providing (or not) comprehension support prior to the
treatment; and providing (or not) explicit instruction on what to focus on prior to the treatment.
Moreover, it would also appear that some linguistic elements may lend themselves more readily
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to being paired with textual enhancement as a means of instruction (Shook 1999; Leow et al. 2003).
Determining which linguistic elements textual enhancement would have a more facilitative effect
on is a task for future research. If we consider textual enhancement to be our subject, then the
differences outlined above, as well as the aforementioned broadening of research concepts at the
beginning of the section each essentially constitute additional variables making a comprehensive
picture ever more nebulous. It may serve if future research can begin to be organized along the
above categories so that each specific area will have a multiplicity of suitable studies to enable
findings to be generalized.
Concomitant with the Han et al. (2008) review of extant studies in the field, Lee and Huang
(2008) in their “Meta-Analytic Review” of visual input enhancement on grammar learning reached
largely similar conclusions regarding the status and issues facing research in this area of second
language acquisition. In order to provide a framework of comparing the disparate results of
research studies up through that point in time, they calculated and aggregated the effect size d
values of visual input enhancement. Their efforts revealed that, in broad terms, second language
readers who were provided with enhanced texts “barely outperformed” those who had the target
forms flooded in an unenhanced version of the text. Additionally, they state that “a theoretical
tension between form and meaning was indicated by a small but negative effect size value for
learners’ meaning process (d = -0.26).” (307-320). This investigation into the effects of flooding
the target form is particularly illuminating in the O’Donnell (2009) study discussed below and
relevant for the results of the current study as well and discussed in Chapter 4. As seems to be the
norm in the literature, they call for the improvement of methodological practices and furthermore
illustrate potential issues with publication bias in their analysis.
After an analysis of the literature and especially the major reviews by Han et al. (2008) and
Lee and Huang (2008) discussed above there appears to be a circular problem that may be
adversely affecting results of textual enhancement studies: does comprehension allow for or
impede attention to form? If we view this alongside the basic premise of textual enhancement, that
it will induce noticing, and by increasing the frequency of the enhanced input there will be a
concurrent increase in salience leading to more noticing, there appears to be a further circular logic
involved. However, as discussed above, noticing may not be enough to trigger further processes
in learners to lead to understanding let alone acquisition (Jourdenais et al. 1995). As Sharwood
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Smith has stated, there is little point in learners simply noticing elements in either their input or
output, they must be able to ‘do’ something with this information.
As such, earlier studies (Alanen 1995; Jourdenais et al. 1995) operated under the
assumption that the effects of textual enhancement should be immediately observable in learners’
production in various post-test tasks. This would be akin to expecting immediate learning to occur
after brief exposures to new information. In other words, short-term studies with immediate learner
production tasks preclude any deeper long-term processing, hence simple noticing is not a
guarantor of acquisition (Izumi 2002). Particularly illuminating is Williams (1999), reporting that
‘not everything that is registered by the senses is … encoded in long-term memory (p. 2). Similarly,
Leeman et al. (1995) found that ‘forms may be noticed perceptually, but not linguistically’ (p.
219). Learners may indeed see and have visual awareness of everything they are reading, but this
does not imply that their attentional resources are necessarily devoted to items with enhanced
visual salience or provided instructional guidance. Learners may instead allocate attentional and
processing resources to wherever they perceive the most vital information to lie. This has
interesting correlations with the design and effectiveness of advertisements where our attention as
customers is directed by advertisers. One might also think of end user license agreements in this
manner. Rarely does anyone read through an entire EULA, rather most people will simply scroll
to the bottom and click on either agree or disagree, disregarding potentially important information
contained with the larger text.
While earlier studies discussed above focused on short-term effects of textual enhancement
by looking for its effects in immediate post-test learner productions, the issue of whether
comprehension, and subsequently acquisition, actually occurs is a natural question that must be
asked. While there has been evidence to show that textual enhancement can promote noticing of
certain linguistic elements, uncertainty remains if increased salience of these features leading to
noticing may cause a simultaneous trade-off with comprehension (Overstreet 1998; Lee 2007).
Naturally, if this were the case, the usefulness of textual enhancement would then be in serious
doubt. Future studies will need to account for some form of comprehension measurement before
and after any textual enhancement treatments.
The interaction between textual enhancement and learners’ prior knowledge has been
examined in a number of studies and has yielded some crucial insights (Shook 1994; Jourdenais
et al. 1995; Alanen 1995; Leow et al. 2003; Williams 1999; Park 2004; Lee 2007). Simple
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enhancement, or enhancement alone, has been shown to be more effective for leaners with some
existing proficiency (Park 2004). It is likely that there is some interaction with learners’
proficiencies. The learners may have ‘just enough’ proficiency to where such simple enhancement
becomes useful but not distracting. However, simple enhancement may indeed cause noticing but
not understanding in leaners with little to no prior knowledge (Shook 1994). This phenomenon
may be in part responsible for the elusiveness of broadly applicable and reliable data for
enhancement studies. The leap required for learners to go from only noticing enhancement to being
able to make use of it may be minute enough that the time and effort spent enhancing input for
learners may be better served elsewhere if learners can move their proficiency to a suitable level
naturally, and at a suitable pace to make any real or perceived acquisition acceleration gained by
enhancement versus non-enhancement to be negligible. In contrast, simple enhancement may
cause both noticing and understanding in leaners with greater prior knowledge (Lee 2007) while
complex enhancement, or enhancement paired with additional strategies such as explicit
instruction is superlative to simple enhancement in terms of prompting noticing and subsequent
deeper processing of target form(s) (Williams 1999). As found in Robinson (1997), textual
enhancement may work more as an implicit focusing device for learners’ attention. As stated
earlier, it is thus clear that neither the enhancement nor its underlying purpose may be transparent
to the learner, regardless of prior knowledge of the form. Some results from protocols in Alanen
(1995) show that while some participants reported noticing the use of italics, they had not bothered
to ponder a reason for their inclusion or perhaps they are purely trying to simplify the amount of
information and purposely ignore. Similar findings were reported in Leow (2001) and mirror those
in the present study with statements by participants such as ‘I don’t know why this is underlined’
(p. 502). We can reach a tentative conclusion that if leaners failed to comprehend a target form
after exposure to simple enhancement, they likely had no prior knowledge of the target form (Han
et al. 2008). Compound enhancement would ultimately appear to be most effective for the greatest
number of learners if we think of successful implementation in a classroom setting.
Two final problematic areas in the research are the intersection and conflation of textual
enhancement, input flood, and overuse. Input flood, by definition, involves increasing salience by
artificially increasing frequency of target forms. The O’Donnell (2009) study discussed below
features elaboration as an enhancement technique which falls under the umbrella of input flood.
Input flood is a type of enhancement but differs from typical types of enhancement employed such
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as bolding and other attention getting forms of enhancement. The use of this technique creates a
certain level of ambiguity as it becomes difficult to ascertain whether input flood or the textual
enhancement is having a positive effect on the learner. White (2008) reported in her study that
‘benefits resulting from the experimental treatment conditions were due to increased exposure
through input flood of target forms and not to any other kinds of enhancement’ (p. 103). Further
research should contrast input flood and textual enhancement. Additionally, an absolutely critical
aspect of future input flood use would be to determine the optimal number of instances target forms
are presented to learners.
A related issue is the overuse of textual enhancement. One might think that input flood
intrinsically implies overuse but that is not necessarily the case. Certainly, too much input flood,
too much of any technique really, would prove counterproductive. As discussed above, the key to
input flood is discovering the optimal amount to present the leaner with target items. Overuse can
occur at two levels: at the experimental level, in other words learners are presented with too many
instances of the enhanced form(s) and/or double enhancing the forms (frequency and typographic
enhancement); the other level of overuse actually involves the learner assigning too much
importance to the target form(s) and employing them in inappropriate areas of their output. The
learners essentially overcompensate. This can of course occur in other areas of language study
where a learner overgeneralizes a particular form. Neither case represents actual mastery and
understanding of the form by the learner. In both Alanen (1995) and Jourdenais et al. (1995)
learners overgeneralized forms due to the over-salience and enhanced quantity of the target forms.
A particularly illustrative example of this is Overstreet (1998), wherein participants received a
combination of input flood and three-way typographic enhancement (font enlargement,
underlining and bolding). Results revealed an absence of a positive effect for textual enhancement,
and critically, a negative effect on comprehension. By creating too much salience, it seems entirely
possible to create confusion among learners, rather than aiding in the learning process. To reiterate
from earlier, the input may in fact stimulate learners’ noticing which fails to result in a great deal
of understanding. Balancing frequency versus salience so as not to have noticing work to the
detriment of acquisition should drive future research.
In a more recent study, O’Donnell (2009) explored the use of textual elaboration as an
option for textual enhancement. In the study, O’Donnell modified intermediate-level Spanish
literary texts during a Spanish course. The study raises key issues on the use of authentic texts in
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second language reading. Broadly, one can delineate two opposing camps, those who favor
authentic texts across all levels of L2 instruction and those who favor pedagogically modified texts
to aid students with lower or limited levels of proficiency. The debate on authentic texts versus
pedagogically modified texts carries with it additional curricular and pedagogical implications as
a focus on authentic L2 discourse is an important component of communicative teaching. The case
of both camps features strong arguments. Those favoring the use of authentic texts view such texts
as the only “true representations of L2 discourse” (O’Donnell, 512). In other words, authentic texts
represent the language as it really is used by its L1 speakers. All texts produced by and for these
users would fall under this umbrella. The argument against pedagogically modified texts by these
proponents is that such texts would present a distorted or even unreal representation of the
language. To be clear, this does not imply such texts would be riven with grammatical errors, but
rather they would be false in style, tone, and compositional complexity, in short – authenticity
compared to unmodified texts. Anecdotally, one often hears of students who are able to read texts
in their textbooks but struggle to read something like an authentic typical newspaper or magazine
article in the target language much less a full novel. Of course, there are practical reasons for the
condensed nature in most textbooks as page space is already severely limited and readings compete
with all the other components. However, one may pose the question if the efforts to employ
“authentic texts” for reading or create “authentic situations” in the classroom may perhaps be
drawing too much attention from how to best aid learners in their development. It seems obvious,
but perhaps too often remains unstated, but both L1 and L2 learners will experience frustration
during the development of their proficiency, whether in the classroom or while learning alone.
While a certain degree of frustration or setbacks are a natural part of learning, if learners are
repeatedly, if not forcibly exposed to tasks which are too far above their proficiency level, the
resulting frustration can lead to severe learning deficiencies to the point of a learner simply giving
up. The “authenticity” of a text in such a case would not ameliorate those frustrations.
The proponents of textual modification cite that such authentic materials often prove too
difficult for learners lacking in proficiency and to bridge such gaps, these learners should be
reading texts modified to more closely match their proficiency level to their task or text level.
These modified texts can then serve to propel these learners on a faster path toward reading
authentic texts as their reading proficiency and vocabulary acquisition rises as opposed to having
learners struggle and reach frustration with authentic texts they are unprepared for. Given the
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propensity of textual enhancement across language textbooks and editions of texts designed for L2
learners, it seems clear that advocating wholly for one side of the other is not just a simple policy
decision as the stakeholders range from publishers to the students. It is important to ascertain
whether such enhancement is truly beneficial or worth the time involved and produces sufficient
gains for students. It is also important, especially going forward, that more attention is paid to
suitably pairing learner proficiency level to text levels in this type of research as the present study
reveals.
Simplifying texts to increase comprehensibility can consist of any number of techniques
but commonly features simplifying or removing complex structures and low-frequency vocabulary
(Long & Ross, 1993). Additionally, Oh (2001) expands these possibilities to include shortening at
the sentence or phrase level, simplified syntax and lexical range and complexity, as well as
reducing or eliminating the amount of nonessential morphological inflections to name a few.
O’Donnell (2009) citing previous research on the effects of simplified texts notes a trend showing
that such texts are in fact better understood by L2 readers than unmodified versions (Brown, 1987;
Chung, 1995; Yano, Long, & Ross, 1994). However, O’Donnell (2009), notes a study by Tweissi
(1998) that complicates the debate. Tweissi (1998), attempted to determine wither varying the type
and amount of simplification resulted in different levels of comprehension. While finding a
positive effect on simplification, Tweissi (1998), found that the number of times simplification
was used proved far less a factor than the type of enhancement employed coming to a conclusion
that less is better in this case (201). Simplification of course has its critics, which, to reiterate,
argue that it robs texts of their unique linguistic and cultural complexities (Swaffar, 1985).
Moreover, other researchers have argued that simplification seems to be self-defeating in the sense
that it prevents learners from accessing the very examples of the L2 in use that they need to learn
(Ross, Long & Yano, 1991). However, as discussed above, the pursuit of “authentic” L2 texts and
the need to expose L2 to these does raise some issues. Are true beginner L2 learners in any way
equipped to navigate “authentic L2 texts”? How are such beginners expected to navigate all the
possible complexities and subtleties of such texts? Asked more directly, how can beginners cope
with “authentic” grammar and vocabulary usage that is beyond their level to comprehend? One
must ponder what, if any, benefits of using such texts with beginners would bring in contrast to
the very likely frustration and helplessness that would occur. It does seem interesting that so many
language textbooks and ancillary materials provide learners with some form of simplified texts.
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The number, variety, and length of “authentic” texts in textbooks generally tend to increase in time
with learner development.
It is here where O’Donnell (2009) suggests compromise approach stating that “authentic
texts can be modified to increase comprehensibility without sacrificing L2 discourse features that
make such passages well suited for L2 instruction” (513). In the study, O’Donnell (2009) focused
on textual elaboration as the modification technique in order to assess comprehension and
vocabulary recognition. The use of elaboration is intended to modify the text in order to help
students without sacrificing the type of L2 discourse discussed above that is found in authentic
texts. Referencing Brown (1987), O’Donnell (2009) notes that elaboration achieves a positive
effect on learners through “redundancy, expansion, and clarification” (515). In short, by providing
readers with additional information and multiple encounters with it, the text can retain the
complexities critics of simplification fear, and essentially provides readers with frequent
opportunities in order to achieve comprehension.
O’Donnell’s (2009) study focused on elaboration of literary texts in an intermediate-level
Spanish course. Three texts were chosen for modification from the course textbook Conexiones:
Communication y cultural, 2nd edition (Zayas-Bazan, Bacon, & Garcia, 2002). Texts were similar
in length and featured topics relating to the chapters with regard themes. Findings indicated that
L2 readers who read the modified texts were able to recall more information about the texts and
also identify more vocabulary from the texts. There was a disparity between vocabulary
identification between texts, although O’Donnell (2009) notes that correct identification was quite
low among all the texts with 42% being the highest and 21% being the lowest among the three.
This can be potentially explained by the difference in text comprehension difficulty. O’Donnell
(2009) argues that the ease of reading the lowest difficulty text, Tiempo libre, allowed readers to
focus more on overall text comprehension as opposed to diverting attention to unfamiliar words
and phrases. This is an important and telling result as it illustrates a crucial issue with textual
enhancement. With more difficult texts, readers will likely need to focus more of their attention
on vocabulary comprehension in order to aid text comprehension, whereas easier texts present a
reverse effect where readers can focus more attention on text comprehension, as a limited amount
of unfamiliar words and phrases will not deter from text comprehension. Thus, depending on the
readers’ individual abilities, textual enhancement will either be helpful or might serve as a
distraction from text comprehension. The obvious implication is that this would indicate the best
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effects could be achieved by tailoring texts to individual readers’ needs. The difficulties of
achieving this in a classroom setting on a continual basis preclude its implementation, however, if
a greater emphasis was placed on reading outside of the classroom this could prove quite useful to
learners. Having a range of texts that could be paired in difficulty level with given learners’
proficiency levels could allow for significant gains. This would necessity a bit of shuffling of
outside-the-classroom priorities from grammar and vocabulary homework. Nevertheless, the
overall positive gains noted byO’Donnell (2009) provide an important addition to the ongoing
research into textual enhancement and serve as an inspiration for including elaboration in the
present study.
In more recent years, research into visual input enhancement continues apace with a large
crop of more recent studies. Pietrzykowska (2011) conducted a study on the potential effectiveness
of visual input enhancement for teaching embedded questions in English. Addressing
methodological issues of earlier studies, Pietrzykowska’s experiment featured multiple treatment
sessions having subjects read three texts which were modified with different visual enhancements
and compared this to a control group using unmodified versions of the texts. Unfortunately,
Pietrzykowska’s results were largely inconclusive, she does suggest her results point to textual
enhancement positively affecting implicit knowledge (9-11). Ultimately though, the study further
illuminates the difficulties with reaching conclusive results. This issue permeates the literature and
increasingly raises concerns about the ultimate usefulness of using visual enhancement techniques
for input.
Park, Choi, & Lee (2012), in a technology focused study and new avenue of research
methods in this field, also investigated the complex interplay among visual input enhancement,
attention, grammar learning, and reading comprehension using eye tracking software. For the first
time, the use of such technology allows for data on where, how long, and on which information
learners’ visual focus lies. In a multi-experiment study, Park, Choi, & Lee (2012) first investigated
the effects of visual input enhancement on explicit attention to grammar learning as well as reading
comprehension on. This part of the study had eighty-eight participants (249). Comparing an
unmodified text with a visually enhanced text, and then a visually enhanced text combined with
explicit grammar instruction, their results revealed that only the visual input enhancement group
which had explicit grammar instruction demonstrated improved grammar learning while both
visually enhanced groups demonstrated diminished reading comprehension when compared to the
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control group (259-61). Moreover, visual input enhancement alone did not create a significant
increase in grammar learning. This is particularly illuminating as their conclusions here help to
demonstrate and corroborate evidence that while visual input enhancement might draw attention
to specific forms and even provide temporary gains understanding, overall comprehension might
suffer as a consequence. As Park, Choi, & Lee (2012) correctly note, drawing attention away from
the meaningful mental connections that are vital for comprehension toward “peripheral
information” (259) may drastically reduce already taxed attentional resources vital for decoding,
encoding, and making meaningful use of such vital information. For the second part of their
experiment, the extremely small sample size of six participants must be considered in relation to
their results below (254). The increased grammar learning of the group which had explicit
instruction to pay attention to target forms was interestingly revealed via the eye monitoring
software which suggested that learners fixated longer on these forms and consequently learned
these forms better than the other two groups in the study. Citing Coomber, Ramstad, & Sheets,
1986), the levels of processing theory offers a possible foundation for the Park, Choi, & Lee (2012)
conclusions. While this particular study does much to advance the visual input enhancement
literature it is hampered by a small sample size and a lack of longitudinal investigation. The study
does confirm some earlier findings in the literature such as visual input enhancement by itself
being inadequate to promote grammar learning (Izumi 2002) while challenging others that have
previously shown positive effects for visual input enhancement (Doughty, 1991; Jourdenais et al.,
1995). Nevertheless, this more recent study is offers compelling information and insights to further
refine research into this field. This seemingly detrimental effects of visual input enhancement on
comprehension is further explored in the qualitative data discussion in Chapter 5 below.
Jahan and Kormos (2013) measured the impact of textual enhancement on English
learners’ awareness of how to express future plans and intentions with a rather large sample size.
They conclude that textual enhancement “facilitated metalinguistic knowledge” (58-60) of the
target forms although they do not seem to see any significant gains and are overall cautious in their
conclusions. While they claim that the visual enhancement aided in learning the target forms, Jahan
and Kormos further state that the input enhancement alone was far from sufficient to help their
participants gain complete understanding of the complexities associated with using the target
forms. This is in line with the Park, Choi, & Lee (2012) study discussed above as well as elsewhere
throughout this chapter.
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In a more recent study, Nahavandi & Mukundan (2013) discuss input enhancement with a
focus on combining input enhancement with explicit rule presentation of English simple past tense
among a group of Iranian EFL learners. The study comprised a control group, and two groups
receiving textual input enhancement via bolding with one of the two groups additionally receiving
explicit rule presentation. Their results revealed that the group receiving textual enhancement and
explicit rule presentation significantly outperformed the control group. Nahavandi & Mukundan
(2013) further report that textual enhancement is more effective when combined with explicit
instruction in order to draw learners’ attention to the target form (Jourdenais et al. 1995; Lee, 2007;
Cho, 2010). The study seems to confirm earlier research (Harley & Swain, 1984; Schmidt, 1983)
that learners will often fail to notice target forms despite repeated exposures due to insufficient
knowledge at their given interlanguage development. In other words, we may consider learners to
meet, not exceed, or exceed a necessary threshold for making appropriate form-meaning
connections. Nahavandi & Mukundan (2013) also advance the idea that textual enhancement
combined with explicit instruction helps to draw learners’ attention to form, although it is unclear
whether this was mainly due to the enhancement or the explicit instruction. While both groups
receiving textual enhancement outperformed the control group, and the explicit instruction
combined with enhancement group performed best, the fact that there was attenuation in
performance on the delayed posttest should serve as a cautionary note and a point of concern. In
other words, while there appear to be immediate positive effects of textual enhancement, amplified
with explicit rule instruction, temporary ‘attention’ to the form and short-term recall or
understanding will not be entirely useful if there is no long-term retention of the form(s) in
question. The same would of course be true in vocabulary studies utilizing textual enhancement
and focus on form. Discovering a way to combine the short-term facilitative effects of textual
enhancement and focus on form to lasting L2 gains may be the key to providing more generalizable
findings in the field of L2 input enhancement. This may perhaps be achievable with repeated
exposure to target forms or items, but as noted above such repeated exposure must be nuanced
enough to account for learners’ differing rates of development. Nahavandi & Mukundan (2013)
offer some encouraging results but these still stand in contrast to research (Izumi, 2002; Wong,
2003) that has hitherto reported little to no facilitative effects of textual enhancement. This
widespread disparity in the results provided by the existing literature to date prevents undisputed
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acceptance for the usefulness of textual input enhancement much less an agreed upon set of best
practices for language instruction.
Amani and Yazdanimoghaddam (2016) conducted a study on the interplay between textual
enhancement and input flooding on Iranian learners’ EFL syntactic development. The study
features a combination of different treatment groups in a setup similar to our present study.
Participants were divided into input flooding, textual enhancement, input flooding and textual
enhancement, and no enhancement or flooding groups. Their results showed that “textual
enhancement and input flooding have positive effects on the recognition and production of
syntactic development” (33). Amani and Yazdanimoghaddan (2013) claim essentially positive
results for their enhanced groups with the enhancement with flooding group outperforming all
others. Both the enhancement and the flooding group individually outperformed the control group
in production tests (33) but not for recognition tests where only the enhancement group performed
better. In contrast, they show that the group combining enhancement with flooding led to superior
performance on both types of tests. They then cite this as evidence that textual input enhancement
leads to facilitate better learning of target structures. This is however still not conclusively or
consistently demonstrated in the literature as several past studies (Alanen, 1995; Leow, 2001;
White, 1998), perhaps due to methodological differences as Amani and Yazdanimoghaddan note,
show no impact of textual input enhancement on noticing or learning and thus should serve to
frame their conclusions in a bit more cautious tone. They do note that the texts employed in their
study had a low frequency of target items which does to an extent limit the generalizability of their
findings. Additionally, no qualitative or longitudinal components were included in the study.
Lastly, the recent study by Loewen and Inceoglu (2016) investigated visual input
enhancement’s effect on noticing and development of the Spanish past tense in L2 learners. Their
study had thirty college-age participants along with sixteen native Spanish speakers who acted as
a control group. This study also used an eye tracker. In contrast to Park, Choi, & Lee (2012)
however, their results indicated that “there was no difference in the amount of attention between
the enhanced and unenhanced groups” (101-102). Additionally, they state that while both the
enhancement and control groups saw increases in knowledge of target L2 forms, there was “no
differential improvement between the two groups” (101-102). More specifically, they report that
“the comparison of the enhanced and unenhanced groups show that enhancement did not induce
learners to look at the verbs longer, nor did it result in greater gains on the cloze test or product
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task” (101). This is especially striking and stands in contrast Amani and Yazdanimoghaddan’s
(2016) results as the enhancement had no facilitative effect. Similarly, these results contrast with
those of Park, Choi, & Lee (2012) as the eye tracker used here revealed no differences in length of
time spent looking at the target forms. As Loewen and Inceoglu (2016) ironically note, the
unenhanced groups appeared to notice the target forms more often and with greater accuracy as
opposed to the enhanced group. This is of course particularly troubling, as the very lack of extra
attention to the target forms essentially defeats the purpose of enhancing the target forms in the
first place. As Loewen and Iceoglu (2016) note, these results, similar to an earlier study by
Overstreet (1998), may suggest that there ultimately is little difference between input enhancement
and input flood “in terms of attention and L2 development” (102) as found in the newer review of
the literature in Han et al. (2008). If this lack of difference between the two is further proven in
subsequent studies it may well require a revaluation of how these techniques are implemented in
an L2 classroom setting. Loewen and Inceoglu (2016) do point to their results perhaps being
influenced by the lack of explicit instruction to focus on the target forms during their experiment.
A small sample size may also have adversely impacted results. Altogether, the study does add to
the ongoing efforts in this field and further illustrates that although the research is increasingly
making strides to address and overcome the many methodological issues hampering
generalizability of results, it seems clear that even throughout the more recent studies in the field
there is little congruence in results.
Types of Enhancement
As mentioned above, enhancement can take various forms including, but not limited to
elaborate or non-elaborate and implicit or explicit. Non-elaborate enhancement would consist of
one-time underlining, bolding or italicizing of a word or form. Elaborate enhancement on the other
hand might include a combination of any or all the above. Presenting a rule as part of enhancement
would be explicit. Enhancement can include, but is not limited to bolding, italicizing, underlining,
changing font size, color coding, and side note or footnotes to name a few. A further type of
enhancement involves elaboration and should not be confused with elaborate versus non-elaborate
as outlined above. Elaboration as an enhancement technique eschews drawing salience to
particular words or forms via strategies such as bolding but rather through providing additional
context by altering the original text.
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Conclusion
Ultimately, what is the value of TE? The existing literature has provided conflicting
findings regarding the beneficial effects of TE. As Wong (2003) noted, “The contribution of [TE]
to SLA … is presently not clear’ (p. 18). Does TE research need a to seek other theoretical
approaches or is it simply a matter of improving experimental procedures to yield more concrete
results? As Han et al. (2008) note, ‘Taken at face value, these findings may suggest that TE is
either helpful or unhelpful. Such an understanding is, however, the least desirable: from a
theoretical standpoint, it neither validates nor invalidates the theory, and from a practical
standpoint, little can be extrapolated from the ambiguous findings to teaching in the classroom’
(p. 612). Indeed, the research to date appears to occupy a gray zone as it has proven exceedingly
difficult to demonstrate significant results TE. With unclear theoretical foundations it is
unsurprising that the research has been unable to transform its finding into practical classroom
applications.
From the above discussion, it is possible to synthesize some initial findings from the
research discussed above. We have seen that simple enhancement is can cause learners to notice
enhanced forms, but this noticing does not equate to acquisition, and for acquisition to occur
greatly depends on a variety of learner factors not the least of which is whether the learner has
prior knowledge of the target form(s). Moreover, learners will have their own agenda where they
will assign varying to degrees of importance to meaningful forms and vocabulary. Enhancement
of certain meaningful forms and/or vocabulary may not be necessary. Simple enhancement of a
meaningful form contributes to comprehension while simple enhancement of a non-meaningful
form does not hurt comprehension. Compound enhancement is more likely to result in deeper
cognitive processing than simple enhancement. However, compound enhancement may result in
‘too much’ deeper processing to the extent of producing overlearning. Future research will need
to determine how to account for learner variables such as prior knowledge, the type of form(s) or
vocabulary being enhanced, learners’ abilities, and how frequently to enhance target elements to
name a few. Along with this, it will be useful to determine how much learner attention will need
to be directed.
Future research will need to take into account the issues outlined earlier in this chapter,
namely: noticing and/or acquisition; TE and comprehension; simultaneous versus sequential
processing; TE and the nature of the enhanced form; TE and prior learner knowledge; TE and input
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flood; and finally TE and overuse. Future research should also aim to substantiate the above
insights gleaned from previous research. Moreover, in order to be of greater value for classroom
application, future research must move away from short-term studies towards more longitudinal
designs as explicit instruction over the short-term has been proven to demonstrate rapid but not
lasting learner changes (L. White 1991whereas implicit learning takes longer to produce more
visible effects (see Doughty 2004; Hulstijn 1997; Long 2007; Robinsion 1996). However, as Han
et al. (2008) note, the interplay of form-meaning connections deserves more attention with regard
to enhancement research as forms or vocabulary with a simple relationship of one surface form
with one meaning may benefit more from short, intensive, and explicit instruction (613). In
contrast, forms and vocabulary with complex and multiple meanings in multiple contexts will
likely require deeper and more complex processing by learners over time, and may thus be more
suited to implicit instruction. Knowing forms and vocabulary benefit from explicit or implicit
instruction will help inform best practices of how to employ textual enhancement.
Lastly, future research should avoid small sample sizes, especially when comparing
multiple forms of enhancement. While most TE research has focused on enhancing grammatical
forms a greater emphasis on vocabulary acquisition and developing reading proficiency would be
beneficial. Once TE research can resolve its theoretical and methodological issues the discussion
can begin to shift to effective classroom and curricular integration. The present study seeks to
avoid many of the previous issues in the hope of moving the visual input enhancement literature
forward, and that is where we turn next.
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CHAPTER 3 METHODOLOGY

Methodology Roadmap
The current chapter will broadly detail the methodology employed for the present study.
Specifically, Section 3.2 will discuss the general organization and details of the present study.
Section 3.3 briefly mentions the research questions of the present study while Section 3.4 provides
a description of the research participant pool for the study. This includes the time period covered
as well as specific IRB details on how the study was conducted. Section 3.5 provides an example
sentence from both texts used in the study to illustrate the differences among the four conditions.
Next, Section 3.6 discusses the tasks participants were given: pre-test, protocol, post reading Task
1, and post reading Task 2. Continuing from there, Section 3.7 looks at the pre- and post-tests
procedure in detail. Section 3.8 elaborates in detail on the Think-Aloud protocol procedure.
Section 3.9 then discusses the process employed to record and sort the all the quantitative and
qualitative data collected for the study. Lastly, the final section provides a conclusion to the
methodology used for the study and transitions us into the results.
The Present Study
The present study concerns the effects of three different visual input enhancements on both
beginner and intermediate level L2 German learners compared to no enhancement versions of two
different German texts. The texts were chosen to coincide with the beginner and intermediate
levels of the L2 German learners for this study. In other words, there is a beginner text and an
intermediate text. One would imagine that the learners would have typical difficulties with the
texts at their level while the intermediate learners should have an easier time with the beginner
text. Conversely, the beginner learners should likely have some additional difficulty with the
intermediate text. As discussed earlier, the design for the study is fairly complex in order to taken
into account the different learner levels, text versions (enhanced and non-enhanced), and the two
different texts themselves. For this purpose, the present study examined and evaluated the
effectiveness of visual enhancement across enhancement type and proficiency levels in order to
determine if students at different levels reacted differently to visual input enhancement.
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Research Questions
The present study concerns itself with four research questions:
Research Question 1 (RQ1): Does visual input enhancement lead to increased noticing of target
vocabulary?
Research Question 2(RQ2): Does visual input enhancement significantly increase
comprehension?
Research Question 3 (RQ3): Is one type of visual input enhancement significantly more effective
than the others and is there a significant difference among the two proficiency levels relating to
this question?
Research Question 4 (RQ4): Does visual input enhancement lead to any significant vocabulary
acquisition over time compared to learners not receiving enhancement?
Research Question One specifically focuses on measuring the noticing of target
vocabulary. It is not concerned with long-term acquisition. The central goal here is to determine
whether the visual enhancements were noticed by the students or not. Research Question Two
focuses on whether there is a significant increase in comprehension due to visual input
enhancement. This is measured across the post-tests. Research Question Three compares the
different visual input enhancements used to the non-enhanced version to determine which version,
if any is significantly more effective at being noticed. This question also addresses whether
students at different proficiency levels are more affected by a particular enhancement than others.
Finally, Research Question Four addresses long-term acquisition of the target vocabulary.
This study combines both a longitudinal component as well as comparing different
proficiency levels. It is hoped that the combination of multiple enhancement types across these
two proficiency levels will reveal interesting and interpretable results. A lack of any significant
differences among the enhancement/no-enhancement types as well as the proficiency levels would
also have some serious consequences regarding what L2 learners pay attention to. It will be
illuminative to determine whether there are significant differences across enhancement types or if
only general tendencies are able to be revealed from the data. A lack of significant difference
between enhanced and non-enhanced enhancement categories would raise some serious doubts
and concerns regarding the usefulness of visual input enhancement and if it may, for certain
learners, in fact act as a learning impediment. To further reveal possible patterns and correlations
across the multiple data categories the study will also prominently feature a qualitative component
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via the form of written protocols learners will use to record their thoughts during the study. While
this may not be the most in depth or only way to obtain qualitative data, it should serve as the best
possible way to obtain the learners’ thoughts while they are engaging in L2 reading. Certainly,
individual interviews or an alternate format in a purely qualitative focused study might yield a
greater volume of qualitative data, post-task interviews might introduce other variables and
thoughts that could contaminate learners’ ‘in progress’ thoughts while reading. The information
from the protocols will be able to be laid on top of the quantitative results and weighed against
each categories’ results while simultaneously providing us with the type of rich idiosyncratic
information unique to learners’ written thoughts. A further avenue of rich qualitative data in the
form of analyzing participants’ incorrect guesses on treatment tasks will also be considered where
appropriate.
Participants and Sample Size
Participants of this study were university students from a university in the American
Midwest. The participants comprised students from second-semester German (beginner) and
fourth-semester German (intermediate). Data for the study was collected during both Fall and
Spring semesters from a total of twelve courses. This yielded a sizeable subject population. The
initial twelve courses were reduced to ten due to an error in data collection with the two courses
removed coming from the Fall sessions.
The study was conducted during normal classroom sessions and in order to have the least
amount of disruption possible it was incorporated into the curriculum for the two data gathering
semesters as a required assignment worth a minimal percentage of their overall grade (1%) which
everyone earned simply for participating in the sessions. In a further effort to reduce any additional
burden on classroom time or disrupt students, sessions were always planned for either the
beginning or ending fifteen to twenty minutes of classroom time. In an initial visit to each of the
target classrooms at the beginning of the two semesters during which the data gathering occurred,
students were given basic information on what participation in the project would entail and how it
would be incorporated into their classroom time and overall grade. Students were given a sheet of
paper which provided an informed consent agreement for their willingness to participate in the
study. Students were given the option of arranging an alternate assignment with their instructor
should they choose not to participate, however, no student chose this option.
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Moreover, any participant who was unable to complete all the activities for either text one
or text two was discounted from the sample for that particular text. The final yield of participants
for the study was 144. This was one of the primary goals at the outset of the study to avoid errors
or inconsistencies due to small sample size which have negatively impacted some previous
research. Sixty-eight of the subjects were in second-semester German while eighty-three were in
fourth-semester German.
Text Enhancement Examples
This section will provide an example from each text to illustrate the differences among the
four conditions: no enhancement, bold enhancement, elaboration enhancement, and bold with
elaboration enhancement. Bold enhancement saw the font size increased slightly in addition to
bolding the key words.
Choosing not just one but two suitable texts for such a task is always a difficult process.
Length and complexity of the texts were prime factors as well as finding texts with a suitable
amount of varied vocabulary. As the treatments were done during normal classroom meeting times,
participants had to be able to complete the treatments within the scheduled time and without the
multiple treatments disrupting courses significantly. This necessitated trying to have sessions
lasting no longer than fifteen minutes from time of entry, to materials distribution, running the
treatments, material collection and leaving. This would only take up approximately a quarter of
class time. It was decided to choose one text that would commonly be used in the second-semester
German course and one that would commonly be used in the fourth-semester German course. The
first text was taken from a collection of loosely interrelated shorts stories Das Idealpaar (2010)
and is called Das Früstück (The Breakfast). The second text Jeannette und ihr Handy (Jeannette
and her Cellphone) was taken from Kaleidoscope (2007). The first, Das Frühstück was one that
could be used in the second semester while Jeannette und ihr Handy could possibly be covered in
the fourth semester course.
Das Frühstück is a slightly abstract text and should challenge participants. The basic
premise of the story is simple enough but participants will have to move beyond what the title
implies to fully grasp the story and its vocabulary. The story features a sole protagonist in the form
of Mr. Posen, who frequents a particular hotel in a city. He appears to dine there for breakfast
frequently as he views this hotel to have an excellent quality compared to others. It is ambiguous
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as to whether he in fact stays there as well as what his role or occupation are. While there for
breakfast he appears to contemplate the contrasts between the world inside the hotel and the busy
life seen and heard through the hotel restaurant’s windows.
Jeannette und ihr Handy on the other hand is a more concrete story although there are some
abstract elements learners would need to make the connections for in order to fully understand the
meaning. Briefly, Jeannette is in trouble for her excessive cellphone use and addiction although
we are ostensibly provided with a valid reason as her family had recently moved, uprooting her
from her school and all the friends she had there. Her only option to really maintain contact with
the friends was via a cellphone and her father initially had no reservations. However, as her overuse
of minutes, texts, and data features caused bills to skyrocket, and consequently her school life, she
will be in for a rude awakening, implying the phone likely being taken away or her usage severely
being severely restricted. She ends with commentary on the phone being more than just a
functional tool but an essential status symbol for school popularity as the ever-increasing array of
features and performance of the latest models drives a seemingly endless cycle of upgrading to the
latest model to concurrently maintain one’s social status among fellow students. Learners should
understand the basic premise of the story but may struggle to understand the discussion on the
effect Jeannette’s cellphone use is having on her family and its importance in her social life
Das Frühstück totals 496 words while Jeannette und ihr Handy totals 235 words. The
elaborated versions of the texts expand this from 496 to 621 words for Das Frühstück (+25.5%)
and from 235 words to 409 words for Jeannette und ihr Handy (+74.04%). The larger increase for
text two is largely a result of the much shorter original text and the effort required to elaborate the
text while carefully trying to maintain a natural text in appearance. The total words added through
elaboration are much closer than the percentile increase would at first indicate: 125 for text one
and 175 for text two; a difference of fifty words.
None of the participants had encountered either text before as the first text had not been
used in several years and the fourth-semester text was chosen from a second-year textbook which,
at the time of the experiment, was not being used for the second-year course sequence.
Each group would thus encounter one text suitable for their proficiency level. The fourthsemester participants should find the second-semester text fairly easy and score high while the
second-semester students should likely struggle with the fourth-semester text. It was believed that
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particularly with this text that visual input enhancement would increase salience of target
vocabulary for the second-semester students.

For Text One, Frühstück we have the following:
No Enhancement
Er schaut auf die Uhr, 8 Uhr 35, er hat noch genügend Zeit. Er nimmt sich eine Zeitung von der
Theke und geht in das Hotelrestaurant. Dort wird das Frühstück serviert. Ein Buffet, ein sehr gutes
Buffet.
Bold Enhancement
Er schaut auf die Uhr, 8 Uhr 35, er hat noch genügend Zeit. Er nimmt sich eine Zeitung von der

Theke und geht in das Hotelrestaurant. Dort wird das Frühstück serviert. Ein Buffet, ein sehr
gutes Buffet.
Elaboration Enhancement
Er schaut auf die Uhr, 8 Uhr 35, er hat noch genügend Zeit. Er nimmt sich eine Zeitung von der
Theke und geht in das Hotelrestaurant. Die Zeitung hat immer interessante Aritkel. Bei der Theke
im Hotel ist die Zeitung kostenlos. Es ist sehr früh am Morgen. Dort wird das Frühstück serviert.
Ein Buffet, ein sehr gutes Buffet. Es schmeckt immer gut.
Bold With Elaboration Enhancement
Er schaut auf die Uhr, 8 Uhr 35, er hat noch genügend Zeit. Er nimmt sich eine Zeitung von der

Theke und geht in das Hotelrestaurant. Die Zeitung hat immer interessante Aritkel. Bei der Theke
im Hotel ist die Zeitung kostenlos. Es ist sehr früh am Morgen. Dort wird das Frühstück serviert.
Ein Buffet, ein sehr gutes Buffet. Es schmeckt immer gut.
For Text Two, Jeanette und ihr Handy, the elaboration version expands the text from 235
words to 409 words, an increase of we have the following examples:
No Enhancement
Das böse Erwachen kam mit der Telefonrechnung. Über 500 Euro konnte ihr Vater nicht mehr
lachen. Er kaufte seiner Tochter ein eigenes Handy und nun muss sie versuchen, ihre “Sucht” mit
Prepaid-Karten im Zaum zu halten.
Bold Enhancement
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Das böse Erwachen kam mit der Telefonrechnung. Über 500 Euro konnte ihr Vater nicht mehr
lachen. Er kaufte seiner Tochter ein eigenes Handy und nun muss sie versuchen, ihre “Sucht” mit
Prepaid-Karten im Zaum zu halten.
Elaboration Enhancement
Das böse Erwachen kam mit der Telefonrechnung. Es gab eine große Realisation für Jeanette, weil
sie so viel telefonierte. Über 500 Euro konnte ihr Vater nicht mehr lachen. Er kaufte seiner Tochter
ein eigenes Handy und nun muss sie versuchen, ihre “Sucht” – das viele Telefonieren und SMSVersenden – mit Prepaid-Karten im Zaum zu halten. Ihr Vater versuchte die Handy Situation unter
Kontrolle zu bringen.
Bold With Elaboration Enhancement
Das böse Erwachen kam mit der Telefonrechnung. Es gab eine große Realisation für Jeanette,
weil sie so viel telefonierte. Über 500 Euro konnte ihr Vater nicht mehr lachen. Er kaufte seiner
Tochter ein eigenes Handy und nun muss sie versuchen, ihre “Sucht” – das viele Telefonieren
und SMS-Versenden – mit Prepaid-Karten im Zaum zu halten. Ihr Vater versuchte die Handy
Situation unter Kontrolle zu bringen.
Enhancement Types
The different types of enhancements used for the present study were bold enhancement,
elaboration enhancement, and bold with elaboration enhancement. These enhancements stand
apart from the no enhancement version of the text which is the text in its original unmodified form.
Bold was chosen as an easy to implement visual enhancement and this was further combined with
slightly increasing the font size of bolded vocabulary words in order to further draw participants’
attention to these words. Elaboration enhancement on the other hand has not featured much in the
existing literature to date and involves the process of additions to the original text in the form of
adding to existing sentences or adding entirely new sentences and phrases to the original. The idea
is to modify those areas of the text where the target word(s) occur with additional content to
increase context and hopefully allow learners to make crucial meaning connections. How to best
achieve this without further distracting learners and choosing words they would be able to
understand in the elaboration present a gray area which deserves further investigation. This
strategy of enhancement may be one of diminishing returns if one considers the issue above.
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Lastly, the bold with elaboration enhancement used in the study was used to explore the notion
that compound or complex enhancement could perhaps produce better results than any one
enhancement on its own. This was achieved in the present study by taking the elaboration
enhancement version of each text and then adding the bolding to the key vocabulary items.
The task of choosing which vocabulary to enhance was a crucial yet difficult step in
designing the treatments while also trying to avoid any issues such as input flood or focusing on
enhancing vocabulary that would already be known to the participants. Neither text was
particularly lengthy, so choices for enhanced vocabulary were especially limited. Within the
constraints outlined above, every effort was made to choose a variety of word types to enhance.
Nevertheless, the type of enhanced words gravitated towards nouns simply due to the content of
the texts.
Pre- and Post-Tests In Detail
The first task participants were given was to fill out a brief biographical background survey
(see appendix). This was used to collect some general information but also to identify any
participant who may have had too much prior knowledge or proficiency to adversely affect the
data. The pre- and post and delayed post-tests comprised the primary means of collecting
quantitative data for the study. The pre-test was used to determine if any participant had the
potential to be excluded from the study for having too much prior knowledge of the target
vocabulary of the study. This featured a list of the vocabulary in the study with several other
vocabulary words to disguise the ones used in the study. Participants were given a sheet which
listed all of the vocabulary items in a random pre-determined order to disguise target words.
Directions were provided on the sheet and read aloud by the researcher once. These directions
were “Do you know the meaning of the following German words? If yes, please provide an English
translation next to the German word. If not, write No next to the word”. The researcher informed
participants to not dwell too long on any one word.
After participants finished this task, the pre-tests were collected and participants were
randomly provided with a copy of the text with one of the four condition types face-down.
Additionally, the protocol paper was passed out faced-down as well. Participants were then given
directions to turn over the protocol sheet and the directions were explained. Subsequently,
participants were directed to turn over the sheet with the text and to begin reading. Ten minutes
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were allotted for reading the text and working on the protocol. After the allotted time, participants
were asked to turn the protocol face-down and place it on the text sheet. These were then collected.
Following this, the first post-test was passed out face-down. This task was identical to the
pre-test except that it only contained the target vocabulary. Specific directions were: “Please
provide a translation of the following German words. You do not need to write full sentences. A
few words will suffice”. Students were given approximately five minutes for this task. After the
allotted time, participants were told to turn this page face-down as well. The final task, post-test
two was then passed out as well. This contained the same list of target vocabulary as found in the
first post-test except that this task was a multiple-choice activity with four options given per item.
Directions were: “Multiple choice. Choose the word that provides the best translation of the
German word. Circle that word”. Students were given approximately three and a half minutes to
complete this task. Both post-tests were then collected. The time allotments chosen for these tasks
was determined in an earlier pilot study to test the format used in the present study.
Participants were then reminded that there would be a follow-up session that would take
place two weeks from the date of the current session. No further detail was provided on what the
follow-up session would comprise. The follow-up session consisted of a repetition of the two posttests following the same procedure as outlined above as closely as possible. The follow-up sessions
were included as a longitudinal component to assess any potential acquisition or retention of the
key vocabulary. Participants were then informed that the researcher would be visiting class again
later in the semester, approximately six to eight weeks later to conduct two additional sessions.
Think-Aloud Protocols In Detail
The think-aloud protocols were provided to all participants on a separate sheet of paper to
coincide with the time they were reading the target texts. Directions on the sheet were: “Please
write down your thoughts about the story while you read. Write down anything that comes to mind
or that you feel is relevant about the text.” In addition, it was verbally emphasized that participants
should not seek to just summarize the text. Participants had time to write their protocols throughout
the time they had for reading each of the target texts. After participants were informed that the
time for reading the text and writing their protocols had elapsed, they were asked to place their
writing utensil down and to place the protocol sheet face-down on top of the paper containing the
text. Next, the texts along with protocols were collected from all of the participants.
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Data Collection, Organization, and Extrapolation
After all data gathering sessions were completed and all materials from participants
collected, the process of organizing and sifting through the data began in earnest. For all of the
quantitative data (pre- and post and delayed post-tests), results were entered into spreadsheets, first
on a class by class basis to start bringing the data into more manageable blocks of information. As
part of the overall process conducting the study each participant was given a coded number to
avoid any personal identification. The number consisted of the year, class number and participant
number in a triple digit format (001, 002, and so on). Additionally, as part of coding the data, all
participants’ incorrect guesses were recorded on the pre- and post and delayed post-tests for future
usage and research. Once all of the data was entered the next step in the process was to eliminate
what were deemed unusable participants. This was determined to be any participant for whom
there was one or more missing tasks for a given text. Additionally, all of the pre-tests were
analyzed to determine if any participant could be deemed to have too much prior knowledge of the
vocabulary used in the study. No participant was eliminated for this. After this elimination process
the final usable data was ready for calculation. Participants were grouped into second semester and
fourth semester groups. From there, data was calculated across each of the four condition types for
mean, standard deviation, mean error, median, as well as minimum and maximum ranges. All the
data for Text One was calculated followed by all the Text Two data.
The massive amount of quantitative data collected in the processes above also involved a
significant effort to organize and formulate the sizeable protocol data collected. A representative
selection of protocols was chosen from the final participant data pool as determined above. From
these, the list was further refined to choose a roughly equal number of protocols across the
condition types for Text One and then Text Two. Protocols were selected to avoid any overly
redundant or repetitious examples across the condition types. Any and all protocols which
mentioned noticing of enhancement were selected. Protocols that were not legible, blank, or
appeared to be off task were not chosen for inclusion. From there, each protocol was organized
into Text One and Text Two pools and then by condition type. Then followed the lengthy process
of transcribing the chosen protocols as can be found in Chapter 5 below. Protocols were then
analyzed and discussed according to several key criteria which includes: highlighting key words,
showing general understanding, use of context clues, copious writing, rich detail, reporting being
overwhelmed, mentioning enhancement, and stating confusion regarding enhancement. This data
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was then calculated to show averages and ranges in addition to the more detailed discussion by
condition type and text performance.
Conclusion
As discussed and elaborated upon above, the present study made efforts wherever possible
to address existing methodological issues from the existing body of research while still allowing
for a complex approach to address the current research questions. We have discussed the general
aims and goals of the study as well as the specific research questions. From there, the participant
pool and research procedures were discussed. More specifically, the details of how all of the tasks
were implemented and how participants were guided throughout the study was discussed. From
there, the different forms of enhancement in each text were reviewed to make clear the difference
among the conditions. Next, all tasks were given further explanation ranging from the Pre- and
Post-Tests as well as the follow-up tests to the Think-Aloud Protocols. Lastly, the process of data
collection, organization, and extrapolation to arrive at meaningful data was elaborated upon. From
here, we first turn toward the quantitative results followed in the subsequent chapter by the
qualitative results.
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CHAPTER 4 QUANTITATIVE RESULTS

Quantitative Results
The present study yielded some interesting results with several implications for the
research questions and beyond. The following sections present the complete data gathered from
the study. The chapter begins with a brief discussion of the biographical data. Next, the condition
results are discussed for Text 1 and Text 2. The data is organized by participant level, text, and
condition types. The relationship between the participant level, texts, and condition types are
compared and contrasted to address the present study’s research questions and possible
implications for future studies.
Biographical Data
The following section briefly details the biological data of the present study’s participants.
As discussed elsewhere, this data includes the years of studying German, any time spent studying
German abroad, and whether the participants have any German speaking relatives. In the process
of screening participants for the study there was fortunately no need to dismiss anyone on the
grounds of significant years of target language study or number of years spent abroad. Participants
were also asked whether they had learned the target language in part due to relatives living at home
while growing up. None were reported so the relatives represented here do not constitute any direct
family members living at home. While such biographical data is often reported in the literature, it
was purposely decided to include two separate participant populations for the present study to
research whether visual input enhancement affects leaners of different levels differently. Such an
approach could make use of further biographical data components for future studies to reveal
potential differentiations in learner populations remaining cognizant that each learner has a unique
set of characteristics and will often process the same information differently from other learners.
We see this revealed in the research results of the present study and elsewhere, especially in the
protocol discussion in Chapter 5.
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Table 1
Participant Level

Years of Study

Study Abroad

Second Semester

1.41
(H = 6, L = 0)
2.84
(H = 7, L = 0)

0.002
(H = .06, L = 0)
0.044
(H = .70, L = 0)

Fourth Semester

TL-Speaking
Relatives
0.19
(H = 1, L = 0)
0.18
(H = 1, L = 0)

From the biographical data, we can see that our participant population is a rather typical
college level learner population. Both the Second Semester and Fourth Semester participants did
feature some incoming student with a few years of prior high school language study. A large
number in both populations appeared to be beginner level learners who commenced their studies
at the college level. The high numbers for both populations represent a small minority who came
into the college level with multiple years of high school or other prior language study. While not
under investigation for the present study, it is likely that these particular participants had an easier
time with the texts than the new learners. The biographical data also clearly reveals that study
abroad time, if at all present, as with relatives speaking the target language had no impact on the
results for the present study.
Condition Results
The following tables present data from the post-tests of Texts 1 and 2. The data provides
the mean, standard deviation, mean error, median, as well as the minimum and maximum ranges.
This first table contains data from Text 1 post-tests for the second semester participants across the
non-enhanced group and the enhancement groups: Non-Enhanced (NE); BOLD, Elaboration
(ELAB), Bold and Elaboration (B+E).
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0.41

0.27

0.35

0.40

0.42

0.24

0.25

0.19

0.23

0.15

0.17

0.24

0.22

0.05

0.06

0.04

0.05

0.04

0.04

0.07

0.07

0.36

0.36

0.38

0.43

0.29

0.43

0.38

0.48

0.00

0.00

0.05

0.00

0.00

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.81

0.90

0.67

0.95

0.48

0.57

0.71

0.71

0.72

0.70

0.74

0.74

0.76

0.14

0.19

0.14

0.13

0.24

0.16

0.19

0.17

0.03

0.04

0.03

.03

0.06

0.04

0.06

0.05

0.81

0.76

0.76

0.81

0.71

0.76

0.81

0.81

0.38

0.10

0.38

0.48

0.00

0.38

0.29

0.43

0.90

0.95

0.95

0.57

1.00

1.00

0.90

0.90

2 Post 2
B+E

0.75

2 Post 1
B+E

2 Post 1
BOLD

0.73

2 Post 2
ELAB

2 Post 2
NE

0.76

2 Post 1
ELAB

2 Post 1
NE

Mean
Stand.
Dev.
Mean
Error
Median
Min.
Range
Max.
Range

2 Post 2
BOLD

Second
Semester
Text 1

1 Post 2
B+E

0.34

1 Post 1
B+E

1 Post 1
BOLD

0.41

1 Post 2
ELAB

1 Post 2
NE

0.40

1 Post 1
ELAB

1 Post 1
NE

Mean
Stand.
Dev.
Mean
Error
Median
Min.
Range
Max.
Range

1 Post 2
BOLD

Second
Semester
Text 1

Table 2

For Text 1, the second semester participants reveal broadly similar results across the
different groups with none of the enhancement groups proving to be superior to the non-enhanced
group. Interestingly, the NE and B+E groups are virtually identical here while BOLD and ELAB
have slightly weaker results. These initial results surprisingly show that for beginner students the
enhancements did not provide a significant boost to their L2 performance. Interestingly,
elaboration was slightly weaker than the all the other groups here which could perhaps imply that
the additional text simply added more information for the participants to process, in effect placing
additional strains on learner resources. The follow-up testing showed solid gains in the mean scores
of all the participant groups. Results were virtually identical although again NE and B+E slightly
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edge out BOLD and ELAB. The results here are too close to one another to show any one group
as significantly better. What we can see here is that regardless of text type, repeated exposure to
the testing produces a general trend toward better performance, if not quite a significant one.
The following table features the data from Text 1 post-tests for the fourth semester
participants across the non-enhanced group and the enhancement groups: Non-Enhanced (NE);
BOLD, Elaboration (ELAB), Bold and Elaboration (B+E).
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0.52
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0.43

0.29

0.38

0.24

0.38

0.59

0.57

0.56

0.57

0.62

0.15

0.14

0.14

0.11

0.08

0.15

0.13

0.07

0.05

0.05

0.04

0.03

0.03

0.06

0.05

0.03

0.62

0.57

0.57

0.62

0.55

0.60

0.52

0.62

0.43

0.38

0.24

0.43

0.48

0.33

0.43

0.52

0.91

0.81

0.76

0.81

0.71

0.71

0.81

0.71

Stand.
Dev.
Mean
Error
Media
n
Min.
Range
Max.
Range

2 Post 2
B+E

0.58

2 Post 1
B+E

2 Post 1
BOLD

0.62

2 Post 2
ELAB

2 Post 2
NE

0.62

2 Post 1
ELAB

2 Post 1
NE

Mean

2 Post 2
BOLD

Fourth
Semester
Text 1

1 Post 2
B+E

0.18

1 Post 1
B+E

1 Post 1
BOLD

0.24

1 Post 2
ELAB

1 Post 2
NE

0.20

1 Post 1
ELAB

1 Post 1
NE

Mean
Stand.
Dev.
Mean
Error
Media
n
Min.
Range
Max.
Range

1 Post 2
BOLD

Fourth
Semester
Text 1

Table 3
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The results for the fourth semester participants reveal a similar trend to the second semester
participants in that there appears to be no enhancement type which is clearly superior to the nonenhancement group. Moreover, and quite surprisingly, the means across all groups are decidedly
lower for both the initial post-tests and the subsequent retesting. One would expect participants
who are a full year ahead of their counterparts to score significantly better but that is simply not
the case here. What could possibly account for this? This could simply be the case of a collection
of low-proficiency participants although the consistent low scores across all the groups makes this
somewhat unlikely. It is again worth mentioning that Text 1 is typically employed in second
semester courses which makes the fourth semester participants’ performances here all the more
surprising. The follow-up tests again showed steady gains across all text groups but again no
enhancement group proved superior to the non-enhancement group here.
Thus far, the results from the data indicate that none of the enhancement groups are
significantly superior to the non-enhancement groups and that participant level did not equate to
better performance. At this point, only B+E showed occasional performance that could slightly
surpass the NE groups. As we move from Text 1 to Text 2 it will be important to see if the trends
revealed from Text 1 continue or if one of the enhancement groups will show a significant
improvement over non-enhanced groups.
The next table contains data from Text 2 post-tests for the second semester participants
across the non-enhanced group and the enhancement groups: Non-Enhanced (NE); BOLD,
Elaboration (ELAB), Bold and Elaboration (B+E).
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1 Post 2
B+E

1 Post 1
B+E

1 Post 2
ELAB

1 Post 1
ELAB

1 Post 2
BOLD

1 Post 1
BOLD

1 Post 2
NE

0.09

0.08

0.11

0.12

0.12

0.12

0.05

0.05

0.02
0.14

0.02
0.19

0.03
0.14

0.03
0.19

0.03
0.14

0.03
0.14

0.01
0.10

0.01
0.14

0.05

0.05

0.00

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.38

0.38

0.38

0.48

0.52

0.52

0.19

0.24

2 Post 2
B+E

0.12

2 Post 1
B+E

0.11

2 Post 2
ELAB

0.20

2 Post 1
ELAB

0.17

2 Post 2
BOLD

0.19

2 Post 1
BOLD

0.16

2 Post 2
NE

0.18

2 Post 1
NE

0.16

102
Level
Text 1

Mean
Stand.
Dev.
Mean
Error
Median
Min.
Range
Max.
Range

1 Post 1
NE

102
Level
Text 1

Table 4

Mean
Stand.
Dev.
Mean
Error
Median
Min.
Range
Max.
Range

0.47

0.48

0.49

0.49

0.51

0.53

0.46

0.50

0.13

0.14

0.18

0.15

0.12

0.13

0.11

0.15

0.03

0.03

0.04

0.04

0.03

0.03

0.03

0.04

0.48

0.52

0.57

0.52

0.48

0.48

0.48

0.52

0.19

0.19

0.10

0.19

0.33

0.33

0.14

0.19

0.67

0.67

0.67

0.71

0.76

0.71

0.62

0.67

For Text 2 among the second semester participants we can see overall low scores across
all the groups. In contrast to Text 1, here the ELAB group appears to have the best scores, slightly
edging past the BOLD group, although the NE group is virtually identical to the NE group.
Interestingly, the B+E group clearly had the weakest performance here. The follow-up testing
again showed a trend toward modest increases with a similar pattern as before. ELAB edges out
all other groups for the highest result although now B+E edges past NE on the second post-test
type. Again, we can only point to general trends here as there is no significant separation among
the results here.
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The following table contains data from Text 2 post-tests for the fourth semester participants
across the non-enhanced group and the enhancement groups: Non-Enhanced (NE); BOLD,
Elaboration (ELAB), Bold and Elaboration (B+E).

1 Post 2
Type 4
0.11

0.05

0.06

0.05

0.04

0.05

0.06

0.05

0.05

0.02

0.02

0.01

0.01

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.10

0.10

0.12

0.13

0.06

0.12

0.06

0.11

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.18

0.19

0.19

0.18

0.19

0.19

0.18

0.18

2 Post 2
Type 4

1 Post 1
Type 4
0.09

2 Post 1
Type 4

1 Post 2
Type 3
0.12

2 Post 2
Type 3

1 Post 1
Type 3
0.09

2 Post 1
Type 3

1 Post 2
Type 2
0.12

2 Post 2
Type 2

1 Post 1
Type 2
0.12

2 Post 1
Type 2

1 Post 2
Type 1
0.10

2 Post 2
Type 1

1 Post 1
Type 1
0.09

2 Post 1
Type 1

Mean
Stand.
Dev.
Mean
Error
Median
Min.
Range
Max.
Range

202
Level
Text 1

202
Level
Text 1

Table 5

Mean
Stand.
Dev.
Mean
Error
Median
Min.
Range
Max.
Range

0.51

0.44

0.52

0.50

0.53

0.50

0.50

0.51

0.16

0.16

0.12

0.11

0.17

0.18

0.13

0.10

0.05

0.05

0.04

0.04

0.06

0.07

0.05

0.04

0.53

0.43

0.55

0.55

0.57

0.53

0.51

0.51

0.19

0.10

0.29

0.29

0.29

0.29

0.29

0.38

0.71

0.71

0.67

0.62

0.71

0.77

0.65

0.65

For the fourth semester participants of Text 2 we can see some similar patterns to those of
Text 1. The initial post-test scores are again in fact lower here than for the second semester
participants and the follow-up tests are only marginally higher overall. Here, the BOLD group
features only slightly better results than the other groups although in the follow-up testing it is
virtually identical to the ELAB and B+E groups. Interestingly, this only the NE participants at this
level were slightly weaker when compared to the different enhancement groups. As stated before,
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we must remain cautious with the results as these again indicate slight trends as opposed to
significant differences. As with Text 1, the fourth semester participants for Text 2 are initially
weaker than the second semester participants and only marginally better with the follow-up results.
This would now offer two examples indicating that participant level did not produce significant
increases in performance.
After a discussion of the quantitative results it is worth returning now to the research
questions (RQs) for the present study.
Research Question 1 (RQ1): Does visual input enhancement lead to increased noticing of target
vocabulary?
Regarding RQ1 we can report that there appears to be a marginal increase in the noticing
of target vocabulary and not enough to be significant here. In fact, the increases are marginal
enough to be inconsequential. This is further corroborated in the information provided in the think
aloud protocols of the following chapter. Where noticing occurred, it was revealed to not always
produce a positive effect.
Research Question 2(RQ2): Does visual input enhancement significantly increase
comprehension?
For RQ2 we again report that any increases were not revealed to be significant for the
present study. There are slight upward trends in the post-tests, and then mostly in the BOLD and
B+E groups, but again these are minute enough that the data is rather flat across the board. If
anything, it is perhaps telling that by and large the data from the NE groups was in some cases
superior to that of the enhancement groups and if inferior it was not by a significant amount.
Further research is certainly warranted to see if the mild positive effects found here for visual input
enhancement can be further pinpointed and then exploited for more significant gains.
Research Question 3 (RQ3): Is one type of visual input enhancement significantly more effective
than the others and is there a significant difference among the two proficiency levels relating to
this question?
Regarding RQ3, the results indicate that there were no significant differences across the
conditions for a given level. There also appear to be no significant differences across levels. As
stated above, the data suggests minute positive trends of the enhancement treatments, with B+E
producing a small lead over other conditions among second semester participants for Text 1while
for fourth semester participants in Text 1 the NE condition produced higher results compared to
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the enhancement conditions. For Text 2 the ELAB condition produced the highest results among
second semester participants while among fourth semester participants the BOLD condition
produced slightly higher results. Regarding participant level, our initial hypothesis that the fourth
semester participants would have a significantly better performance than the second semester
participants was not found. On the contrary, the data revealed that for Text 1 the second semester
participants had clearly superior results. For Text 2 however, the fourth semester participants
produced weaker results in the immediate post-tests but then marginally outperformed the second
semester participants in the later follow-up post-tests. The implications for this finding go beyond
the data into other areas such as learner proficiencies and possible curricular implications to name
a few. This will be discussed in further detail in the final two chapters.
Research Question 4 (RQ4): Does visual input enhancement lead to any significant vocabulary
acquisition over time compared to learners not receiving enhancement?
RQ4 addresses the present study’s effort to incorporate a longitudinal component to
address existing issues raised in the literature. The data does reveal that all participants, regardless
of level or condition saw small gains with the later follow-up tests. None of the enhancement
conditions appeared to be significantly better than the NE condition for this aspect of the data.
This concludes the quantitative data from Text 1 and 2 as well as the second semester and
fourth semester levels. The data presented above, while perhaps not the results that were hoped
for, nevertheless reveals some key issues which should drive additional research and raise
important concerns in how L2 learners cope with the information presented to them. Broadly, the
various enhancements employed were not clearly superior to non-enhanced versions of the texts.
Moreover, it was revealed that these patterns were broadly similar regardless of participant level.
In other words, while there were no significant differences found, the overall poor results,
regardless of participant level, is an indicator that these texts are seemingly not suited to the
learners’ levels. As will be discussed in detail in the following chapter, there appeared to be broad
issues with vocabulary and grammar knowledge which resulted in overall low comprehension of
the texts. As discussed in Chapter 2 above, the issues of not matching proficiency level to task or
text level is perhaps a driving factor in the erratic results of research in this field. The results of
the present study would seem to align with earlier studies such as Overstreet (1998) and more
recently Loewen and Inceoglu (2016) as discussed earlier to name a few. The slight positive
tendencies some of the enhancement conditions, along with insights gained from the qualitative
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data do offer some encouragement and impetus for further study. We next turn our attention to the
qualitative data from this study which includes participants’ think aloud protocols. These protocols
provide a rich insight into the participants’ thoughts while reading the texts and are broadly in line
with the data presented in the current chapter. Moreover, we can further see the issues that
mismatched proficiency level and task levels produce.
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CHAPTER 5 QUALITATIVE RESULTS

Discussion of Qualitative Data
The following chapter presents selected protocols across the different treatment types for
both the first and second texts with an analysis and discussion of the results organized into relevant
groupings. Protocols are presented for the first text followed by the second text. Within each text
section, the protocols are then further divided by the treatment type: no enhancement, bold
enhancement, elaboration enhancement, and bolt with elaboration enhancement. For each group
across both texts, there will be a brief overview of specific characteristics and criteria that will be
analyzed before presenting those protocols with a summative paragraph for that group at the end.
All protocols have been transcribed and will appear as such throughout the chapter. The analysis
and discussion will then seek to draw connections in the data within the same treatment types but
also larger patterns. Finally, a more general discussion of the qualitative results will round out the
chapter along with a discussion on potential pedagogical and curricular implications can be drawn
from these results. This discussion will include a cumulative review of any convergent as well as
divergent protocol characteristics discussed throughout the chapter.
Think Aloud Protocols
During the collection of data, specifically while reading the texts, participants were tasked
writing their thoughts down on a think aloud protocol for each story. Students were instructed to
simply write whatever they were thinking about while reading the story, specifically their thoughts
relating to the story not any other non-task thoughts they might have. Students were also instructed
to not simply try to summarize or translate the story. Protocols were collected along with the story
before any post-treatment activities. After reviewing the protocols from each of the four versions
of the text as well both stories several patterns emerged which yield further insights into the data.
The analysis below discusses the most revealing protocols from each type of enhancement across
both texts.
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Text 1 Protocols: No Enhancement
To extrapolate more meaningful and generalizable data from the protocols used in this
study the following set of characteristics will be employed to organize the data: does the participant
highlight key words, show understanding of the passage, mention enhancement, a sense of being
overwhelmed, make use of context clues, feature a large amount of writing (100 words or more),
express confusion over the enhancement if applicable, and does the protocol feature rich detail.
Certain other characteristics, which do not broadly fit into one of the above categories, if found,
may be discussed as well.
For the No Enhancement group, it is important to focus on whether any of the key
vocabulary has been highlighted or mentioned. It is also vital to check for understanding of the
passage and the use of context clues. Similarly, whether the participant has written a large amount
for their protocol and if it includes rich detail will be looked at. Lastly, it is also important to note
which protocols convey a sense of being overwhelmed as this would likely indicate a lack of
understanding of the passage.
The first protocol reveals some effort to engage with the text and to understand difficult
vocabulary.
Protocol 1:
“Blick?

Guy comes out of elevator and looks at lobby. Sees receptionist’s desk w/one person

ready to go to the room.
Goes to restaurant. Has buffet. He knows not all hotels are bad in the city. Likes Atrium
Lage?

Why does he like it? Not design b/c its expected for a 4 star hotel, gets orange juice

an 2 crossants, looks at window
gets coffee w/no milk
Likes hospitality
Reine?

eats bread w/cheese.”
The protocol was seventy-three words in length. The participant noted the words Blick,

Abreise, Lage, and Reine. There is clear evidence of piecing together the story and the participant’s
thoughts seem to be focused solely on the story. It feels a bit like a summary in parts but there
seems to be an effort to try to decipher unknown vocabulary and its surrounding context to arrive
at meaning. There is further reasoning evident in that the participant tries to come up with answers
for the protagonist’s behaviors. No enhancement was present in this version of the text yet the
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participant identified a few key words. Interestingly, the participant did not share any further
thoughts on why the main character is in the hotel in the first place or any other thematic content
that the story might be trying to convey. It would seem they have a basic grasp of some of the
story’s action.
In contrast to the above participant, the following protocol displays what seems to be a
rather solid grasp of the story and its details. However, no evidence of any thought regarding
unfamiliar or key vocabulary is present.
Protocol 2:
“Posen is in a hotel eating breakfast, reading newspaper, waiting for something.
He loves the breakfast, and the hotel in general, it is a common ritual for him.
Such a frantic pace in the streets out the window, but such quiet where he watches from.
He leaves to go for his ? job? And he knows he will be back. Interestingly, he hasn’t ever slept
there, he just go to eat, for the good service and the peace & quiet.”
This protocol was eighty words in length. This participant did not write any vocabulary
that was either difficult or unfamiliar or that they deemed important enough to write down. This
does not appear to be due to a lack of language skills or understanding of the story as they provide
a detailed portrait of the story and some of the more nuanced ideas it conveys which would likely
indicate a good grasp of the vocabulary as well, at least enough to piece together the general story
and thematic content. While the participant did summarize the story, there is clearly deeper thought
on its content evident.
The following protocol demonstrates an awareness of key vocabulary as well as making
use of context clues.
Protocol 3:
“Within the context, now I remember the words for guest and key.
He has plenty of time so he goes in the hotel restaurant to eat breakfast.
He wonders why he likes this hotel more than others in the city.
Geschäftsleute = business people?
Lage = location?
He decides he must love it because of the breakfast.
He think it is wrong that so many guests are rude.
Trinkgeld = tip?”
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This protocol was seventy-one words in length. We can see that several words were noted
by the participant and that they engaged in guessing their meaning, with success no less. They
provide some general information on the story as well with their focus on why the main character,
Posen, is so enamored with this hotel.
The following protocol also demonstrates a great deal of thought regarding the story. Quite
a bit of both contextual understanding of vocabulary and story is evident. Although it seems as if
the participant wanted to write more, they simply ran out of time. Reasoning and predicting why
things occur in the story on the participant’s part show a deeper effort at engagement with the
story’s meaning and content.
Protocol 4:
“The title is breakfast.
Mr. Posen is in a hotel, possibly next to the reception desk.
He is staying as a guest already. He has a bowl (or maybe spoon?) in his hand. He goes into the
area and sees the “Regal” behind the reception desk (or something), where the bowl (or spoon)
hangs and something stacks(?)
It is 8:35, he takes a newspaper and goes into the restaurant. Now the breakfast will be served.
A buffet, a very good buffet.
He knows that he is (?) often there, once or twice a month.
He knows another hotel in that city too. Everything is not bad, but the [indecipherable scribble –
insert mine] (can’t understand)
Why? Is it an original design? No, it is normal for a 4 star hotel. Also, the”
This protocol is one hundred twenty-seven words long. It certainly seems that the
participant was quite actively engaged with the story if the quantity of their protocol writing is any
indication. While they clearly did not understand everything in the story there is still an effort at
making meaning and connections with the vocabulary and the story. The participant appears to
have established some basics regarding the story and its vocabulary although there are certain
things that appear to be beyond their understanding as they are unable to determine if the character
has a bowl of spoon and the later scribble might indicate some frustration since they did not copy
whatever word(s) were proving difficult. It also seems that the participant may not have finished
the story in its entirety as their protocol abruptly stops. There also does not appear to be the
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recognition of some of the subtler story and vocabulary elements as noted in Protocols 2 and 3
such as the character’s feelings toward the people within the hotel and the busy world outside.
The next protocol features an initially overwhelmed participant, yet one who begins
establishing some understanding due to context clues as the story progresses. It is fifty-five words
in length. We can recognize some initial frustration which abates as the participant begins using
reading and context clues. Still, the participant is unable to gain any “specific information” as
compared some of the preceding protocols.
Protocol 5:
“I don’t know what’s going on in the first paragraph. Second is easier to comprehend using context
clues. Context clues and words I know are giving me a general idea of what is happening but I
still don’t know specific information. The text is getting easier to read as I continue to gain context
clues.”
The next protocol features a seemingly good understanding of the text and it can be
surmised that the participant feels positively disposed toward their effort with the text because the
text has given “me a way of guessing the words I didn’t know. I can understand some of the
unknown now, but not all of them.” While it is not quite clear how the text provided the means of
guessing the words, as there is no enhancement here, nor does the participant mention which
words, it does seem likely that they are merely making use of context clues to further their
understanding.
Protocol 6:
“The text can give me a way of guessing the words that I didn’t know. I can understand some of
the unknown hu…[indecipherable], but not all of them.
The person in the story, Herr Posen like this 4-star restaurant ‘Atrium’ because it has a great
breakfast, wonderful customer service, and because privacy is being protected there. Some people
don’t like it because it’s too expensive.”
This protocol is sixty-four words in length. It seems that that the participant manages to
understand a few basic story elements along with some vocabulary as they essentially understand
some of Posen’s attachment to this hotel and restaurant. However, there is a general dearth of other
information on the story and it remains unclear just how much the participant’s “guessing”
translated into understanding.
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The next protocol in contrast features a participant that is able to guess the meaning of a
key vocabulary word, besonders (especially), and then immediately use that to make sense of the
sentence it occurs in. It features some general story description and understanding but seems to
gravitate toward the easier to recognize vocabulary dealing with food, drink, and the hotel.
Protocol 7:
“he checks into the hotel w/his luggage in the morning


Then goes to the hotel restaurant where there’s a buffet w/good food.



Been to other hotels in city all not bad but Atrium is his favorite



Then describes whats [sic] good in the hotel + specifically, the breakfast this routine



Then the serve offer [sic] coffee + he takes his w/milk



besonders = especially?



Finds the server especially friendly”

This protocol is sixty-seven words in length. Again, the protocol establishes some basic
meaning and vocabulary connections but the participant does not note any deeper meaning or
complex vocabulary in the story making it unclear if this was understood or passed over in favor
of the information they were able to understand and noted in their protocol.
The following protocol again features difficulty with understanding the story. Specifically,
the participant notes difficulty with understanding unfamiliar words and is unable to interpret them
from context.
Protocol 8:
“I’m having a difficult time understanding the direction of the text. There are many words in it that
I am unfamiliar with and can not interpret from context.
I garner that he is in a hotel and he is noticing how happy and polite all the employee are but later”
This protocol is fifty words in length and as noted above, this participant clearly had
difficulty with the text yet is able to piece together a few basics pieces of information at least such
as the story taking place in a hotel and the behavior of the staff. It appears that this in contrast to
some of the preceding protocols whose participants had weaker understanding of the text, this
participant could not make any further inroads into the story whereas other participants managed
to note further descriptions of food and descriptions of the hotel and restaurant.
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The final protocol of this section reveals this participant’s comprehension strategy and
shows evidence of some context guessing. The participant’s strategy of “look for verbs I know” is
a clever choice to help gain understanding of the story. Moreover, the participant notes that
“exchanges or interactions [are] easier to decipher”. Focusing on dialogue can also be an effective
strategy to gain greater understanding which thus far was not explicitly noted or implied by the
other participants. On the other hand, there is a lack of content in this protocol compared to others
in this section.
Protocol 9:
“Herr Posen – A guy
Dem Lift – the lift?
stiegt – verb
Look for verbs I know
-

kommen

-

sieht

-

hängen

-

stecken

A buffet, a very good buffet
Exchanges or interactions easier to decipher”
This protocol is thirty-five words in length. While the participant reveals they can employ
multiple strategies to aid in their reading comprehension, it is a bit disappointing that they did not
provide any more detailed information of their thoughts in the protocol. This could be due to being
more occupied with understanding the text by focusing on “verbs I know”. There appears to be no
indication of frustration with the text or that they encounter unknown or unfamiliar words.
One can establish a few general tendencies from this selection of the non-enhanced text
protocols. With no enhancement, one can easily discern a range from weak to strong readers.
Stronger readers may not understand the entirety of the text but make use of reading strategies
such as finding context clues to increase understanding and identifying key vocabulary. Moreover,
it appears that the stronger readers further tend to engage with the text by postulating not just what
is currently occurring but also how the story might progress as well as trying to understand the big
picture. By contrast, weaker readers appear unable to successfully employ context clues to gain
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understanding of the text. Weaker readers appeared overwhelmed by the text as well as the
numerous unfamiliar words which prevented successful engagement with it. It seems that the
strongest readers can successfully identify key words and then use these key words to increase
their understanding of the text. An interesting trend to note in the preceding protocols is the
gravitation toward what should be the most common and easy to understand vocabulary, which
for this story would revolve around cognate or near-cognate words such as hotel and food
vocabulary. Moreover, stronger readers, without receive any sort of visual salience, are able to
create their own saliency by employing strategies discussed above. It would seem that while they
might benefit from such visual salience devices, they can more successfully navigate new texts
without such aid. However, whether weaker readers will benefit from increased visual salience or
increased context is debatable if factors such as frustration or inability to establish any context
occur. In short, there seems to be a minimum amount of proficiency coupled with relevant reading
strategies required in these situations. In other words, learners must have reached a certain
threshold in their proficiency to successfully comprehend a text.
The premise of visual textual enhancement is precisely to increase visual salience to
hopefully draw the reader’s attention to important vocabulary and again hopefully increase
understanding of the text. It is toward the visual enhancements used in this study that we now turn.
Text 1 Protocols: Bold Enhancement
For the Bold Enhancement group, all the characteristics of the no enhancement group will
be analyzed with a greater focus on whether key words were highlighted or not as these would
mostly be the enhanced words. Additionally, this section will look for mentions of the
enhancement in general and more critically whether the enhancement, if indeed mentioned,
directly or indirectly, seemed to be helpful or harmful. If the enhancement was harmful, it is worth
further noting if it simply caused confusion or acted in a more detrimental manner. Lastly, with
the focus on key words and the enhancement of this section, it is also worth noting whether
participants appeared to make use of context clues as the enhancement should ideally serve to draw
their attention to key words to aid their comprehension.
The first protocol from the bold enhancement version of the text features substantial
writing. The participant indicates they are unable to understand the initial paragraph or at least
they have nothing particular to say about it. However, the participant can decipher some of the
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remaining sections of the text. There is some postulating as to what is occurring in the story. The
protocol ends with “maybe I was wrong about some of these vocab words” suggesting a lack of
certainty whether their understanding of the text was correct. Nothing is mentioned regarding the
bolded vocabulary items.
Text 1 Bold Protocol 1:
“First paragraph: nothing
2nd paragraph: 8:35 not enough time? Or something about time. He got the paper + went to the
hotel restaurant – served breakfast – it was a good buffet
He’s there once or twice a month
He knows another hotel in the city – it’s not bad + he especially likes the atrium [sic]
4 star hotel – public typical
Sits by the window @ a table drinking orange juice….I wonder what his purpose is there. Is he
+ chaos
Coffee w/milk, croissants are privledges [sic]
Maybe I was wrong about some of those vocab words.”
This protocol was ninety-three words in length. The participant establishes some basic
story elements and much like participants in the No Enhancement group focuses on the food and
other concrete hotel elements. They mention time but do not dwell on it further. It is interesting to
see the participant postulate on the character’s purpose and they do seem to recognize the contrast
between the scene indoors and outside (e.g. chaos) but do not appear to delve any deeper into these
thoughts. Lastly, they do seem to second guess themselves at the end although they have managed
to piece together a fair amount.
The following protocol features a reader who is largely able to summarize the text.
Importantly, several of the bolded vocabulary items are underlined here and have been translated,
seemingly indicating that the reader noticed these and realized their importance in that they should
pay attention to these words.
Text 1 Bold Protocol 2:
“Mr. Posen exits the lift and ? in the hotel lobby? A look? to the reception: there stand a few guest
[sic]. Key in the hand. Luggage? on the floor. Beratt aus Adresse? Mr. Posen came close. Look
over the counter behind the reception, where the key hang and newspapers [are] stacked. He
looks? at the time. 8 o’clock and 35 minutes, he has some spare? time. He takes? a magazine off
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the Theke? and walks in the hotel’s restaurant. Then will the breakfast be served… A buffet, a
really/very good buffet. He knows that, he is often here, once or twice a month. He knows also
other hotels in this city. All aren’t bad, but the “Atrium” he likes especially. Why?”

This protocol contains one hundred twenty words. The participant certainly noticed some
of the bolded vocabulary items and they do establish a bit more than just a general summary of
events but stop short of any deeper connections. This protocol does show the participant taking in
and managing quite a bit of information and employing strategies to come to a better
understanding. They seem to be aware that there is a bit more going on in the story even if they
were unable to provide that information here.
The next protocol, despite its brevity at fifty-six words, indicates the participant could
understand a significant amount of the text even though they “hardly know any of the vocab
words”. They note the text would of course have been easier to understand if most of the words
were known. These statements are a bit of a contradiction as one generally has to understand a
majority of the words in a given text to be able to understand it, which makes the claim of knowing
a “good chunk” doubtful as they admit to knowing virtually none of the words. They also state that
they had to reread sentences and sections several times to compensate for lack of vocabulary
knowledge. One would think that the numerous bolded words might have drawn the participant’s
attention to help increase salience, but that does not appear to be evident here. This protocol
presents a bit of a departure from previous protocols in that the participant claims to have
understood a “good chunk” of the text but does not share any thoughts on the content or vocabulary
of the text. This could perhaps be to their efforts being primarily fixated on reading and rereading
due to their lack of vocabulary knowledge. It would of course have been invaluable if the
participant had shared a bit of their thoughts on the text as this would have allowed an estimation
of how well and how much of a “chunk” of the text was indeed understood along with which,
although one would hope not ‘all’, vocabulary they found was difficult.
Text 1 Bold Protocol 3:
“I could still understand a good chunk of the text, even though I hardly knew any of the vocab
words. It would have been a lot easier of a read though if I did know most of the vocab. Otherwise,
I have to reread the sentence/section several times in order to figure out the vocab word.”
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The next protocol features copious writing on the part of the reader. Most of the writing
focuses on summary of the text with occasional guessing as to the meaning of key vocabulary
words. It seems that the reader was largely successful in their understanding of the text, although
some uncertainty is present.
Text 1 Bold Protocol 4:
“Called ‘breakfast’
Mr. Posen stands? out of? The lift  hotel hall?
@reception  stay soon as a guest?
Satchel in hand

Mr. posen goes nearer, sees _ behind the reception desk

8:35, he has not/just? enough time he takes? the newspaper from the Theke – desk? and goes into
the restaurant. There will be breakfast served there, a buffet, a very good one
He is often here once or twice a month
He knows other hotels in the city. all are not bad, but the ‘Atrium’ is best?
Why  not the noble design, it’s normal for the 4 star hotel
geschäftsleute  __?__people
Sometimes filmmakers? musicians, seldom tourists visit
has a ritual – 1st a glass or orange juice + 2 croissants, sits in front of the window
Blick = view?? Of a large intersection”
This protocol is one hundred thirty-five words in length. Again, we see quite a bit of
summary here interspersed with some guess work and contextual guessing on vocabulary. The
participant seems to understand that Posen appears to have something a routine by choosing this
hotel and its restaurant for breakfast but does not provide any guesses about possible deeper
meanings to what they have thought to write down in their protocol. It further appears that the
participant is actively making use of context and guessing to arrive at meaning while reading.
The following protocol is one of the most important for the entire study as this is essentially
one of only a few protocols to directly acknowledge the bolded words among all the bolded and
bolded and elaborated versions among either text. Based on what the participant has shared, it
seems there is only some basic understanding of the text occurring here. It is truly surprising that
the reader says that “a few key bold words make certain sentences a real pain to interpret” (italics
mine). While the participant obviously noticed the bolded words, it appeared to be a hindrance
rather than an aid for this particular participant.
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Text 1 Bold Protocol 5:
“Mr. Posen takes a newspaper and goes into the hotel restaurant.
He’s served breakfast, a buffet.
He comes here twice a month, the Atrium, his favorite Hotel.
It’s 4 stories tall – I think –
Obviously this is some sort of prose/story
A few key bold words make certain sentences a rail pain to interpret.”
This protocol is fifty-three words in length and as noted above, this participant not only
noticed the bolded words but also commented on them, although negatively. Based on the other
information provided in the protocol, it seems that this participant is not a particularly strong reader
or at least their language proficiency seems low as they only provide a small amount of basic
information from the text and only information focusing on the hotel and food, again without any
further detail. There is nothing provided to indicate a deeper understanding of the text or in fact an
effort to engage with the bolded words and their meaning or any subsequent effort to tie that into
a greater understanding of the story in their protocol. It is important here to focus on the
participant’s final statement. Unfortunately, the participant does not provide a reason as to why
the bold words make “certain sentences a pain to interpret”. It is possible that the appearance of
these words broke up the participant’s flow while reading becoming distracting rather than an aid.
It is telling perhaps that the participant did not seem to question the reason for certain words being
bolded and seemingly did not make the connection that these were in fact intended to aid in their
comprehension. Nevertheless, it should be noted that this issue one that deserves further
consideration. If a student has a lower proficiency level, perhaps increased visual salience could
only serve as a distraction as their cognitive resources are fully occupied with simply trying to
comprehend the text.
The following protocol is the one of the few protocols to directly address the bolded words
throughout the entirety of the study. This protocol included sixty-one words. The reader clearly
mentions that certain words clearly stand out while others are “totally unknown”. The reader
appears to have had some initial difficulty understanding the story as they were primarily occupied
with “figure[ing] words out”. Nevertheless, the reader states that the story was mostly understood.
In contrast to the previous protocol, the bolded words here are viewed as a positive aid, helping
the reader “mostly understand because of big words that stand out”, however, it does not appear
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to lead to “deeper understanding”. In other words, while the bolded words may have helped draw
the reader’s attention, it did not by itself enable a fuller understanding. Alternately, the effect
simply stopped at noticing. What to do with this noticed information was not an automatic
subsequent step. It is important to note however, that the reader “got lost easily and distracted”.
This appears to be somewhat similar to the issue in Text 1 Bold Protocol 5 but it is unclear if this
is specifically directed at the bold words as elsewhere it appears that the bold words are in fact
largely responsible for any comprehension. The participant again indicates that the text was mostly
understood, but does not provide any specific details of the text, whether a summary or specific
vocabulary throughout the protocol. Nevertheless, this and the preceding protocol offer invaluable
insight into participants’ thought processes as they navigate a text. Possible distractions during L2
reading, whatever form these might take, could be detrimental to comprehension and would be a
worthy avenue of further research. While one would ideally expose students to L2 content in a
distraction-free setting, the realities of in-classroom and classroom-external L2 learning situations
may not always offer this.
Text 1 Bold Protocol 6:
“some words stick out, others are totally unkown
Large words stand out, same as vocab sheet
Get lost easily and distracted,
Difficult to remember meaning of more than just what you initaly [sic] read because trying to
figure words out.
Understand most of what happened and where, but not complexly [sic], mostly understand because
of big words that stand out, not deeper understanding.”
The next protocol included sixty-one words and also mentions the bolded words, noting
that most are unfamiliar to the reader while some are unknown. This is the second protocol to state
that the words served more to cause confusion rather than to enhance understanding. The
participant apparently did not consider that these might be important words for understanding the
story. However, they do note that “when I try to read the context carefully and I surprised [sic] to
find that some words can be guessed”. There appears to at least be some sort of effort to understand
these key words after having noticed them and engaging in use of context at least. This protocol
also mentions that the dialogue of the text appeared to be easier to understand. It might be worth
considering that students could have an easier time reading dialogue as opposed to prose at lower
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proficiency levels. Perhaps dialogue featuring key salient vocabulary would be an avenue worth
exploring under visual input enhancement. In general, it does not appear as if the reader had much
to say about the story, taking this a portrayal of “daily life in Germany”. This certainly casts some
doubt as to what extent the story was understood.
Text 1 Bold Protocol 7:
“When reading the story, the marked words are not familiar for me. Most of them are even
unknown to me. They really make confusion. However, I try to read the context carefully and I
[sic] surprised [to] find that some words can be guessed. Although the story is hard to understand,
the dialoge [sic] part is perfect. It’s [sic] seems like the daily in Germany.”
The final protocol with bold enhancement features rich detail. The reader was not able to
understand much of the story but does note that context helped with guessing.
Text 1 Bold Protocol 8:
“This story feels like just a normal morning story of Mr. Posen. While I read this text, I
automatically imagine the scene that Mr. Posen enjoys his breakfast happily in [the] brilliant 4
star hotel named, Atrium. Actually I couldn’t translate every words [sic] and sentences [sic], but
the story’s atmosphere which I feel strongly was very bright but a little silent (in positive meaning).
Probably even though I don’t know all the words, relevant sentences and the mood of [the] story
makes me “guess” the story.”
This protocol included eighty-three words. This participant interestingly notes the mood of
the text which is accurate. They only provide a bit of basic information regarding Posen and
breakfast but nothing else. It would have been interested had the participant shared how they
arrived at their interpretation of the story’s mood and what “relevant sentences” were for them.
The lack of further specific information is perhaps unsurprising at the participant does note that
they must largely “guess” the story. It seems that an engagement with the bolded words might have
helped with this guessing but nothing else is provided by the participant.
The body of protocols from the bold enhancement version of text one presented
contradictory and somewhat ambiguous evidence regarding the usefulness of the bolded words to
the readers. While two participants found the bolded words to directly hinder understanding,
another found that they helped increase understanding of specific words but not deeper
understanding. Aside from these specific examples, the lack of mention regarding the bolded
words in the protocols is perhaps surprising. Several protocols indirectly address specific
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vocabulary words but fail to mention bolded words specifically. Still other protocols primarily
seem to focus on trying to understand the content of the story. In short, there appears to be no
significant pattern indicating that the bolding of words was effective in general terms.
Text 1 Protocols: Elaboration Enhancement
The Elaboration Enhancement group will broadly focus on the same characteristics as the
No Enhancement group as this type of enhancement is not focused on overt visual salience but
instead providing more opportunities for context clues to develop. As such, the focus here will
especially be on whether the participants appeared to make use of context clues to gain an
understanding of the passage. It is certainly possible for them to still have highlighted key words.
As always, it is important to be cognizant of whether participants felt overwhelmed or confused.
It may be possible that participants felt confusion in the areas of the passage where the elaboration
occurred. If found, this is important to note, as this has received little to no attention in the
literature.
The first protocol from the elaboration enhancement group demonstrates that the
participant is aware of several important vocabulary items and has worked to understand their
meaning. The participant is unsure of what Theke (counter) and Blick (view) are.
Text 1 Elaboration Protocol 1:
“Halle is hall thought it was a false cognate.
Mr. Posen is in the hotel hall & sees very many people are at the receptiondesk [sic] for the hotel.
He doesn’t have enough time.
Don’t know what Theke means
Free newspaper! Buffet
He really likes the hotel more than others
4 star hotel
Not many tourists in the hotel
He loves the ritual
Blick is advertisement I think
Draußen is like over there
Bad morning
He is privileged.”
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This protocol is seventy-seven words long. As mentioned above, the participant has
managed to identify several words and some basic elements of the story. The brevity of the
individual comments might suggest the chunks of information this participant could parse from
the text. There is no indication of any positive or negative attitudes toward the story or a lack of
understanding.
In the next protocol, the participant feels that the story jumps around, although they still
believe they have a good grasp of the story. There is no mention of any specific vocabulary.
Text 1 Elaboration Protocol 2:
“I feel this story jumps around. First it is about the hotel guest and then about a news article. I
think Herr Posen is writing a review of the hotel…? I actually think I have a good grasp of the
story. However the last paragraph is a bit confusing… may confirm my suspicions [sic]”
This protocol is fifty-three words in length. Although brief, we are provided with some
interesting thoughts from the participant. First, their belief that the story jumps around is curious
as it is linear and follows the character Posen from the hotel lobby to the restaurant with some
exposition on the world outside and his thoughts on the hotel and his attachment to it. It seems far
more likely that the participant does not in fact have a “good grasp” of the story. There really is
nothing in the story to indicate Posen is reviewing the hotel. What compels the participant to claim
a “good grasp” of the story when they seem to have a general confusion regarding the story is
unclear. It is perhaps possible that despite the anonymity of the study, they are reluctant to identify
or admit any weaknesses. They may be reading too much into the story based on what they appear
to have understood. Some additional commentary on their perceived understanding of the story
would have been more illuminating.
In the next protocol, the participant notes that there are many difficult words. They seem
to have tried using cognates and known words to provide context and insight. The text also appears
to have had “complex grammatical faculties” for the reader. This seems to mean grammatical
structures.
Text 1 Elaboration Protocol 3:
“Many difficult words.
Words similar to their English counterpart provide valuable insight
Known words give context
Many short sentences
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Complex grammatical faculties [sic]”
This protocol is also incredibly brief at twenty-two words, making it the shortest one thus
far. Nevertheless, the protocol is important in that what the participant shares seems to indicate
some effect of the elaboration when they state, “many short sentences”. It is important to note that
this is stated in a neutral context. They seem to have placed extra emphasis on the fact that they
were looking for cognates as context clues to unlock the story. It is important however to note that
“many difficult words” is their first line in the protocol so we can assume this was their initial
impression while reading. It must also be noted that the participant has no particulars of the story
to share in their protocol and this may well be due to their efforts focused on the words, grammar
and trying to establish context. Overall, between the mention of “difficult words” and the “complex
grammatical faculties [sic]” this participant is likely of a lower proficiency level. It does seem
slightly positive that the elaboration may have in fact been able to provide some of the “valuable
insight” and “context”.
In the following protocol, the participant is having great difficulty with the initial
paragraph. Subsequent paragraphs are apparently easier to decipher. Some basic understanding of
the story is evident, although there is a lack of detail.
Text 1 Elaboration Protocol 4:
“Well almost every word in the first paragraph I don’t understand.
The second paragraph Mr. Posen is making good time he reads the paper then goes to the hotel
restaurant where they had a very good buffet.
The Atrium is his favorite hotel.
He then had a conversation, somebody said good morning would you like coffee.
He gets room “314”
and again at the end he says its [sic] his favorite hotel.”
This protocol is seventy-one words in length. There are several interesting thoughts shared
in this protocol. While the participant does provide several pieces of information regarding the
story, it is largely basic information regarding the hotel and food vocabulary. It is likely not a good
sign of successfully understanding a text when the participant states there is hardly anything they
can understand in the first paragraph. Nevertheless, they did piece together some text elements.
Somewhere along the way, the participant had to have either encountered words they knew or at
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least could understand from context. It would have been more illuminating had they shared further
thoughts on their reading and comprehension efforts.
In the final protocol of the elaboration treatment, the participant truly provides a stream of
consciousness account during their reading of the text. They appear to have been particularly astute
and recognized all the vocabulary items from the pre-test occurring in order in the story. However,
while the participant shows some basic understanding of the story, it seems that they are neither
sure about some of the content nor does they indicate that recognizing the vocabulary has led to
increased understanding of the text.
Text 1 Elaboration Protocol 5:
“Activity one had the key vocab words in order as we see them in the story.
Titled breakfast
Mr. Posen has a reception to go to.
08:35 he gets some news
Interesting article
Breakfast is served!
I’m hungry now, damn.
Buffet!
He knows of other hotels in the city, must be pissed a this
Nope, favorite Hotel
Why? No bloody idea, 4-star Hotel
Lots of goods/bads for and against the hotel.
Einfach excellent! Finally excellent!
Describing breakfast… really hungry now
Stressful life, I feel you.
Coffee! I love coffee…
Likes it with milk, good man
End of story, figures out why he likes the hotel”
This entertaining protocol has one hundred five words and is rich with detail as mentioned
above and truly provides insight into the participant’s thoughts, seemingly non-stop, throughout
the reading and is thus invaluable for our purposes. If every protocol were like this, it would
provide an exponential increase of insight into students’ thoughts while reading an L2 text. We
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have multiple different aspects of this protocol to dissect. First, it is interesting that the participant
was aware of some words from the pre-test showing up again in the text. They provide a true
running account of their thoughts as the story progresses. While the participant comically reacts to
the food and drink elements of the story, their protocol does indicate that they also understood
some of the subtler elements of the text such as contrasting life in the hotel versus the bustle of life
outside. The participant does appear to jump from one thought to the next which could either be
due to not having much difficulty with the text or they were unable to stay focused throughout the
reading as might be indicated by the multiple side comments on being hungry, although neither
can be said for certain.
The elaboration enhancement protocols largely do not stand apart from the unenhanced
text protocols. It does not appear that these elaboration enhancement protocols demonstrate that
the readers significantly benefitted from this. It is evident that some readers still faced difficulty
with the text. There is only marginal reporting of key words that were understood and that the parts
of the story surrounding these words served to increase understanding. Some mention of context
helping to increase understanding is made but this is a minority. In fact, it appears that this group
of readers largely consisted of weaker readers when compared to those of the no enhancement
group. Perhaps the combination of bolding and elaboration will reveal a greater impact on the
readers. It is to the final enhancement type for text one that we now turn.
Text 1 Protocols: Bold and Elaboration Enhancement
The final enhancement group, Bold and Elaboration, will focus on all the aforementioned
characteristics. Specifically, it will note any instances where participants mention the enhancement
and especially if they comment on whether the enhancement proved to be helpful or not. General
understanding of the passage and context cues are also especially important here as the bolding
and elaboration should ideally help participants with this. As with the Elaboration group, it is also
important to note any instances where participants comment on the parts of the passage where the
elaboration takes place. As with any of the passage groups, it is important to note whether
participants felt overwhelmed and possibly confused.
The first protocol of the Bold and Elaboration enhancement type included scattered
information with the participant guessing at the meaning of some key words with very little
summary of the story. Some small story details are present but overall it seems that the participant
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did not fully understand the entirety of the story. No mention of bolded words is made nor anything
regarding context.
Text 1 Bold and Elaboration Protocol 1:
“Hotelhalle throat hall

one guest

Zeitung in the Theke?
Die Lage has to be a place of some sorts, it has an atmosphere.
Posen likes the quiet but always visits a busy hotel
Said it was 4 stars how its [sic] 5?
He doesn’t sleep there?
He leaves only 1 euro [sic]?”
This protocol is fifty words in length and as mentioned above it does not appear that the
participant understood much of the story. As this is a very brief protocol there is an overall lack of
information and insight into the participant’s thoughts. They certainly seem to be guessing on
much of the content. On the positive side, they at least have established enough meaning to note
the main character and that the story takes place in a hotel. They appear to have noticed a few
peculiarities of the character, Posen, but these are mostly written as questions so we cannot be sure
of the participant’s certainty. As mentioned above, there is no indication in what was written that
they noticed any of the bolded words, or at least that these provided meaningful interaction during
the reading process. The lack of content provided in the protocol could be indicative of additional
time and concentration required to simply get through the story and attempt to understand it.
The next protocol focuses on guessing key words. The participant noticed the bold words
as all the words listed on the protocol are bolded and there are six here which would seem to be
too many for coincidence. Despite noting several of these important words, the reader is largely
incorrect with their guesses. There is also some guessing as to what the protagonist’s purpose is.
Text 1 Bold and Elaboration Protocol 2:
“Hotelhalle  uncertain?
Blick
Glad he had a good breakfast  why is he there twice a month  Businessman?
besonders – over all, other?
Geschaftsleute [sic] = with gray suits? businessmen?
Tristesse? Kannen = mug?”
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This protocol was twenty-four words in length. Again, it does appear that at least some of
the bold words drew enough attention for the participant to also write them in the protocol as they
attempted to guess their meaning. There is no real story summary present except that the participant
made a logical guess, based on their understanding, that Posen is perhaps a businessman. It seems
perplexing that they could misunderstand “Hotehalle” (hotel lobby/hall) as vacation.
The next protocol is the first to specifically mention bold words in this treatment type.
Although brief, it appears the participant used the bold words to help establish meaning and was
also actively looking for familiar words and phrases, context, to increase their understanding.
Text 1 Bold and Elaboration Protocol 3:
“Use bold words to identify meanings in the sentences.
Find words I already know to complete meaning in the story.
Look for sentences and phrases = knew and fill in the blanks from there.”
This protocol was twenty-six words in length and essentially only states that the participant
noticed the bold words and used them to establish context from there. Unfortunately, no specific
words or story elements were included in the protocol to ascertain the extent to which the
participant was successful in this endeavor. This would have been a great case to see if noticing
lead to comprehension.
The final protocol of this section focuses on guessing the meaning of some key words and
is fifty-three words in length. The participant’s incorrect guess of Theke (counter) as perhaps being
library, which in German is Bibliothek, provides some insight into participants’ varied difficulties.
Interestingly, they also note the presence of the bold words, although specifying that not all of
them are known. We can assume that some are known to the reader, although whether they were
known prior to reading the story or were derived from context is unfortunately not discernible from
the protocol.
Text 1 Bold and Elaboration Protocol 4:
“What do “steigt” & “betritt” mean? steigen or betreten?
The story is in present tense
The protagonist’s name is Herr Posen
He grabbed a newspaper from the “Theke”
It reminds me of the word for library so “theke” must mean something similar to library.
I do not know all of the bold words.”
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After presenting these Bold and Elaboration protocols we can see similar results to the
Bold section. Bold words were only referenced directly by two of the readers among the four
presented here. As the version of the text featuring two forms of enhancement one might have
predicted greater evidence of this enhancement having a noticeable and hopefully positive effect
on the participants. While neither of the two participants here viewed the bold words with a
negative disposition as the some of the readers in the bold treatment did, it seems that in general,
the bold words simply made participants aware of these words and did not necessarily led them to
greater understanding. If so few of the participants are noticing this visual enhancement and likely
even fewer understanding their significance, one must begin to doubt their efficacy. Moreover, the
dearth of references to context in the Elaboration as well as Bold and Elaboration enhancement
treatment groups among the protocols casts some additional doubt on the efficacy of this method.
However, as this method is not as visually salient to readers as bolding, it is perhaps best to temper
our conclusions on this enhancement type for now.
Comparing the protocols of these four versions of the first text we can reach some tentative
initial conclusions. One major observation from these protocols is the surprising lack of
differentiation among them. While some participants clearly noted the bold words and a few
seemed to acknowledge context for key words in the elaboration section, each group of protocols
featured a range of strong and weak readers with a likely diverse range of language proficiency as
well. The participants who noted that the bold words served for confusion or were distracting are
worrisome. Could the visual enhancements actually have a negative effect upon readers’
performance? Assuming this were true, the distraction of visual enhancement would draw the
readers’ attention away from understanding the story as opposed to increasing salience and thus
understanding. However, other readers noted that the bold words helped with understanding the
text, although it was noted by one reader that it did not lead to “deeper understanding”. It seems
that the extent of positive effect was mostly limited to superficial understanding after drawing the
reader’s attention. We will now turn our attention to the second text to see if these general
tendencies hold true and then discuss the findings.
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Text 1 Results
After having discussed the protocols of Text 1 it is now worth a brief comparison of the
different characteristics used to analyze the protocols above. We can see several trends below
which tend to broadly align with the quantitative findings in the preceding chapter.

Table 6
Text 1

Highlight Key Words
Show Understanding
Contextual Clues
Copious Writing
Rich Detail
Being Overwhelmed
Mention
Enhancement
Confusion Regarding
Enhancement

Bold & Elaboration
N=4

Elaboration
N=5

Bold
N=8

No Enhancement
N=9

Characteristics

44%
56%
89%
11%
22%
11%
N/A

38%
88%
50%
25%
38%
0%
50%

40%
40%
40%
20%
20%
0%
20%

100%
50%
25%
0%
0%
0%
75%

N/A

25%

0%

0%

Regarding the mention of Key Words there is very little difference between the No
Enhancement group versus the Bold Group and the Elaboration Group. By contrast, perhaps due
to the lower number of protocols, the Bold and Elaboration group featured 100% mention of Key
Words. As far general Understanding is concerned the Bold group stands out significantly
compared to the rest. Interestingly, use of Context Clues is dominated by the No Enhancement
group, perhaps due to the fact that the lack of enhancement forces participants to rely on such a
strategy more often as the primary means to gain comprehension. In general, very few protocols
featured Copious Writing with the Bold group having a slight lead here. Similarly, Rich Detail
was found most in the Bold group although some was found in the No Enhancement and the
Elaboration groups with none in the Bold and Elaboration group. While participants were all given
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the same instructions and every effort was made to provide clear directions, it may be worth
reviewing instructions given and layout of the treatment sessions to insure there is no confusion
regarding task among participants. Only one participant in the No Enhancement group reported
being Overwhelmed. For those participants who mentioned enhancement it is perhaps unsurprising
that both groups that featured bolding had 50% or more of its participants reporting that they
noticed it as this would be far easier to notice than the less visually salient Elaboration. Bolding
with Elaboration did result in the highest percentage here. Lastly, only a quarter of the participants
in the Bold group felt any sort of confusion regarding the enhancement. If we consider the
participants of both groups featuring bolding together (N = 12) than this drops to 17%. While this
is certainly a low percentage, it is nevertheless noteworthy as these participants did appear to be
particularly bothered by the bolding enough to clearly express their dislike of it and its effect on
their comprehension. Turning now to the Text 2 protocols, these will also be discussed and
analyzed according to these categories and then a comprehensive comparison between the
protocols of both texts will help conclude the present chapter.
Text 2 Protocols
The following sections feature the protocol analysis for the second text across the four
treatment types. In contrast to the first text, the amount of useful protocols for the second text was
significantly smaller. Nevertheless, these protocols reveal useful information and build a more
complete picture of participants’ insights and the effect input enhancement may have on L2
readers.
Text 2 Protocols: No Enhancement
As with Text 1, for the No Enhancement group of Text 2, it is important to focus on whether
any of the key vocabulary has been highlighted or mentioned. It is also vital to check for
understanding of the passage and the use of context clues. Similarly, whether the participant has
written a large amount for their protocol and if it includes rich detail will be looked at. Lastly, it is
also important to note which protocols convey a sense of being overwhelmed as this would likely
indicate a lack of understanding of the passage.
The first protocol focuses on summarizing the text with some degree of success.
Interestingly, the participant has included several German words which are underlined, indicating
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an importance to the participant but also that they were not able to understand them. Several of
these words are the key vocabulary items: umzog (to move, past tense), Kummer (worry),
ausgedehnt (strechted out). There appears to be no deeper effort at work in order to understand the
text or these apparently difficult words.
Text 2 No Enhancement Protocol 1:
“Jeanette and her cellphone.
The butter are easily missing? Friend calls, worrier.
As Jeanette with her parents in another city umzog, because her father a new Stelle angenommen
have, brought for her a world together. Her Kummer bekämpfe her with ausgedehntem phone calls
and text messages. She brought easily the contact to her friends and all especially to her (guy)
friend, the are [sic] she must go back to in the old hometown.
Phone Cost
böse adust? Came with the phone bill. Overflou [sic] could her no more lachen”
This protocol is eighty-seven words in length and as mentioned above, there are several
words that the participant has underlined as important and left in German. It seems that they at
least partially understood these as they provided a narrated translation of the story with these words
inserted at the appropriate points. This does present a bit of a dilemma though as the participant
could possibly guess the meaning of some of these via context in some cases, although other more
ambiguous or entirely unfamiliar words may not allow for that. Nevertheless, the participant has
managed to seemingly understand basic elements of the story. Some additional commentary or
insight into the participant’s thoughts would have been particularly useful here.
The following protocol indicates a good understanding of the text although specific details
are missing.

It is sixty-nine words in length. The participant clearly has some difficulty

understanding all the details. They note that the “böse comes with the bill maybe”. In the text, the
vocabulary item Erwachen (awakening) follows böse (bad) as an adjective. The reader made böse
into a noun but was more or less able to understand what this part of the text mentions, namely
that a huge phone bill was a bad (rude) awakening for Jeannette. Overall, the participant seemed
to have understood the basics of the story. They appear to have employed some guessing strategies
although that does not feature too much in their protocol.
Text 2 No Enhancement Protocol 2:
“Jean and her phone
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she [is] with her parents in the city, her father get [sic] something new. probably a phone, it says
it has SMS-or texting, now she can contact her friends and something else for her friend.
The böse comes with a bill maybe? its over 500 euro [sic] and her dad is not happy. he stops his
daughters [sic] prepaid card and grounds her, something about her only being 16.”
In the following protocol, the participant has seemingly noticed several of the key
vocabulary words and has provided mostly correct translations. Whenever there is doubt, the
participant provides insight into their thought process by providing alternate guesses and often
reasons for these alternates as well. The participant also displays a sound comprehension strategy
by noting that they will likely try to reread the text at least once which thus far has not been noted
by any of the other participants in their protocols.
Text 2 No Enhancement Protocol 3:
“beiden must refer to Jeannette & her phone – so “unzertrennlich” – “inseparable.”
“brach” looked like “bringen” but I think it’s actually “brechen…”
Could “Kummer” be “boyfriend?” No, that must be “ihrem Freund.”
Zurücklassen – “leave behind.”
Erwachen = awakening?
Schicken = “?”
Kommunikationsmittel = means of communication.
I’m done. Maybe I should go back…”
This protocol was fifty-two words in length and as discussed above, this participant seemed
to have a good proficiency, or at the very least sound reading strategies. The participant could
essentially guess the meaning of all the specific words they highlighted in their protocol. While
the participant seemingly had no issues with this vocabulary they did provide much of any
information on the story which would confirm their understanding. The lack of any sort of
frustration, pausing, starts and stops, or other indications of frustration or panic does seem to
indicate that they did not have much difficulty with the text.
The next protocol reveals that the participant is actively seeking context clues to increase
their understanding of the text. No summary of the text or any specific words or phrases are
mentioned in the protocol, which indicates that perhaps the context clues were not helpful.
Moreover, it does not appear that the participant had a high enough proficiency to make use of
their existing L2 knowledge to fully understand the text.
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Text 2 No Enhancement Protocol 4:
“Looking for words or phrases I know.
Looking for things I can relate to.
Comparing the different phrases can be cell or unreal.
Some different items can label classes or standings.”
This protocol was thirty-one words in length and as discussed above, the participant’s sole
strategy was looking for familiar words and phrases to establish context. Seemingly this was not
too successful as “cell” was really the only word relating to this story. It is somewhat disconcerting
that the participant could not find anything in the text which they could employ to begin to gain
comprehension of it. This may be a student who could benefit from an enhanced version of the
text, although it would be interesting to speculate if such a student would find bold wording on
key words to be a hindrance as with two of the participants from the first text.
The final protocol of the No Enhancement version of the text features some metacommentary on the part of the participant regarding the themes of the text, cell phones and their
presence in our lives. This could indicate that they had a largely successful understanding of the
text and understood its various elements including the vocabulary. The participant however offers
no further commentary or story summary but does wonder about brach…zusammen (to collapse,
past tense) of which only zusammen, meaning together when it is separate, was understood.
Text 2 No Enhancement Protocol 5:
“brach…zusammen something together?
No one says that they want to send an SMS
Cellphones are both a gift & a curse to humanity
Cellphones are now considered a necessity, but it doesn’t really matter what kind of cellphone a
person owns. This stigma is reflective on a person’s sense of identity & self-confidence.”
This protocol was thirty-two words in length and as discussed above, the participant seems
to have some understanding of the text but the lack of specifics on the story in favor of metacommentary raises some doubts. They only provide two sentences specifically focusing on the
story and neither of those indicates complete understanding. It may be the case that they understood
that the story has something to do with cellphones and simply chose to comment on their feelings
towards them as opposed to thinking deeply about the story and commenting on that.
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Altogether, this no enhancement group largely mirrors the same section for Text One. The
participants for Text One seemed to be stronger readers who made more use of context clues. Some
participants specifically mentioned key vocabulary in their protocols. The protocols also ranged
from little to no understanding to largely successful comprehension. We will now turn to the
different types of enhancement to see if the trends discussed in the text one protocols continue or
if some new patterns emerge.
Text 2 Protocols: Bold Enhancement
As with the Bold Enhancement for Text 1, the Bold Enhancement group here will cover
characteristics of the no enhancement group with a greater focus on whether key words were
highlighted or not as these would mostly be the enhanced words. Additionally, this section will
look for mentions of the enhancement in general and more critically whether the enhancement, if
indeed mentioned, directly or indirectly, seemed to be helpful or harmful. If the enhancement was
harmful, it is worth further noting if it simply caused confusion or acted in a more detrimental
manner. Lastly, with the focus on key words and the enhancement of this section, it is also worth
noting whether participants appeared to make use of context clues as the enhancement should
ideally serve to draw their attention to key words to aid their comprehension.
The first protocol of the Bold Enhancement group makes no mention of the bolded words.
It was forty-three words in length. Some small meta-commentary is present on the text themes.
The participant noted the key word unzertrennlich (inseparable) but was unsure of its meaning.
Some basic summary of story events is present but it is sparse. Overall, there is not much in the
protocol to indicate the participant had a full understanding of the text. This protocol is somewhat
similar to Protocol 5 in the previous section with the meta commentary and overall lack of
specifics.
Text Two Bold Enhancement Protocol 1:
“What is ‘unzertrennlich?’
Jeanette needs her phone to keep in touch w/old friends after the move.
She has a prepaid phone that she can’t use at school
The more advanced your cell phone is, the cooler you are, although it costs more money.”
The next protocol was forty-seven words in length. This also features a participant who
had difficulty with unzertrennlich (inseparable). Moreover, the participant makes it clear that they
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struggled with the following phrase which contains key vocabulary: “I’m struggling with ‘Ihren
Kummer bekämpfte sie mit auggedehnten [sic].’” This translates as “she combated her worry
with…”. This is part of a longer sentence. It must be noted that the reader’s auggedehnten [sic]
should in fact be ausgedehnten, meaning stretched out or exaggerated. This error on the part of the
participant may likely be the source of their inability to understand this phrase. However, one
cannot be sure if that is the sole cause as it could simply be a lapse of attention while writing the
protocol. The participant also notes that the last paragraph was understood the most and offers
some basic meta-commentary about cell phones, but there is no commentary about Jeannette and
her situation specifically which consequentially casts some doubt on the overall understanding of
the text. There is a general lack of detail and specifics indicating the participant gravitated toward
cellphone as this is a rather easy word to pick up and should be part of their vocabulary. They
certainly do not seem capable of expanding their understanding from this though. This protocol
lastly illustrates quite clearly just how derailed a learner can become when they are unable to read
any words with understanding. It is unrealistic for learners to then perform on any further tasks
when they are unable to form any sort of context of meaning from a task.
Text Two Bold Enhancement Protocol 2:
“I have no idea what “unzertrennlich” means. I understand the last paragraph the most. From
this all I got is that cell phones are expensive and not having one is uncool. I’m struggling with
“Ihren Kummer bekämpfte sie mit auggedehnten.” I have no idea what that means.”
The next protocol is the only protocol of the Bold Enhancement group to mention the bold
vocabulary words and was eighty-one words in length. Additionally, this lengthy protocol provides
some key insights. In an emerging trend, the participant has difficulty with the initial paragraph of
the story but can increasingly understand more in subsequent paragraphs. The participant employs
a strategy that only a few others have noted in their protocols. Upon finishing the text, the
participant employed their understanding from the initial reading of the text to go back and reread
the text, applying this knowledge to more easily navigate the previously difficult parts of the initial
reading. The participant notes that “the bold words help significantly in understanding what is
being said”. This positive endorsement stands in contrast to those few readers from the Text One
negatively disposed toward the bold words. This participant appears to be at the ideal proficiency
and reading skills level to actively look for or be aware of important words to establish context
and then use this knowledge to engage in the useful strategy of rereading a text to gain even more
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understanding. This ability to engage in self-help to improve understanding is perhaps all too
uncommon among students. This strategy is also significant in that rather than evince frustration
at anything that was not understood in the initial reading, the participant can simply attempt to fill
in the gaps in their knowledge via subsequent readings until they are satisfied with their
understanding of a text.
Text Two Bold Enhancement Protocol 3:
“The story involves a girl named Jeanette and a cell phone. Can’t comprehend first paragraph.
Second paragraph:
Can comprehend some words but not enough to get an idea of what is going on.
Third paragraph:
Can recognize more words and I have a good idea of what is going on from context clues.
Understanding the idea in the third paragraph helps me go back and understand the first two
paragraphs.
The bold words help significantly in understanding what is being said.”
The bold enhancement protocols seem to echo those from the first text. Only one reader
mentioning the bold words mirrors the low percentage from the same group in text one. While it
is entirely possible that more or all the participants noticed the words, the lack of any commentary
on the words would suggest otherwise. Participants have commented both positively and
negatively on the bold words. The bold words have not really received neutral commentary in the
form of simply noting their presence. Thus far, no participant has commented on the purpose for
these words in their protocols. One would expect the readers whose protocols indicate successful
understanding of the text to perhaps make passing mention of the bold words, if not for their aid,
then at least the fact that these stronger readers would likely be aware of their purpose. We now
turn to the Elaboration Enhancement protocols for Text Two to determine if the protocols in this
treat mirror those from Text One.
Text 2 Protocols: Elaboration Enhancement
The Elaboration Enhancement group for Text 2, as with Text 1, will broadly focus on the
same characteristics as the No Enhancement group as this type of enhancement is not focused on
overt visual salience but instead providing more opportunities for context clues to develop. As
such, the focus here will especially be on whether the participants appeared to make use of context
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clues to gain an understanding of the passage. It is certainly possible for them to still have
highlighted key words. As always, it is important to be cognizant of whether participants felt
overwhelmed or confused. It may be possible that participants felt confusion in the areas of the
passage where the elaboration occurred.
In the first protocol of the Elaboration enhancement group the reader has reached a
superficial understanding of a few points in the story but admits to being able to understand
anything else.
Text Two Elaboration Enhancement Protocol 1:
“1st part I got the father got a new job & she contacts a friend other then [sic] that I don’t know
what’s going on.
3rd part talks about sending messages & using apps on the phone…
Not sure about anything else.”
This protocol was forty-two words in length and as discussed above, it appears that the
participant did not manage to understand much in this text. They are barely able to gather that
Jeanette’s father got a new job but not what this means for her in the text. They mention phones in
the third part but again cannot seem to piece together anything else here so it seems certain that
the participant was unable to make use of context clues.
The next protocol included some meta-commentary on the themes of the text as well as
some summary of it. The participant has employed some strategies to further their understanding
of the text as well. First, the participant has translated the title which can of course provide some
additional contextual and thematic clues. The protocol reveals that the participant does know how
to employ various reading strategies to further their understanding.
Text Two Elaboration Enhancement Protocol 2:
“translated the title
Skip the words I don’t know – come back to them and continue reading  maybe I’ll get the point
anyway
Janet is sad her friend didn’t move too
Cells are expensive  prepaid
Why her father was reluctant
They are not allowed in her school
Make me think she didn’t need one if she can’t follow the rules
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Handys make you cool  what else will they give into for per-presure [sic]?”
This protocol was seventy-four words in length and as discussed above the participant
reveals that they are capable of self-help to increase their comprehension through use of reading
strategies such as rereading portions of the text to see if additional information later in the text can
unlock previously missed information. There is some summary of the text present and the
participant is essentially able to grasp elements of the story although a few more specific details
would have confirmed this more with more certainty. The meta-commentary on cell phones
suggests that the participant has enough resources available to them to provide opinions on the
subject matter of the text as opposed to being wholly occupied with merely trying to understand
it. If the participant had provided some of the words they initially skipped it would have provided
a greater insight into where they may have initially struggled and perhaps which elements of the
text they did not fully understand.
The final protocol of the Elaboration Enhancement group features a participant who
provides a detailed summary of the text. They appear to have successfully understood all the major
elements of the story. The title has been translated as well. There is no mention of difficulty or any
specific vocabulary items.
Text Two Elaboration Enhancement Protocol 3:
“Jeanette & her cell phone
Jeanette call [sic] her friends & problem w/phone
Jeanette with her parents. She lives in new city
sms texting on phone
high cost. made her realize
prepaid card. 80 Euro a month.
Breaks from school  text.
Status symbol?
New model each month. All want the new model once the new is in. One is popular when they have
the new model.
Extra functions  downloads, mms, sms w/picture & can play apps
Extra money is “cool””
This protocol is eighty-one words in length and while the participant has essentially
understood the major story elements as related in their protocol there are some elements missing
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here such as the primary cause of Jeanette being such a heavy cell phone user now as well as the
massive bill she incurs. Nevertheless, it seems clear that the participant has understood enough to
where continuing with the text in a classroom setting would provide little to no difficulties. No
real frustration or issues with the text are apparent in the participant’s protocol.
Although brief, the Elaboration Enhancement group for Text Two seems to follow the
general trend from the same treatment group as Text One. We have a range of readers from little
to no understanding to largely successful understanding of the texts. This particular group seems
to have made frequent use of context clues and other reading strategies but this cannot necessarily
be attributed to the elaboration enhancement. There was no explicit statement that might indicate
text length or there being very many words in and around key vocabulary, but then again, the
purpose of the elaboration is to provide additional context so perhaps this was successful with this
group but this should only be a cautious conclusion with only three protocols to go off of.
Certainly, a replication study with at least ten participants in each treatment type would be more
conclusive. We now turn to our final selection of protocols, the Bold and Elaboration enhancement
group to complete our picture of participants’ thoughts while reading these texts for the present
study.
Text Two Protocols: Bold and Elaboration Enhancement
As with Text 1, the Bold and Elaboration group for Text 2 will focus on all of the
aforementioned characteristics. Specifically, it will note any instances where participants mention
the enhancement and especially if they comment on whether the enhancement proved to be helpful
or not. General understanding of the passage and context cues are also especially important here
as the bolding and elaboration should ideally help participants with this. As with the Elaboration
group, it is also important to note any instances where participants comment on the parts of the
passage where the elaboration takes place. As with any of the passage groups, it is important to
note whether participants felt overwhelmed and possibly confused.
The first protocol in the Bold and Elaboration treatment group for Text Two features some
summary although it is mostly in the form of the participant posing questions. The questions seem
to indicate that the participant has established partial understanding of the story although the
protocol does not indicate any deeper understanding of the text’s specific details.
Text Two Bold and Elaboration Protocol 1:
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“Klingelnde? Klingen is to sound (or klinkt) but I don’t recognize this.
So they are talking about problems on a cell phone
Is her father going to see the world?
She lives in a new city, keeps in contact via phone and text
Is she complaining about this on the phone?
pre-paid telephone/cell phone
she really likes her phone
she has an old phone
cool kids have a new phone
apps and extras also cool
she does not have them, there she is uncool”
This protocol has eighty-four words. Again, the participant provides a solid summary of
the text, the questions indicate a degree of uncertainty and there could be more specifics. It would
have been interesting if the participant had provided any additional words that they struggled with.
They make a reasonable guess with the meaning of “klingelnde” but do not seem certain or make
the connection to a cell phone ringing. There is a bit of meta commentary in the protocol as well
so the participant managed to engage in some of this thinking as well during the reading.
The next protocol is similar to the previous one, although most interestingly, the participant
noted the bold words. Their summary of the text is precise, indicating successful understanding of
the text. The participant apparently was able to note all of the bold words and successfully navigate
the text and the meaning of the vocabulary.
Text Two Bold and Elaboration Protocol 2:
“Problem w/phone
Lives in new city.
All the words from the vocab sheet are bolded.
She was sad and called home alot [sic]
She uses too many minutes and texts. Father pays alot [sic] realizes she can’t do that and needs to
get a prepaid card. She spends 80 euros [sic], a month on her bill and her father thinks it’s too
much. She says she needs it.
People wait to get newest phones b/c they are cool. Not just a communication device but rather a
computer and TV.
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Without cool phones you aren’t cool.”
This protocol is ninety-two words in length. As stated above, the reader has recognized the
bolded words. This protocol also features a quite accurate and extensive summary of the story.
Unfortunately, the participant declined to state whether the bolded words provided a positive
impact on their understanding of the story. It seems entirely possible that the participant is above
average in their proficiency level in German. There is no indication that the participant has
struggled with any aspect of the story.
In contrast, the next brief protocol indicates a complete lack of successful understanding
of the text while still noting the bold words. The participant indicates that they did not understand
the purpose for these words.
Text Two Bold and Elaboration Protocol 3:
“I don’t understand the purpose of this story.
It seems too dramatic when really it’s not.
I don’t get why random words are bolded.”
This protocol is forty-one words in length and as noted above, this is almost the opposite
of the previous protocol. It seems safe to conclude that this participant has a very low proficiency
level as they are not even able to note the basics of the story such as it revolving around Jeanette
and her cell phone. Moreover, this is reinforced by the fact that they have obviously noticed the
bolded words but fail to grasp their purpose or significance. Consequently, the lack of further
information in the protocol would indicate that none of these key words were understood nor did
the elaboration around these words provide any aid in this instance.
The next protocol, in contrast, features rich detail and is one hundred two words in length.
The participant provides a summary with frequent guessing as to what they believe each part of
the story means. Throughout the summary, the participant also inserts various vocabulary words
and indicates doubt whenever there is uncertainty. Further, the participant has also translated the
title, indicating that the overall subject of the story is understood. Although several parts of their
summary are incorrect, it appears that the participant nevertheless understood some basic elements
of the story. Interestingly, no mention of bold words is made. The frequent use of maybe after
many of the participant’s statements shows their uncertainty and is reflected in some of the
misunderstandings of the text. It would have been interesting had the participant shared any more
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detailed thoughts on how well they were comprehending the vocabulary and the story itself or
what they felt they were successfully understanding.
Text Two Bold and Elaboration Protocol 4:
“The title is “Jeanette and her cell phone”.
“Sorgen” is a problem for the cell phone.
She might need the cell phone to work because her parents are in another city and she needs a cell
phone to work all over the world (possibly).
She loves her city now. (new city)
She uses calling and sends SMS messages (texts).
She used her phone a lot.
Hohe kosten  “high cost” (maybe?)
The phone is expensive because she uses it alot [sic].
She pays her “Sucht”  (usage?) with a prepaid credit card.
Statussymbol Handy?  “is the cell phone a status symbol” (maybe?)”
In the following protocol, the participant summarizes some of the major aspects of the text
although not all aspects of the text are understood. The protocol is eighty-nine words in length.
The participant mentions being able to “get a lot of key words for the rest of the paragraph but I
don’t really know what it says”. They seemingly noticed the bold words although they are not
mentioned specifically. Surprisingly, the participant managed to mostly understand the rude
awakening phrase in the text which is one of the more difficult passages although this “realization”
is really is about the large phone bill Jeanette incurs through her excessive usage. There is
significant doubt on the part of the participant as to the deeper meaning and specific aspects of the
story, thus casting doubts on how well everything was understood.
Text Two Bold and Elaboration Protocol 5:
“So this story is about a girl and her phone. There appears to be a problem with the phone. I think
they are going to another city because of her father. I can get a lot of the key words for the rest of
the paragraph. I don’t really know what it says, just talking about the phone. She had a large
realization how much time she spends on the phone. I think she just talks about how much it cost
now. Not really sure where this is going.”
The final protocol of the bold and Elaboration enhancement group as well as of the present
study is sparse on details as the participant simply mentions strategies they employed to help
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understand the story. This appears to be a participant who is looking for any context clues to help
activate L2 knowledge. These strategies include looking for familiar words including cognates.
Whether these strategies were immediately successful is difficult to ascertain here as the
participant unfortunately provides no other information. No elements of the story were mentioned,
nor of any bold words or any specific words which proved difficult.
Text Two Bold and Elaboration Protocol 6:
“I look for nouns and verbs and then direct/indirect objects.
Verb tense, past/pres/future.
American sounding words (Statussymbol)”
This final protocol features a mere seventeen words and as discussed above the
participant’s sole strategy appears to be to search for context via known words and cognates or
familiar grammatical structures. The fact that there are no details about the story, whether content
or vocabulary indicated that this effort was entirely unsuccessful. It seems somewhat perplexing
that if this was indeed their strategy that no mention of the bold words was made and it is ironic
that their purpose could not be utilized here as the participant’s proficiency simply was not up to
the task. Sadly, the elaboration did not seem to provide any help either.
The bold and elaboration protocols for Text Two largely mirror those from Text One. A
few participants mentioned the bold words similar to the amount in the groups with just bold
enhancement. Among the various bold groups the simple fact is that while bold vocabulary words
had a positive impact for a small minority, and an even smaller minority found the words to be
bothersome, the majority of readers simply did not comment on the bold words in their protocols.
In other words, bold vocabulary words certainly were not effective for the entirety of these groups.
In fact, it seemed that most either did not notice or at least consider them worthy of commentary
while they were recording their thoughts while reading the texts. Moreover, even among those
participants who mentioned the bold words, some either did not understand their purpose or found
them to be a distraction. The sheer variety of responses in the bold and bold and elaboration
protocols suggest that simply featuring text with bold vocabulary items simply is not effective for
a majority of readers unless a more elaborate framework of supporting instruction, reading
instructions, and vocabulary learning strategies, as well as a certain level of L2 proficiency is
present. Simply featuring visual input enhancement of this nature only appeared to affect a small
minority of readers with a positive impact on their understanding of the texts.
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The selection of protocols featuring elaboration enhancement did not indicate any
substantial difference in understanding of the texts compared to the other groups. More
specifically, the protocols of this group for texts one and two shared some general trends with the
no enhancement protocols. A range of weak and strong readers is evident. Stronger readers
appeared to notice some of the important words and were able to make use of reading strategies
such as context clues in order to increase their understanding. Weaker readers by contrast,
frequently expressed difficulties with understanding the action and themes of the text as well as
difficulties with words. Moreover, a lack of mentioned reading and comprehension strategies in
these protocols indicates that these readers’ L2 proficiencies were likely so low that even the extra
context provided by this enhancement could not contribute much if anything to their understanding
of the texts.
Finally, the enhancement type featuring both bold and elaboration did not stand out as
significantly better than the other groups in these protocols as hypothesized. While it was hoped
that the combination of visual enhancement via bolding key vocabulary words combined with
extra context provided by elaboration would be more effective than either of the two alone or the
non-enhanced group, the results simply do not support that expectation at this stage. Certainly, a
great deal of further investigation is warranted.
Text Two Results
Now that the protocols of text two have been analyzed it is worth comparing the different
characteristics discussed above. Here we can see similar trends to the protocols of Text 1 while
also moving toward a more comprehensive picture on how what participants chose to write about
for Text 2
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Table 7
Text 2

Highlight Key Words
Show Understanding
Contextual Clues
Copious Writing
Rich Detail
Being Overwhelmed
Mention
Enhancement
Confusion Regarding
Enhancement

Bold & Elaboration
N=6

Elaboration
N=3

Bold
N=3

No Enhancement
N= 5

Characteristics

40%
60%
60%
0%
20%
0%
N/A

67%
33%
33%
0%
67%
0%
33%

0%
67%
67%
0%
67%
0%
0%

67%
67%
83%
17%
50%
0%
50%

N/A

0%

0%

17%

The results of Text 2 further reveal some interesting trends. Except for the Bold group, the
majority of participants in the other groups tended to show a general understanding of the text.
Interestingly, this pattern is almost matched in the use of context clues. Only a single protocol in
the Bold and Elaboration group featured a great deal of writing although several protocols
approached this threshold. As for Rich Detail, this tended to be reflected much more prominently
across the enhancement groups. No participants indicated being overwhelmed in Text 2. Of all the
participants who had bold enhancement (N = 9), 44% indicated noticing or being aware of these
words although this number was higher amongst the participants for the Bold and Elaboration
group, although one of those participants did indicate confusion regarding the purpose of the bold
words.
Overall Results
The participants’ think aloud protocols yielded results which ultimately appear to confirm
the lack of significant difference among the different treatment types in the participant post-test
data. In other words, the protocols reveal an extreme lack of any awareness on the part of the
participants for enhanced texts, particularly the treatment types employing bold as an enhancement
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strategy. The few participants who noted the bold words in the protocols deliver inconclusive if
not contradictory versions of the same enhancement type from a positive effect toward an outright
negative disposition, viewing it as a comprehension hindrance rather than aid. This raises
significant issues as one certainly does not want to create unnecessary obstacles for students’ L2
learning efforts. Again, much more research is necessary to reach more conclusive findings on the
efficacy of visual input enhancement in L2 reading.
Numerous other issues are raised by the low number of participants to understand the text
across all the enhancement groups and the no enhancement group. The readers were comprised of
both second and fourth semester German students. The fact that both participant populations had
difficulty with both texts would indicate that students’ L2 reading proficiencies and vocabulary
knowledge are woefully deficient at each of these levels. This further indicates that proficiency
level and task level among participants is imbalanced and raises some red flags regarding text
suitability in the language classroom. This raises further curricular issues as to how and when
reading ability is assessed and what acceptable standards are for students progressing through a
language course sequence. Moreover, we must also consider variabilities in instruction, teacher
orientation, and levels of student engagement. In relation to these criteria we must also consider
the role of reading and vocabulary acquisition in the curriculum and how this impacts L2 reading
development.
While this chapter is primarily concerned with the qualitative data from the participants’
protocols, we can nevertheless extrapolate some additional data from the length of their various
protocols. For Text One the participants for the different treatment groups were (NE = 9), (B = 8),
(ELAB = 9), and (B+E = 4). For Text Two, the participants were (NE = 5), (B = 3), (ELAB = 3),
and (B+E = 6). The Text One word count range for NE protocols ranged from 35-127, B protocols
ranged from 53-135, ELAB protocols ranged from 22-105, and B+E protocols ranged from 24-53.
The Text Two word count range for NE protocols ranged from 31-87, B protocols ranged from
43-81, ELAB protocols from 42-81, and B+E protocols from 17-102. The average word counts for
Text One across the respective treatment groups were 69.11, 82.75, 65.6, and 38.25 while for Text
Two they were 54.2, 57, 65.67, and 70.83.

From the information above we can spot some general trends. For Text One, the
Elaboration Enhancement group had the shortest word count at twenty-two words while the highest
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word count was in the Bold Enhancement group. Interestingly, the Bold Enhancement group’s
lowest word count, fifty-three words, was significantly higher than the other three treatment
groups, and more than double that of the Elaboration and Bold with Elaboration groups. It is
peculiar that the Bole with Elaboration group had the lowest variance between low and high words
counts, twenty-four and fifty-three respectively. Conversely, the other three enhancement groups
all had highs over one hundred words. We might suspect that higher word counts in the protocols
equates to participants with greater understanding of the text, and in broad terms this seems to be
the case. Bold with Elaboration quite clearly had the lowest average word count and this could be
due in part to the low number of participants in this category but perhaps also because these
participants had a lengthier text along with the bolded words to content with. If we recall the
participants who responded to bold words as a distraction, this could be a possible explanation for
the overall low word count. On the other hand, the participants of this group for Text One may
also all have been of a lower proficiency level than those in other groups with a more even
distribution. It is also interesting to note the similarity between No Enhancement, Bold, and
Elaboration groups for Text One. The Bold group featured a higher low and a higher high word
count as well as a slightly higher average. By contrast, the Elaboration group was lower than the
No Enhancement group in all categories. This seems to corroborate the general data trend in the
quantitative data of Chapter 4 where we really do not see significant differences among these
treatment types.
In contrast to Text One, the protocols of Text Two reveal a slightly different trend. The
similarities between the groups are much closer than in Text One although the low participant
numbers for the Bold and the Elaboration groups (N = 3 each) may be skewing this. Nevertheless,
the lows and highs across the first three groups are surprisingly similar with the Bold and
Elaboration groups word count ranges being virtually identical. Interestingly, the Bold with
Elaboration group has the highest range between low and high, with a mere seventeen words for
the low and a high of one hundred two words for the high, which is the highest word count overall
in Text Two. The immediate and obvious difference is in the Bold with Elaboration group which
ultimately ends up with the highest average word count in Text Two, in contrast to being lowest
in Text One. Again, the averages among the first three groups for Text Two are all very close to
one another. Overall, all four treatment groups for Text Two appear much closer than their
counterparts in Text One.
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These greater similarities may be partially due to the text itself which is a much more
concrete and shorter text than Text One’s more abstract concepts. Perhaps with the more abstract
text, the enhancements did not produce a positive impact as participants had to put more cognitive
resources towards finishing and comprehending the text as only the Bold group featured a
marginally higher average word count. In contrast, Text Two’s simpler more concrete nature along
with its shorter word count appeared to produce a slightly positive trend in the word counts as
opposed to the No Enhancement group.
As discussed at the outset of the chapter and throughout each of the different groupings for
Text 1 and Text 2, the various characteristics analyzed in the present chapter serve to provide us
with useful comparative and generalizable data. The chart below features the full results of the
characteristics across both texts and the different enhancement groupings. From the complete data,
we can extrapolate several interesting patterns. Taking the highlighting of key words first, we can
see that the No Enhancement groups are practically the same across both texts. On the other hand,
there is quite a bit of difference between the Bold groups as well as the Elaboration groups among
both texts. Although there were only three protocols for Elaboration in Text 2, it is a bit peculiar
that there were no mentions of key words for this group. This may just be a case of the low
participant count for this group in Text 2. Interestingly, for both texts, the Bold and Elaboration
groups were superior to the others although in Text 2 it is tied with the Bold group. Regarding the
display of general understanding across both texts, we again see some similarities but noticeable
divergences as well. Again, the No Enhancement groups are practically tied while the Bold group
have a rather large divergence for Texts 1 and Text 2 at 88% and 33% respectively. Again, the low
participant count for this group in Text 2 may be a factor here. The Elaboration groups across both
texts here differ as well with it being the lowest for Text 1 while being Tied for highest in Text 2.
For Text 1 all groups except for Bold are close to one another while bold dominates this category
with 88%. Similarly, all the groups are close to one another again although bold is significantly
lower this time. Moving on to the use of Context Clues, we see a gradual attenuation for Text 1 as
we move from No Enhancement towards Bold and Elaboration. In contrast, the results are a closer
in Text 2 although the Bold group is only at 33% here although Bold and Elaboration dominate in
Text 2. Again, some of the disparities revealed in Text 2 can likely be attributed to the low
participant numbers for Bold and for Elaboration.
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As we move on to participants featuring copious amounts of writing, a distinct lack thereof
is revealed across all groups for both texts. The only result of note is the Bold group for Text 1
where 25% of the participants featured a large of amount of writing. In contrast, participants
featuring Rich Detail still feature overall low instances although it is more prevalent than large
amounts of writing by participants and is not necessarily correlated to that. Often, participants
added deeper or meta commentary in shorter protocols albeit often at the expense of specific details
regarding the text. This brevity does not necessarily equate with a lack of understanding as the
type of commentary presented often tended to indicate a certain minimum amount of
understanding to have the resources to engage in such commentary in the first place. Interestingly,
there is a larger overall representation of Rich Detail for Text 2. This may be because the themes
of the story are likely more concrete and relatable to the participants as opposed to Text 1.
As we move to the final few characteristics we can again see certain patterns emerge. As
for Participants who felt Overwhelmed, only one reported for Text 1 in the No Enhancement group.
This does need to be taken in context with those participants who expressed confusion and perhaps
frustration regarding the enhancement. While this does not necessarily equate to being
overwhelmed, the confusion regarding enhancement could have had the very real effect of
reducing if not preventing comprehension. While there were a rather large amount of participants
reporting or mentioning the enhancement, almost universally in the groups featuring bolding in
both texts, it is perhaps not as high as one would expect with only 50% (4) reporting for the Bold
group in Text 1 and half of those participants (2) reported confusion regarding the enhancement.
The number of participants reporting the enhancement in the Bold and Elaboration group for Text
1 was higher at 75%. In contrast, the number for the Bold groups drops to 33% in Text 2 and 50%
for the Bold and Elaboration group of the same text. The lower percentage for Bold in Text 2 is
again a likely result of the lower participant number here. If we compare the two Bold groups
versus the Bold and Elaboration groups of both texts we arrive at 45% for the total of both Bold
groups (N = 11) compared to 80% of the total of both Bold and Elaboration groups (N = 10) which
would suggest that Bold and Elaboration was noticed by nearly twice as many participants. It is
unsurprising that there was virtually no reporting of being aware of the Elaboration enhancement
although curiously one participant seemingly did recognize it.
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Table 8

Elaboration N = 5

Bold & Elaboration
N=4

Bold N = 3

Elaboration N = 3

38%
88%
50%
25%
38%
0%
50%

40%
40%
40%
20%
20%
0%
20%

100%
50%
25%
0%
0%
0%
75%

40%
60%
60%
0%
20%
0%
N/A

67%
33%
33%
0%
67%
0%
33%

0%
67%
67%
0%
67%
0%
0%

67%
67%
83%
17%
50%
0%
50%

N/A

25%

0%

0%

N/A

0%

0%

17%

No Enhancement
N=5

Bold N= 8

44%
56%
89%
11%
22%
11%
N/A

No Enhancement
N=9
Highlight Key Words
Show Understanding
Contextual Clues
Copious Writing
Rich Detail
Being Overwhelmed
Mention
Enhancement
Confusion About
Enhancement

Text 2

Bold & Elaboration
N=6

Text 1
Characteristics

To gain a further understanding between the different enhancement groups as compared to
the non-enhanced group, the following table will feature the combined results of the same groups
across both texts to help mitigate the lower participant numbers across certain groups in both texts.
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Table 9
Text 1 & Text 2

Highlight Key Words
Show Understanding
Contextual Clues
Copious Writing
Rich Detail
Being Overwhelmed
Mention
Enhancement
Confusion About
Enhancement

Bold & Elaboration
N = 10

Elaboration N = 8

Bold N= 11

No Enhancement
N = 14

Characteristics

43%
57%
79%
7%
21%
7%
N/A

46%
73%
63%
18%
45%
0%
45%

25%
50%
50%
13%
38%
0%
13%

80%
60%
60%
10%
30%
0%
60%

N/A

18%

0%

10%

Now that the protocols characteristics of both texts have been combined we have closer
populations of participants across the different groups. Broadly, we can see a few tentative trends
where the Bold and Elaboration group tends to feature the highest positive results. Another major
trend across several characteristics however, is the fact that the No Enhancement group is not
always significantly inferior to the enhanced groups casting some doubts to the overall efficacy of
the enhancements or perhaps the need to pursue that avenue to increase learner outcomes. Starting
with the highlighting of key words, the No Enhancement and the Bold group are essentially equal
while the Elaboration group is a clear minority here. The Bold and Elaboration group dominates
here with 80%. As for general understanding, all groups reach a 50% or more threshold with only
the Bold group edging past the others at 73%. Interestingly, when it comes to the use of context
clues, the No Enhancement group is the leader with 79%. Both groups featuring bold are virtually
tied at 63% and 60% respectively. This could again be due to the No Enhancement participants
not having any additional visual aids, having to rely on the textual information as is and searching
for meaning perhaps becoming a greater necessity via context clues. No group seemed to feature
a large amount of writing more strongly than other with Bold edging this at 18%. These general
low numbers perhaps suggest that all participants regardless of level were mostly occupied with
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understanding the text and perhaps not having the time to write as much as those who had an easier
time understanding the texts. This is largely the same pattern for protocols with rich detail although
the overall percentages are certainly higher. Lastly, when it comes to mentioning enhancement
both groups with bolding are clearly more represented than the lone participant who reported the
elaboration. Here, Bold and Elaboration is the clear leader at 60% although there is perhaps not as
much as separation between this group and the group with only bold as one might have suspected.
However, the instances of participants being confused by the enhancement were nearly double
among the Bold only group which may indicate that the extra context provided by the Elaboration
may have to an extent mitigated any of the potentially negative aspects of the bolded words.
It is important to emphasize that these are just general tendencies and we want to avoid
making any sweeping generalizations at this point as the overall low number of usable protocols
across all treatments types and the variance in the number of samples per treatment group may be
impacting the data. It is important to note that the slight positive trend from the quantitative data
appears to be reflected in these protocols as well. Again, this calls for further research and we do
not want to diminish the valuable insights gleaned from the participants of the current study.
Factors reported by some of the participants such as the bold words being viewed as distractions
are a concern worth exploring further perhaps with a more detailed qualitative assessment. The
overall lack of participants reporting on the bold words should perhaps be a cause for alarm,
especially when one also considers the general trend of overall low proficiency and reading skill
across the entire participant population.
The implications here should be significant if we consider that this participant population
consisted of both second and fourth semester language students at the college level and the fact
that in many instances the fourth semester students did not really appear to significantly
outperform their second semester counterparts. There appear to be far too many participants who
appeared to indicate their inability to really understand much of anything across either text and
this raises questions of establishing exactly what these students’ proficiency levels might be and
how well their L2 acquisition is proceeding. If there are significant numbers of students with
extremely low proficiency progressing through the curriculum one must wonder how this affects
other students at the different stages of the curriculum. For example, we might consider the various
interactions these students will have with their classmates throughout courses. If there is frequent
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and consistent ‘bad’ L2 communication this could result in more students acquiring erroneous L2
knowledge and could prevent or possibly slow positive acquisition.
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSION

General Conclusions
To summarize the findings, show that enhancement by and largely did not produce
significant improvement over the non-enhanced version of the text. This would place the present
study among the results of earlier studies by Overstreet (1998) and Leow (2001). While there
appear to be limited trends indicating improvement the results of the various treatment types were
far closer than expected, indicating little difference among them all. Moreover, expected
differences between the different proficiency levels of participants were practically nonexistent.
Ultimately, enhancement, especially the combined enhanced of bolding with elaboration, failed to
produce superior performance regarding the target vocabulary. The qualitative results of the
present study in the form of the protocols revealed a wealth of insightful data that may provide key
information for the potential negative effects of enhancement on learners. As discussed in Chapter
2, we have seen that as the attentional resources of learners are drawn toward peripheral
information vis-à-vis visual enhancements, the ability to process the necessary complex formmeaning connections for comprehension are severely degraded. It is this very effect which could
be witnessed in the protocols as a few participants noted that the texts which had bolded words
distracted the learners and hampered their efforts at comprehension. While this was only observed
in some protocols, it seems reasonable to conclude that this may have affected other participants
who produced protocols with little to no information or who indicated severe difficulties with
comprehension. This is a key area to focus on for future studies.
As mentioned above, there was a surprising lack of difference in the performance of the
beginner and intermediate participant levels. This is observable across all the data and carries with
it some severe implications at the curricular level. One might expect a year’s worth of additional
coursework to generate a significantly higher level of performance but that did not appear to be
the case with the present study. While this could be due to additional factors not immediate to the
current study we might rightfully question why the more advanced participants seemed to have
virtually the same difficulties with Text 1 which was geared more for a second semester course.
These particular results suggest an additional area that the visual input enhancement research
should consider more in future studies.
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Pedagogical Implications and Limitations
While not a specific focus of the present study, reading texts in isolation without a
supporting framework of both in class and out of class aid will not see an improvement in student
learning even with the aid of input enhancement. Language learning cannot occur without learning
vocabulary (Krashen, 1989; Nation, 1990). Many of the comments in protocols that showed a lack
of participant’s understanding of the text indicated that there were numerous unfamiliar words.
The correlation between lack of vocabulary knowledge and language learners’ difficulties and
frustrations has already been acknowledged in the research for quite some time (Nation 1990).
Moreover, Grabe (2009), citing earlier research by Stanovich (1986, 2000), Carver 2000, 2003),
and Verhoeven (2000) notes the strong correlation between vocabulary knowledge and reading
abilities.
Considering that the upper levels of undergraduate language curricula often gravitate
towards advanced reading in the form of literature classes, and that the literature side of
departments in many programs dominates, it would only seem self-evident that language
departments would be well served by ensuring L2 learners also become strong L2 readers in this
time of budget cuts, decreased enrollments, and existential worries of liberal arts departments.
While delving into the organizational issues of language departments is a worthy pursuit it would
lead us too far afield from the present discussion. What is important however, is that it is a matter
of viability and sustainability for language departments to ensure that learners are provided with a
supportive framework for developing into strong L2 readers so that they can successfully navigate
the rich and varied complexities of other cultures and societies across all media involving the target
language(s). If the goal of language teaching is to prepare the learner to use their newfound
language skills in situations outside of academic settings, it seems imperative to provide the learner
with a robust learning experience at all levels of the curriculum which allows fluent access to such
knowledge.
As noted above, the results from both the quantitative and qualitative data of the present
study have been startling. Performance on the tasks by both groups was largely underwhelming
and revealed a lack of L2 vocabulary knowledge and reading ability. The relationship between
reading and vocabulary growth and their effect on increasing language acquisition as discussed
above has long been noted in the research and should not be controversial or contentious among
language instructors. It is however surprising that these two vital aspects of language learning are
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often not given the curricular and pedagogical attention they deserve in language departments.
Perhaps the research is partially to blame as the profuse amount of studies expounding either
explicit or implicit vocabulary instruction are still ongoing and may not provide clear guidance for
language teachers. Leaving it to students to find ways to learn required vocabulary without help
seems like a quixotic option and should not be considered. The practical realities of language
instruction almost necessitate that indirect instruction will occupy more time for vocabulary but
also grammar learning than explicit and direct teacher instruction. Only direct instruction could
lead to rote memorization rather than communication while only focusing on indirect instruction
might leave gaps in accuracy. Direct instruction will be narrower in scope while the indirect
instruction provides opportunity for experimentation and wider exposure to forms, meanings, and
functions by navigating meaningful communication. A balanced approach between direct and
incidental instruction will also serve to facilitate and encourage learners’ efforts outside of the
classroom.
Although the present study makes significant contributions to the visual input enhancement
literature, there are several limitations which are worth a brief discussion. While the present study
sought to eliminate as many of the existing methodological issues of the existing literature as
possible, there is certainly room for refinement of the research design, specifically the
experimental treatments. It may be worth featuring a series of more texts with the same participant
population to truly flesh out the longitudinal aspects of such a study although this may prove
difficult within the limitations of a typical university semester. Additionally, while the present
study selected a broad array of vocabulary for the present study due to the limitations of available
texts, it may well be fruitful to focus on a particular grammar or vocabulary type as a target for
future enhancement studies. This would then more easily allow for explicit instruction or direction
toward a target form. It is felt that operating with participants of different proficiency levels was a
novel approach which bears further exploration as exploring how enhancement affects learners at
different levels would ultimately be useful toward establishing generalizability of results. While
most studies feature relatively short texts it may be worth exploring progressively longer texts.
Additionally, while the present study included elaboration
Regarding the experiment design, the pre- and post-treatment assessments could be further
refined to also include output tasks (Izumi, 2002). It is felt that the qualitative aspects of the present
study were particularly fruitful with many relevant insights gleaned from the data. Incorporating
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an additional qualitative components such as stimulated recalls. As discussed in earlier chapters,
understanding that enhancement may be competing for most learner’s limited attentional resources
is vital for future research. While the present study did not incorporate this aspect, it certainly
seemed to reveal itself as an issue through the participants’ think aloud protocols. A future study
would incorporate a way to measure learners’ working memory capacities. Lastly, the data
collection process of the present study could use refinement. Future iterations of the study may
explore allowing for participants to partake in a computer lab setting with all the study components
as digital documents. This would also allow for easy incorporation of eye tracking software. As
with all visual input enhancement research, this study may not have arrived at broadly
generalizable results as of yet, but it provides numerous useful contributions to the field.
Future Research
This study, in setting out to resolve some of the methodological issues of previous textual
enhancement studies while investigating whether different types of enhancement affect students
of different proficiency levels differently, ultimately raises more new questions that it has
answered, and can offer paths of further investigation. Future research might seek to assess
whether bolding, elaboration, or a combination of both could be optimized further to raiser readers’
awareness of the enhancements. These elements could be made more salient to increase in readers’
comprehension efforts. For example, future studies might investigate whether students respond
differently to texts with such modifications if they are made aware of the reason for these
modifications. We must also weigh the potential benefits of these textual enhancements against
the difficulties of choosing suitable texts and knowing how much and where to enhance such texts,
and of course the time involved. Textual enhancement will also need to be compared to additional
reading and vocabulary learning techniques to determine best pedagogical practices.
It is important to reiterate the importance of developing L2 learners’ reading and
vocabulary acquisition to facilitate progression towards native levels of fluency, but also for
practical reasons of ensuring continued interest in the languages and allowing students to progress
through university language programs as strong language users rather than becoming frustrated
and giving up. The present study opens of further avenues of research to investigate textual
enhancement but also what students are noticing while reading a text, as evidenced in the protocols,
and the very real need to investigate effective vocabulary learning throughout the curriculum
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considering the varied incorrect guesses on the treatment tasks. A replication study would also be
beneficial to see if the results of the present study would produce similar results.
The present study revealed that the enhancement type is not significantly important. One
further area future TE research could yield fruitful results would be a focus on audio input as well
as a more advanced form of visual input using pictures. It may be interesting to compare a comic
book format compared to natural unenhanced texts. Lastly, the more recent efforts to use eye
tracking software to gauge attention is worth exploring further to possibly open up new uses for
this measurement tool.
A renewed focus on reading and vocabulary learning in the language curriculum moving
forward will help reinvigorate the learning process and allow students to build strong foundations
in their language learning from the outset. It is hoped that the present study can contribute to the
ongoing efforts to improve research in this field.
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APPENDIX

Condition Tasks and Texts

Background Information
Please complete the following brief survey.

1.

Age: _________________

2.

Gender: M / F

3.

Did you study German in high school? Yes / No
If you answered yes to question 3, please answer the following:
3a. Years

or

semesters

studying

German:

__________________
3b. Have you participated in a study abroad program? Yes /
No
3c.
4.

Length of time spent studying abroad: _________________

Do you have German speaking parents and/or relatives?
Please list German speaking parents/relatives:
_________________________________________________
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Activity 1
Do you know the meaning of the following German words? If yes, please provide an English
translation next to the German word. If not, write No next to the word.
1. der Blick
2. die Halle
3. der Boden
4. die Gäste
5. der Schlüssel
6. die Rezeption
7. die Zeitung
8. die Zeit
9. die Theke
10. das Glas
11. das Fenster
12. die Höflichkeit
13. der Kellner
14. besonders
15. die Tasse leeren
16. die Menschenmenge
17. das Trinkgeld
18. der Verkehr
19. die Lage
20. die Sonne
21. das Frühstück
22. draußen
23. die Ruhe
24. traurig
25. sich unmöglich benehmen
26. noch nie
27. immer
28. die Tristesse
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29. der Arbeiter
30. die Geschäftsleute
31. die Eingangshalle
32. der Geldbeutel
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Protocol
Please write down your thoughts about the story while you read. Write down
anything that comes to mind or that you feel is relevant about the text.
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This is the original German text without any enhancements.

Frühstück
Herr Posen steigt aus dem Lift und betritt die Hotehalle. Ein Blick zur Rezeption: Dort stehen
schon einige Gäste. Schlüssel in der Hand, Koffer auf dem Boden, bereit zur Abreise. Herr Posen
kommt näher, sieht auf das Regal hinter der Rezeption, wo die Schlüssel hängen und die
Nachrichten stecken.
Er schaut auf die Uhr, 8 Uhr 35, er hat noch genügend Zeit. Er nimmt sich eine Zeitung von der
Theke und geht in das Hotelrestaurant. Dort wird das Frühstück serviert. Ein Buffet, ein sehr gutes
Buffet.
Er weiß das, er ist öfter hier, ein – oder zweimal im Monat.
Er kennt auch andere Hotels in dieser Stadt. Alle nicht schlecht, aber das ‘Atrium’ mag er
besonders.
Warum? Ist es das noble Design? Nein, das ist normal für ein 4-Sterne-Hotel. Auch das Publikum
ist typisch: Geschäftsleute, manchmal ein Filmteam oder Musiker, selten Touristen. Die Lage ist
gut, sehr zentral, aber so liegen viele Hotels hier. Wahrscheinlich ist es wirklich das Frühstück.
Einfach exzellent! Er liebt dieses Ritual. Zuerst holt er sich ein Glas Orangensaft und zwei
Croissants und setzt sich an einen Tisch am Fenster. Der Blick auf die Straße. Draußen die große
Kreuzung, die Tristesse eines Wintermorgens, der Stress, der Lärm, die Hektik. Diese rastlose
Menschenmenge, durch das Hotelfenster ganz nah und doch so fern. Und hier drinnen, diese
angenehme Wärme und diese herrliche Ruhe. Wie gemütlich!
Herr Posen beißt in sein Croissant. Er weiß, er ist priviligiert.
Die Serviererin kommt mit zwei Kannen in der Hand.
“Guten Morgen! Kaffee?”, fragt sie lächelnd.
“Ja, bitte”, antwortet Herr Posen.
“Mit heißer Milch?”
“Sehr gerne, vielen Dank.”
Er mag auch die Höflichkeit des Personals. Er findet die Serviererinnen hier besonders freundlich,
und diese Freundlichkeit tut gut. Natürlich ist das ihr Job. Reine Routine. Trotzdem ist Herr Posen
dankbar. Diese Arbeit ist nicht einfach. Manche Gäste benehmen sich unmöglich, nur weil sie
Kunden sind und ihre Firma viel bezahlt hat.
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Herr Posen genießt das Frühstück. Jetzt noch etwas Salziges, ein leckeres Brötchen mit Käse,
danach frisches Obst, dazu Joghurt und etwas Müsli. Noch ein Kaffee, noch ein Organgensaft.
Dazu die Zeitung. Er liest einige Artikel und sieht sich die Sportresultate an.
Die Serviererin kommt noch einmal, ohne Kannen.
“Entschuldigen Sie”, sagt sie mit ihrem wunderschönen Lächeln, “Ihre Zimmernummer noch,
bitte.”
Herr Posen, faltet die Zeitung zusammen.
“314”, lächelt er zurück, “314.”
Er legt die Zeitung auf den Tisch und sieht auf die Uhr. Viel Zeit hat er nicht mehr. Er leert die
Tasse, und kratzt den Joghurtbecher aus. Dann sucht er in seiner Tasche. Zwei 50-Cent-Stücke. Er
legt sie neben den Teller. Ein kleines Trinkgeld.
Er geht zurück in die Hotelhalle, von dort nach draußen. Immerhin, die Sonne scheint jetzt. Auf
der anderen Straßenseite sieht er noch einmal zurück. Wirklich ein schönes Hotel, das “Atrium”.
Sein Lieblingshotel. Das Frühstück, das Personal, der Blick aus dem Fenster. Alles fünf Sterne.
Über die Zimmer kann er nichts sagen. Er hat hier noch nie geschlafen. In drei, vier Wochen
kommt er wieder.
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This version of the text features the bolding enhancement (B). The font size of the bolded items is
also slightly increased to hopefully further draw attention.

Frühstück
Herr Posen steigt aus dem Lift und betritt die Hotehalle. Ein Blick zur Rezeption: Dort stehen
schon einige Gäste. Schlüssel in der Hand, Koffer auf dem Boden, bereit zur Abreise. Herr
Posen kommt näher, sieht auf das Regal hinter der Rezeption, wo die Schlüssel hängen und die
Nachrichten stecken.
Er schaut auf die Uhr, 8 Uhr 35, er hat noch genügend Zeit. Er nimmt sich eine Zeitung von der

Theke und geht in das Hotelrestaurant. Dort wird das Frühstück serviert. Ein Buffet, ein sehr
gutes Buffet.
Er weiß das, er ist öfter hier, ein – oder zweimal im Monat.
Er kennt auch andere Hotels in dieser Stadt. Alle nicht schlecht, aber das ‘Atrium’ mag er

besonders.
Warum? Ist es das noble Design? Nein, das ist normal für ein 4-Sterne-Hotel. Auch das Publikum
ist typisch: Geschäftsleute, manchmal ein Filmteam oder Musiker, selten Touristen. Die Lage
ist gut, sehr zentral, aber so liegen viele Hotels hier. Wahrscheinlich ist es wirklich das Frühstück.
Einfach exzellent! Er liebt dieses Ritual. Zuerst holt er sich ein Glas Orangensaft und zwei
Croissants und setzt sich an einen Tisch am Fenster. Der Blick auf die Straße. Draußen die große
Kreuzung, die Tristesse eines Wintermorgens, der Stress, der Lärm, die Hektik. Diese rastlose

Menschenmenge, durch das Hotelfenster ganz nah und doch so fern. Und hier drinnen, diese
angenehme Wärme und diese herrliche Ruhe. Wie gemütlich!
Herr Posen beißt in sein Croissant. Er weiß, er ist priviligiert.
Die Serviererin kommt mit zwei Kannen in der Hand.
“Guten Morgen! Kaffee?”, fragt sie lächelnd.
“Ja, bitte”, antwortet Herr Posen.
“Mit heißer Milch?”
“Sehr gerne, vielen Dank.”
Er mag auch die Höflichkeit des Personals. Er findet die Serviererinnen hier besonders
freundlich, und diese Freundlichkeit tut gut. Natürlich ist das ihr Job. Reine Routine. Trotzdem ist
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Herr Posen dankbar. Diese Arbeit ist nicht einfach. Manche Gäste benehmen sich

unmöglich, nur weil sie Kunden sind und ihre Firma viel bezahlt hat.
Herr Posen genießt das Frühstück. Jetzt noch etwas Salziges, ein leckeres Brötchen mit Käse,
danach frisches Obst, dazu Joghurt und etwas Müsli. Noch ein Kaffee, noch ein Organgensaft.
Dazu die Zeitung. Er liest einige Artikel und sieht sich die Sportresultate an.
Die Serviererin kommt noch einmal, ohne Kannen.
“Entschuldigen Sie”, sagt sie mit ihrem wunderschönen Lächeln, “Ihre Zimmernummer noch,
bitte.”
Herr Posen, faltet die Zeitung zusammen.
“314”, lächelt er zurück, “314.”
Er legt die Zeitung auf den Tisch und sieht auf die Uhr. Viel Zeit hat er nicht mehr. Er leert die

Tasse, und kratzt den Joghurtbecher aus. Dann sucht er in seiner Tasche. Zwei 50-Cent-Stücke.
Er legt sie neben den Teller. Ein kleines Trinkgeld.
Er geht zurück in die Hotelhalle, von dort nach draußen. Immerhin, die Sonne scheint jetzt. Auf
der anderen Straßenseite sieht er noch einmal zurück. Wirklich ein schönes Hotel, das “Atrium”.
Sein Lieblingshotel. Das Frühstück, das Personal, der Blick aus dem Fenster. Alles fünf Sterne.
Über die Zimmer kann er nichts sagen. Er hat hier noch nie geschlafen. In drei, vier Wochen
kommt er wieder.
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This version of the text features elaboration (E). The word count is increased from 496 to 621, a
25.2% increase.

Frühstück
Herr Posen steigt aus dem Lift und betritt die Hotehalle. Ein Blick zur Rezeption: Dort stehen
schon einige Gäste. Er sieht die vielen Leute bei der Rezeption. Es gibt so viele Leute, die in
diesem Hotel bleiben. Schlüssel für das Auto oder die Wohnungstür in der Hand, großer und
schwerer Koffer auf dem Boden, bereit zur Abreise. Herr Posen kommt näher, sieht auf das Regal
hinter der Rezeption, wo die Schlüssel hängen und die Nachrichten stecken.
Er schaut auf die Uhr, 8 Uhr 35, er hat noch genügend Zeit. Er nimmt sich eine Zeitung von der
Theke und geht in das Hotelrestaurant. Die Zeitung hat immer interessante Aritkel. Bei der Theke
im Hotel ist die Zeitung kostenlos. Es ist sehr früh am Morgen. Dort wird das Frühstück serviert.
Ein Buffet, ein sehr gutes Buffet. Es schmeckt immer gut.
Er weiß das, er ist öfter hier, ein – oder zweimal im Monat.
Er kennt auch andere Hotels in dieser Stadt. Alle nicht schlecht, aber das ‘Atrium’ mag er
besonders. Es ist vielleicht sein Lieblingshotel.
Warum? Ist es das noble Design? Nein, das ist normal für ein 4-Sterne-Hotel. Auch das Publikum
ist typisch: Geschäftsleute mit grauen Anzügen, manchmal ein Filmteam oder Musiker, selten
Touristen. Die Lage ist gut – eine gute Atmosphäre, sehr zentral, aber so liegen viele Hotels hier.
Wahrscheinlich ist es wirklich das Frühstück. Einfach exzellent! Er liebt dieses Ritual. Zuerst holt
er sich ein Glas Orangensaft und zwei Croissants und setzt sich an einen Tisch am Fenster. Der
Blick auf die Straße. Man sieht viel von diesem Fenster. Draußen die große Kreuzung, die Tristesse
eines Wintermorgens – traurig, kalt und grau: der Stress, der Lärm, die Hektik. Diese rastlose
Menschenmenge – hunderte Menschen auf ihren Weg. Sie sind durch das Hotelfenster ganz nah
und doch so fern. Und hier drinnen, diese angenehme Wärme und diese herrliche Ruhe. So still.
Wie gemütlich!
Herr Posen beißt in sein Croissant. Er weiß, er ist priviligiert.
Die Serviererin kommt mit zwei Kannen in der Hand. In ihnen ist der warme Kaffee.
“Guten Morgen! Kaffee?”, fragt sie lächelnd.
“Ja, bitte”, antwortet Herr Posen.
“Mit heißer Milch?”
“Sehr gerne, vielen Dank.”
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Er mag auch die Höflichkeit des Personals. Er findet die Serviererinnen hier besonders freundlich
und persönlich, und diese Freundlichkeit tut gut. Natürlich ist das ihr Job. Reine Routine. Trotzdem
ist Herr Posen dankbar. Diese Arbeit ist nicht einfach. Manche Gäste benehmen sich unmöglich,
nur weil sie Kunden sind und ihre Firma viel bezahlt hat. Sie sind einfach unhöflich und
unfreundlich.
Herr Posen genießt das Frühstück. Jetzt noch etwas Salziges, ein leckeres Brötchen mit Käse,
danach frisches Obst, dazu Joghurt und etwas Müsli. Noch ein Kaffee, noch ein Organgensaft.
Dazu die Zeitung. Er liest einige Artikel und sieht sich die Sportresultate an.
Die Serviererin kommt noch einmal, ohne Kannen.
“Entschuldigen Sie”, sagt sie mit ihrem wunderschönen Lächeln, “Ihre Zimmernummer noch,
bitte.”
Herr Posen, faltet die Zeitung zusammen.
“314”, lächelt er zurück, “314.”
Er legt die Zeitung auf den Tisch und sieht auf die Uhr. Viel Zeit hat er nicht mehr. Er leert die
Tasse, also trinkt den Rest des Kaffees und kratzt den Joghurtbecher aus. Dann sucht er in seiner
Tasche. Zwei 50-Cent-Stücke. Er legt sie neben den Teller. Ein kleines Trinkgeld. Ein Dank für
die freundliche Serviererin.
Er geht zurück in die Hotelhalle, von dort nach draußen. Es ist nicht mehr ruhig außerhalb des
Hotels. Immerhin, die Sonne scheint jetzt. Auf der anderen Straßenseite sieht er noch einmal
zurück. Wirklich ein schönes Hotel, das “Atrium”. Sein Lieblingshotel. Das Frühstück, das
Personal, der Blick aus dem Fenster. Alles fünf Sterne. Über die Zimmer kann er nichts sagen. Er
hat hier noch nie geschlafen. Er ist kein typischer Gast. Er schläft hier nie. In drei, vier Wochen
kommt er wieder.
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The final version of the text features both bolding and elaboration (B+E).

Frühstück
Herr Posen steigt aus dem Lift und betritt die Hotehalle. Ein Blick zur Rezeption: Dort stehen
schon einige Gäste. Er sieht die vielen Leute bei der Rezeption. Es gibt so viele Leute, die in
diesem Hotel bleiben. Schlüssel für das Auto oder die Wohnungstür in der Hand, großer und
schwerer Koffer auf dem Boden, bereit zur Abreise. Herr Posen kommt näher, sieht auf das Regal
hinter der Rezeption, wo die Schlüssel hängen und die Nachrichten stecken.
Er schaut auf die Uhr, 8 Uhr 35, er hat noch genügend Zeit. Er nimmt sich eine Zeitung von der

Theke und geht in das Hotelrestaurant. Die Zeitung hat immer interessante Aritkel. Bei der Theke
im Hotel ist die Zeitung kostenlos. Es ist sehr früh am Morgen. Dort wird das Frühstück serviert.
Ein Buffet, ein sehr gutes Buffet. Es schmeckt immer gut.
Er weiß das, er ist öfter hier, ein – oder zweimal im Monat.
Er kennt auch andere Hotels in dieser Stadt. Alle nicht schlecht, aber das ‘Atrium’ mag er

besonders. Es ist vielleicht sein Lieblingshotel.
Warum? Ist es das noble Design? Nein, das ist normal für ein 4-Sterne-Hotel. Auch das Publikum
ist typisch: Geschäftsleute mit grauen Anzügen, manchmal ein Filmteam oder Musiker, selten
Touristen. Die Lage ist gut – eine gute Atmosphäre, sehr zentral, aber so liegen viele Hotels hier.
Wahrscheinlich ist es wirklich das Frühstück. Einfach exzellent! Er liebt dieses Ritual. Zuerst holt
er sich ein Glas Orangensaft und zwei Croissants und setzt sich an einen Tisch am Fenster. Der
Blick auf die Straße. Man sieht viel von diesem Fenster. Draußen die große Kreuzung, die

Tristesse eines Wintermorgens – traurig, kalt und grau: der Stress, der Lärm, die Hektik. Diese
rastlose Menschenmenge – hunderte Menschen auf ihren Weg. Sie sind durch das Hotelfenster
ganz nah und doch so fern. Und hier drinnen, diese angenehme Wärme und diese herrliche Ruhe.
So still. Wie gemütlich!
Herr Posen beißt in sein Croissant. Er weiß, er ist priviligiert.
Die Serviererin kommt mit zwei Kannen in der Hand. In ihnen ist der warme Kaffee.
“Guten Morgen! Kaffee?”, fragt sie lächelnd.
“Ja, bitte”, antwortet Herr Posen.
“Mit heißer Milch?”
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“Sehr gerne, vielen Dank.”
Er mag auch die Höflichkeit des Personals. Er findet die Serviererinnen hier besonders
freundlich und persönlich, und diese Freundlichkeit tut gut. Natürlich ist das ihr Job. Reine
Routine. Trotzdem ist Herr Posen dankbar. Diese Arbeit ist nicht einfach. Manche Gäste

benehmen sich unmöglich, nur weil sie Kunden sind und ihre Firma viel bezahlt hat. Sie sind
einfach unhöflich und unfreundlich.
Herr Posen genießt das Frühstück. Jetzt noch etwas Salziges, ein leckeres Brötchen mit Käse,
danach frisches Obst, dazu Joghurt und etwas Müsli. Noch ein Kaffee, noch ein Organgensaft.
Dazu die Zeitung. Er liest einige Artikel und sieht sich die Sportresultate an.
Die Serviererin kommt noch einmal, ohne Kannen.
“Entschuldigen Sie”, sagt sie mit ihrem wunderschönen Lächeln, “Ihre Zimmernummer noch,
bitte.”
Herr Posen, faltet die Zeitung zusammen.
“314”, lächelt er zurück, “314.”
Er legt die Zeitung auf den Tisch und sieht auf die Uhr. Viel Zeit hat er nicht mehr. Er leert die

Tasse, also trinkt den Rest des Kaffees und kratzt den Joghurtbecher aus. Dann sucht er in seiner
Tasche. Zwei 50-Cent-Stücke. Er legt sie neben den Teller. Ein kleines Trinkgeld. Ein Dank für
die freundliche Serviererin.
Er geht zurück in die Hotelhalle, von dort nach draußen. Es ist nicht mehr ruhig außerhalb des
Hotels. Immerhin, die Sonne scheint jetzt. Auf der anderen Straßenseite sieht er noch einmal
zurück. Wirklich ein schönes Hotel, das “Atrium”. Sein Lieblingshotel. Das Frühstück, das
Personal, der Blick aus dem Fenster. Alles fünf Sterne. Über die Zimmer kann er nichts sagen. Er
hat hier noch nie geschlafen. Er ist kein typischer Gast. Er schläft hier nie. In drei, vier Wochen
kommt er wieder.
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Activity 2
Please provide a translation of the following German words. You do not need to write full
sentences. A few words will suffice.
1. Blick
2. Gäste
3. Schlüssel
4. Koffer
5. Zeitung
6. Theke
7. Frühstück
8. besonders
9. Geschäftsleute
10. Lage
11. Fenster
12. Tristesse
13. Menschenmenge
14. Ruhe
15. Kannen
16. Höflichkeit
17. benehmen sich unmöglich
18. leert die Tasse
19. Trinkgeld
20. draußen
21. noch nie
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Activity 3
Multiple choice. Choose the word that provides the best translation of the German word.
Circle that word.
1. Blick
a.

black

b.

blue

c.

view

d.

place

to guess

b.

guests

c.

gasoline

d.

greetings

b.

card

c.

cup

d.

sleep

b.

wallet

c.

suitcase

d.

cane

b.

time

c.

brochure

d.

newspaper

b.

lobby

c.

pharmacy

d.

lounge

b.

breakfast

c.

lunch

d.

early

b.

but

c.

and

d.

maybe

b.

guests

c.

business people d.

concierge

b.

late

c.

early

d.

lobby

b.

window

c.

seat

d.

step

b.

table

c.

winter

d.

cold

b.

a small group

c.

a mass of people d.

hotel staff

b.

desk

c.

rain

noise

b.

pitcher/mug

c.

can (as in a can d.

2. Gäste
a.

3. Schlüssel
a.

key

4. Koffer
a.

bag

5. Zeitung
a.

magazine

6. Theke
a.

sales counter

7. Frühstück
a.

morning

8. besonders
a.

especially

9. Geschäftsleute
a.

employee

10. Lage
a.

location

11. Fenster
a.

door

12. Tristesse
a.

sadness

13. Menschenmenge
a.

maschine

14. Ruhe
a.

quiet/stillness

d.

15. Kannen
a.

cup

can/to be able to

of soup)
16. Höflichkeit
a.

politeness

b.

rude

c.

snobby

d.

help desk
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17. benehmen sich unmöglich
a.

to act friendly

b.

to behave

c.

to behave rudely d.

to ignore
someone

18. leert die Tasse
a.

to empty the

b.

to fill the cup

c.

to pay a waiter d.

to refill the cup

b.

money to pay

c.

tip/gratuity

d.

coins

cup
19. Trinkgeld
a.

money

food & drink
20. draußen
a.

inside

b.

outside

c.

to drive

d.

next to

b.

sometimes

c.

often

d.

never before

21. noch nie
a.

always
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This is the pre-test activity for text two. As the protocol directions are the same they will not be
repeated here.

Activity 1
Do you know the meaning of the following German words? If yes, please provide an English
translation next to the German word. If not, write No next to the word.

1. Das Handy
2. Die Hunde
3. unzertrennlich
4. Die Sorgen
5. zeichnen
6. umziehen
7. der Kummer
8. die Kammer
9. ausgedehnt
10. zurücklassen
11. mitkommen
12. das Erwachen
13. die Sachen
14. die Sucht
15. die Seltenheit
16. die Gesundheit
17. umkehren
18. ankommen
19. verboten
20. schielen
21. schneiden
22. das Kommunikationsmittel
23. beneiden
24. benutzen
24. dazu bringen
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25. die Bildmitteilung
26. die Mitte
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This is the unmodified original version of text two: Jeannette und ihr Handy which is taken from
Kaleidoskop (2007).
Jeanette und ihr Handy
Die beiden sind einfach unzertrennlich. Doch der klingelnde Freund machte auch schon Sorgen.
Als Jeanette mit ihren Eltern in eine andere Stadt umzog, weil ihr Vater dort eine neue Stelle
angenommen hatte, brach für sie eine Welt zusammen. Ihren Kummer bekämpfte sie mit
ausgedehntem Telefonieren und SMS-Versenden. Sie brauchte einfach den Kontakt zu ihren
Freunden und ganz besonders zu ihrem Freund, den sie in der alten Heimat zurücklassen musste.
Hohe Kosten
Das böse Erwachen kam mit der Telefonrechnung. Über 500 Euro konnte ihr Vater nicht mehr
lachen. Er kaufte seiner Tochter ein eigenes Handy und nun muss sie versuchen, ihre “Sucht” mit
Prepaid-Karten im Zaum zu halten. 80 Euro Handykosten im Monat sind immer noch keine
Seltenheit für die 16-Jährige. Sie sagt, sie braucht ihr Handy ganz einfach. Wenn sie es zuhause
vergisst, kehrt sie extra noch einmal um und holt es, und obwohl es in der Schule verboten ist,
kann sie kaum die Pausen erwarten, um mit ihren Freunden SMS auszutauschen.
Statussymbol Handy?
Andere Jugendliche besitzen sogar mehr als nur ein Handy und schielen trotzdem nach wenigen
Monaten schon wieder zum nächsten neuen Modell. Für sie ist das Handy schon längst nicht mehr
nur ein Kommunikationsmittel. Ohne Handy ist man “uncool”, wer das neueste Modell hat, wird
beneidet. Die zahlreichen Extrafunktionen der neuen Handys bringen Jugendliche darüber hinaus
dazu, immer mehr Geld auszugeben für Downloads, MMS (Bildmitteilungen) und vieles mehr.
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This is the bold (B) version of text two.

Jeanette und ihr Handy
Die beiden sind einfach unzertrennlich. Doch der klingelnde Freund machte auch schon Sorgen.
Als Jeanette mit ihren Eltern in eine andere Stadt umzog, weil ihr Vater dort eine neue Stelle
angenommen hatte, brach für sie eine Welt zusammen. Ihren Kummer bekämpfte sie mit
ausgedehntem Telefonieren und SMS-Versenden. Sie brauchte einfach den Kontakt zu ihren
Freunden und ganz besonders zu ihrem Freund, den sie in der alten Heimat zurücklassen musste.

Hohe Kosten
Das böse Erwachen kam mit der Telefonrechnung. Über 500 Euro konnte ihr Vater nicht mehr
lachen. Er kaufte seiner Tochter ein eigenes Handy und nun muss sie versuchen, ihre “Sucht” mit
Prepaid-Karten im Zaum zu halten. 80 Euro Handykosten im Monat sind immer noch keine
Seltenheit für die 16-Jährige. Sie sagt, sie braucht ihr Handy ganz einfach. Wenn sie es zuhause
vergisst, kehrt sie extra noch einmal um und holt es, und obwohl es in der Schule verboten ist,
kann sie kaum die Pausen erwarten, um mit ihren Freunden SMS auszutauschen.

Statussymbol Handy?
Andere Jugendliche besitzen sogar mehr als nur ein Handy und schielen trotzdem nach wenigen
Monaten schon wieder zum nächsten neuen Modell. Für sie ist das Handy schon längst nicht mehr
nur ein Kommunikationsmittel. Ohne Handy ist man “uncool”, wer das neueste Modell hat, wird
beneidet. Die zahlreichen Extrafunktionen der neuen Handys bringen Jugendliche darüber hinaus
dazu, immer mehr Geld auszugeben für Downloads, MMS (Bildmitteilungen) und vieles mehr.
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This is the elaboration (E) version of text two. This version expands the text from 235 words to
409 words, an increase of 74.04%.

Jeanette und ihr Handy
Die beiden sind einfach unzertrennlich. Sie sind immer zusammen. Doch der klingelnde Freund
machte auch schon Sorgen. Es gab schon Probleme mit dem Handy.
Als Jeanette mit ihren Eltern in eine andere Stadt umzog, weil ihr Vater dort eine neue Stelle
angenommen hatte, brach für sie eine Welt zusammen. Sie leben jetzt in einer neuen Stadt. Ihren
Kummer bekämpfte sie mit ausgedehntem Telefonieren und SMS-Versenden. Sie war sehr traurig
und telefonierte sehr viel. Sie brauchte einfach den Kontakt zu ihren Freunden und ganz besonders
zu ihrem Freund, den sie in der alten Heimat zurücklassen musste. Ihr Freund lebt noch in ihrer
alten Stadt und ist nicht mitgekommen.

Hohe Kosten
Das böse Erwachen kam mit der Telefonrechnung. Es gab eine große Realisation für Jeanette, weil
sie so viel telefonierte. Über 500 Euro konnte ihr Vater nicht mehr lachen. Er kaufte seiner Tochter
ein eigenes Handy und nun muss sie versuchen, ihre “Sucht” – das viele Telefonieren und SMSVersenden – mit Prepaid-Karten im Zaum zu halten. Ihr Vater versuchte die Handy Situation unter
Kontrolle zu bringen. 80 Euro Handykosten im Monat sind immer noch keine Seltenheit für die
16-Jährige. Jeanette zahlt oft viel Geld im Monat für ihr Telefonieren und SMS-Versenden. Sie
sagt, sie braucht ihr Handy ganz einfach. Wenn sie es zuhause vergisst, kehrt sie extra noch einmal
um, also geht wieder kurz nach Hause und holt es, und obwohl es in der Schule verboten ist, kann
sie kaum die Pausen erwarten, um mit ihren Freunden SMS auszutauschen. Mann darf kein Handy
in der Schule haben, aber sie bringt es trotzdem mit.

Statussymbol Handy?
Andere Jugendliche besitzen sogar mehr als nur ein Handy und schielen trotzdem nach wenigen
Monaten schon wieder zum nächsten neuen Modell. Alle warten auf und wollen immer das neueste
und schönste Handy. Neu ist cool. Ein Handy kann schon nach ein paar Monaten nicht mehr das
beste sein. Für sie ist das Handy schon längst nicht mehr nur ein Kommunikationsmittel wie zum
Beispiel Computer oder Fernseher. Ohne Handy ist man “uncool”, wer das neueste Modell hat,
wird beneidet. Man ist populär wenn man das neueste und coolste Handy hat. Die zahlreichen
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Extrafunktionen der neuen Handys bringen Jugendliche darüber hinaus dazu, immer mehr Geld
auszugeben für Downloads, MMS (Bildmitteilungen) – also eine SMS mit Foto – und vieles mehr.
Es gibt so viele neue und interessante Extrafunktionen, dass die neuesten “Apps” und Spiele auch
ein Statussymbol werden – man muss auch diese Extras kaufen um “cool” zu sein.
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This is the bold and elaboration (B+E) version of text two.

Jeanette und ihr Handy
Die beiden sind einfach unzertrennlich. Sie sind immer zusammen. Doch der klingelnde
Freund machte auch schon Sorgen. Es gab schon Probleme mit dem Handy.
Als Jeanette mit ihren Eltern in eine andere Stadt umzog, weil ihr Vater dort eine neue Stelle
angenommen hatte, brach für sie eine Welt zusammen. Sie leben jetzt in einer neuen Stadt. Ihren

Kummer bekämpfte sie mit ausgedehntem Telefonieren und SMS-Versenden. Sie war sehr
traurig und telefonierte sehr viel. Sie brauchte einfach den Kontakt zu ihren Freunden und ganz
besonders zu ihrem Freund, den sie in der alten Heimat zurücklassen musste. Ihr Freund lebt
noch in ihrer alten Stadt und ist nicht mitgekommen.

Hohe Kosten
Das böse Erwachen kam mit der Telefonrechnung. Es gab eine große Realisation für Jeanette,
weil sie so viel telefonierte. Über 500 Euro konnte ihr Vater nicht mehr lachen. Er kaufte seiner
Tochter ein eigenes Handy und nun muss sie versuchen, ihre “Sucht” – das viele Telefonieren
und SMS-Versenden – mit Prepaid-Karten im Zaum zu halten. Ihr Vater versuchte die Handy
Situation unter Kontrolle zu bringen. 80 Euro Handykosten im Monat sind immer noch keine

Seltenheit für die 16-Jährige. Jeanette zahlt oft viel Geld im Monat für ihr Telefonieren und
SMS-Versenden. Sie sagt, sie braucht ihr Handy ganz einfach. Wenn sie es zuhause vergisst,

kehrt sie extra noch einmal um, also geht wieder kurz nach Hause und holt es, und obwohl es in
der Schule verboten ist, kann sie kaum die Pausen erwarten, um mit ihren Freunden SMS
auszutauschen. Mann darf kein Handy in der Schule haben, aber sie bringt es trotzdem mit.

Statussymbol Handy?
Andere Jugendliche besitzen sogar mehr als nur ein Handy und schielen trotzdem nach wenigen
Monaten schon wieder zum nächsten neuen Modell. Alle warten auf und wollen immer das neueste
und schönste Handy. Neu ist cool. Ein Handy kann schon nach ein paar Monaten nicht mehr das
beste sein. Für sie ist das Handy schon längst nicht mehr nur ein Kommunikationsmittel wie
zum Beispiel Computer oder Fernseher. Ohne Handy ist man “uncool”, wer das neueste Modell
hat, wird beneidet. Man ist populär wenn man das neueste und coolste Handy hat. Die
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zahlreichen Extrafunktionen der neuen Handys bringen Jugendliche darüber hinaus dazu,
immer mehr Geld auszugeben für Downloads, MMS (Bildmitteilungen) – also eine SMS mit
Foto – und vieles mehr. Es gibt so viele neue und interessante Extrafunktionen, dass die neuesten
“Apps” und Spiele auch ein Statussymbol werden – man muss auch diese Extras kaufen um “cool”
zu sein.
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Activity 2
Please provide a translation of the following German words. You do not need to write full
sentences. A few words will suffice.

1. Das Handy
2. unzertrennlich
3. Die Sorgen
4. umziehen
5. der Kummer
6. ausgedehnt
7. zurücklassen
8. das Erwachen
9. die Sucht
10. die Seltenheit
11. umkehren
12. verboten
13. schielen
14. das Kommunikationsmittel
15. beneiden
16. dazu bringen
17. Bildmitteilungen
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Activity 3
Multiple choice. Choose the word that provides the best translation of the German word.
Circle that word.
1. Das Handy
a. handy

b. hand

c. dog

d. cell phone

b. insepabrable

c. to sort

d. separable

b. to sort

c. sweet

d.

to soar

b. to push

c. to move

d.

to turn

b. joy

c. cake

d.

kitchen

b. to push

c. stretched out

d. to squeeze

c. to laugh at

d. to leave

2. unzertrennlich
a. together
3. Die Sorgen
a. worries
4. umziehen
a. to pull
5. der Kummer
a. stress/worry
6. ausgedehnt
a. to move
7. zurücklassen
a. to go

b. to hurry

behind
8. das Erwachen
a. parent

b. adult

c. awakening

d.

dream

b. search

c. sight

d.

thing

b. sickness

c. rarity

d. frequency

b. to run

c. to stand still

d. to turn

9. die Sucht
a. addiction

10. die Seltenheit
a. health
11. umkehren
a. to go straight

around
12. verboten
a. to buy
13. schielen

b. to sell

c. forbidden

d. forever
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a. to look

b. to ignore

c. to send

d. to long for

14. das Kommunikationsmittel
a. means of

b. to communicate

c.

communication

communication

d.

communication

error

15. beneiden
a. to envy someone

b. to like someone

c. to dislike someone d. to know someone
well

16. dazu bringen
a. to make

b. to bring along

c. to forget to bring d. to make someone

something

do something

17. Bildmitteilungen
a. picture

b. painting

c. picture message

d. picture
frame

